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Abstract

Most recent Studies and Researches in IT (Information Technology) are bringing
to an increasing development of Pervasive Communication Environments Systems
such as MANET and Sensor Networks that assumed great importance, since 802.1X
development IEEE Standards, due to their features based on nodes mobility and
power consumption that lead to the rise of several protocols which implements dif-
ferent designs about routing algorithms and QoS (Quality of Service) specifications.
Conventionally, these kinds of network environments are equipped in their physical
layer with Isotropic and Omnidirectional Antennas Systems, that lead to a radiation
pattern with a constant gain in all TX/RX directions so it results in a non-directive
behavior of nodes. In this context there are lots drawbacks that heavily affect and
reduce protocols efficiency and SNR (Signal to Noise Ratio) such as: communica-
tion reliability, latency, scalability, power and energy consumption. For example,
using an isotropic antenna in nodes, without position knowing mechanism, bring to
a notable waste of consumption energy due to the non-directive behavior because
the same power is transmitted/received in all directions. To overlapping this draw-
back are developed in last years the so called Smart Antenna Systems that usually
consists of several directive radiation elements implementing adaptive algorithms
for the estimation of DOA (Direction of Arrival) and SOI (Signal Of interest); for this
purpose are employed beamforming techniques that are largely used in Radar Com-
munication Systems and Phased Array Systems. The resulted radiation pattern gen-
erates a beam that should be electronically controlled, and the main beam should be
pointed towards the direction of interest in communication transmission/reception.
The beam is generated according an adaptive algorithm (i.e. Least Mean Square)
that models the weight vector as Smart Antenna input System. Beamforming tech-
niques take lots advantages in medium access control, effectively, employing of
SDMA (Spatial Division Multiple Access) allows a great efficiency protocol growth.
MANET performance can be enhanced if more efficient antenna systems such as
Massive MIMO (Multiple Input Multiple Output) systems are employed; indeed,
massive MIMO underlie the development of 5G Mobile Wireless Network environ-
ments. However, despite of their capability to improve network performance they
introduce different kinds of issues especially in terms of energy consumption that
should be addressed. The main purpose of this thesis is to limit most of the men-
tioned issues related to directional communications in MANET in order to improve
the current state of art referring both to protocols and network performance. From
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a protocol point of view, important to highlight that the most of the overall contri-
bution of the present work aims to address energy efficiency, deafness problem and
finally, mobility issues occurring at physical and MAC (Medium Access Layer) layer.
The reminder of the thesis is the following:

• Chapter 1: introduces main concepts about network communications using di-
rectional and omnidirectional antennas in MANET and their common related
issues.

• Chapter 2: gives basics and fundamentals theoretical notions about Smart An-
tenna Systems (SAS) and Massive MIMO with particular emphasis to beam-
forming algorithms.

• Chapter 3: essentially, this chapter is divided into two parts. The first one,
illustrates basic features of the main instrument used for experimental analy-
sis that is the Omnet++ network simulator. The second part exposes the most
significant works produced to extend the default Omnet++ framework for en-
abling simulation scenarios supporting SAS and massivo MIMO systems.

• Chapter 4: provides a detailed discussion about deafness problem in MANET
directional communications and subsequently illustrates the most significant
proposals in this field with a special focus on designed Round-Robin based
approaches.

• Chapter 5: describes main issues related to mobility and energy consumption
of nodes in directional MANET with particular attention to handoff problem.
Nevertheless, it illustrates novel proposed strategies aiming to mitigate energy
consumption in very high gain beamforming communications employing SAS
and massive MIMO systems.

All of the above chapters are organized in a similar way. More specifically, each
chapter consists of three main parts:

• Background: gives a briefly theoretical explanation of the most important con-
cepts mentioned in the chapter.

• State of art: illustrates the most significant works related to topics encountered
in the chapter.

• Personal contribution: highlights the main contribution achieved (by author
of this thesis) allowing to improve the current state of art related to a particular
topic.
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Chapter 1

Directional and Omnidirectional
antennas in MANET

1.1 Introduction

Over the past few years, research into ad hoc networks has yielded considerable
advances, notably in the areas of new routing and medium access techniques. Yet,
significant shortcomings of ad hoc networks remain, especially when compared with
wireline networks. Wireless networks suffer from fundamental capacity limitations
[1]–[3], connectivity energy consumption and security problems, and are prone to
jamming and eavesdropping. Attempts to overcome these problems at the medium
access, network and transport layers by way of innovative and often ingenious pro-
tocols have yielded only incremental success. One of the most critical tasks in wire-
less network environments is to perform a set of communication between nodes
correctly. Ideally, the goal is that, given a generic communication system consist-
ing of a transmitter node T and a receiver node R, separated by a channel C, the
node T perform a certain communication with node R by transmitting a signal that
propagates in the channel and successfully should arrive or not to the receiver R
depending on, for example, to the power of the transmitter signal, the sensitivity at
the receiver, the condition of the channel etc. However, this signal is function of the
medium by which it was generated, other than of the physical properties of nodes
and the channel. The instrument used both for generating and receiving the signal
related to a certain communication is the antenna. Basically, the antenna allows to
convert an electrical signal into a wave that is able to drive in the radio medium [4],
[5]. However, with regard to wireless network applications, in order to understand
the behaviours experienced in different contexts, it is useful to investigate about dif-
ferent kinds of antennas employed by nodes. For this purpose the following subsec-
tions present an overview highlighting the most important differences and aspects
between directional and omnidirectional antennas with reference to layer features
and protocols which they are related.
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1.2 Directional and Omnidirectional antennas features

In the study of wireless networks, the set of antenna models use by nodes can be
grouped under omnidirectional and directional. Omnidirectional antennas, also
known as isotropic antennas, radiate and receive equally well in all directions [6],
[7]. Main advantages of omnidirectional antennas includes: ease of configuration
and implementation, low designing cost, very and simple architecture (hardware-
less). For instance, in cellular systems, they allow to amplify cell signals from multi-
ple carriers with different cell towers in multiple locations [8]. Nevertheless, despite
from this few benefits they introduce a considerable number of drawbacks such as:
limited range and coverage (derived due low gain provided), high energy consump-
tion, high interference probability (especially in dense networks), very high perfor-
mance dependency on the environments in which they are employed (indoor or
outdoor); nonetheless, omnidirectional antennas cannot exploit the benefits of cross-
polarization because they are vertically polarized [9], [10]. More specifically, this last
issue, contributes to increase the probability of interference between communicating
nodes in the channel [11]. From a topological point of view, this approach implies
that, the signal generated from the transmitter T, reach desired users with only a
small percentage of the overall energy sent out into the environment. Due to this
huge number of limitations, omnidirectional antennas may not be efficient due to
interference caused by the transmission of packets in all directions (other than target
direction) and limited range of communications [12]. Unfortunately, in Mobile ad
Hoc Networks (MANET), omnidirectional antennas have been used to communi-
cate with other nodes for transmission as well as for reception; this approach results
in very limited performance relating to physical, link and routing layer statistics.

FIGURE 1.1: Interference caused by omnidirectional antennas.

The Figure 1.1 illustrates an wireless network scenario in which nodes use om-
nidirectional antennas to perform communications. In particular, the transmitter
node T send to the receiver R a communication signal by using an omnidirectional
antenna; R attempts to capture the signal with the same antenna model. Because
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the transmitter signal is radiated in all directions with the same intensity, if there
are such nodes in the neighboring of the transmitter/receiver is high likely that the
radiated signal is captured by these nodes that, in turn, may attempt a communi-
cation at the same time. In this case, interferences and collisions can occur; these
issues could enhance as the mobility of nodes increases [13]–[16]. Nevertheless, in
this case, because nodes radiate in the same way toward all directions, a huge waste
of the battery life of nodes is certainly achieved [17], [18]. The majority of these is-
sues could be partially mitigated using directional antennas. Directional antennas
may be useful to increase network efficiency by directing the transmitted power in
the desired/intended direction. Directional antennas have a great number of ad-
vantages over omnidirectional antennas in ad hoc networking. By focusing energy
only in the intended direction, directional antennas can increase the potential for
spatial reuse and can provide longer transmission and reception ranges for the same
amount of power. Increased spatial reuse and longer range translates into higher
ad hoc network capacity (more simultaneous transmissions and fewer hops), and
longer range also provides improved connectivity [19]–[21]. Different kinds of is-
sues have to be investigated when directional communications occur with respect
to the traditional omnidirectional case; problems such as the hidden terminal and
the deafness problem [22]–[24] have to be properly handled as well as handoff issue
implied by mobility of nodes [25].

1.2.1 Using directional antennas in Ad hoc networking: motivations

The use of directional antennas in MANET is motivated because the great number
of benefits which they introduce with respect to omnidirectional antennas. Main
adavantages can be summarized by: spatial reuse exploitation, coverage range im-
proving, energy saving. In this subsection main features of cited advantages are
summarized.

• spatial reuse exploitation: In wireless networks spatial reuse is defined as the
capability to accommodate multiple concurrent communications in the same
space resources. Although increasing the number of concurrent transmissions
helps the network capacity, there is a counter effect to arbitrarily increasing this
number. The wireless medium is essentially shared among nodes, and hence,
signals that arrive at a receiver from other concurrent transmissions, even if
attenuated, will be taken as interference by the receiver.

Consider the scenario shown in Figure 1.2 where node T wants to communi-
cate with node R and node T′ with node R′. If omnidirectional antennas are
used, then node T′ cannot communicate with node R′ when node T is sending
packets to node R. This is due to the fact that communication of pair T′-R′ may
interfere with communication between T and R; this situation is illustrated in
Figure 1.2(a), in which it also can be highlighted that all of nodes stay within
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(a) Omnidirectional mode (b) Directional mode

FIGURE 1.2: Spatial reuse in omnidirectional and directional mode.

the communication range of node T; because more simultaneous communica-
tions are in the same range, it is very probably that a collision or interference
occur. If the nodes use directional antennas, each transmitter will focus the
beam towards its intended receiver. This features enables transmission be-
tween A-B and C-D to go on concurrently as shown in Figure 1.2(b). From the
above example, it can be deduced that, if the nodes use directional antennas,
neighboring nodes that are not in the direction of signal can go ahead with
their transmissions. Multiple transmissions can now be initiated by different
nodes instead of a single transmission in omni mode if they do not interfere
with one another and thereby increasing spatial reuse factor.

• coverage range improving Given a couple of nodes (T,R) the coverage range
is basically the capability of transmitter node T to perform a communication
towards the receiver R using a certain signal. In particular, the intensity of
the signal emitted by a node determines the maximum communication range
which that node can cover. The intensity of the signal, in turn, is determined
by physical features of the node such as the antenna power, that is very related
to the antenna radiation pattern (and so to the antenna gain).

(a) Omnidirectional mode (b) Directional mode

FIGURE 1.3: Coverage range omnidirectional and directional mode.

In Figure 1.3(a) node T wants to communicate with node R. If omnidirectional
communication is performed, T cannot reach R using a single hop because R is
outside from the communication range formed by T. Hence, because T cannot
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directly reach its intended receiver, for communicating with R it has to trans-
mit towards node X that lies between ranges of T and R. In Figure 1.3(b) in-
stead, a directional communication is performed by T; in this context, the gain
provided by the transmitter antenna is higher than gain allowed by omnidirec-
tional case, therefore T is able to reach node T in a single hop. The advantage
of higher directional gain can be explained in two ways: firstly, because of
the fact that focused beam can travel a larger distance than the unfocused om-
nidirectional signal, the sender can now reach a receiver which farther away
resulting in a improvement of the transmission range. The greater reception
gain helps the nodes to listen to a weaker signal if the signal is arriving at a di-
rection in which the antenna is turned towards. Secondly, the radiation pattern
formed by directional antenna is shaped such that the main beam concentrates
the majority of the emitted power; this allows to radiate in the intended di-
rection with the maximum gain resulting in higher coverage with respect to
omnidirectional.

• energy saving. In MANET, energy consumption is an important issue as most
mobile host operates on limited battery resources. A mobile node not only con-
sumes its battery energy when it is actively sending or receiving packets, but it
also consumes battery energy when idle and listening to the wireless medium
for any possible communication requests from other nodes. Thus, energy ef-
ficient routing protocols are requested in order to minimize both the active
communication energy which is required to transmit and receive data packets
or the energy consumed during inactive periods [26], [27]. Generally proactive
protocols consume more energy due to large routing overheads and reactive
protocols suffer from route discovery latencies [28]. In pervasive distributed
environments, a very common drawback related to the energy consumption
issue is that, usually, mobile nodes are equipped with omnidirectional anten-
nas. The employment of omnidirectional antennas as part as physical layer of a
node often could bring to a considerable wasting of energy, especially in cases
in which a network environment requires the establishment of a lot of com-
munication links for traffic exchange. In this case, because of the properties of
omnidirectional antennas, a node that is deeply involved in communications
is subject to a remarkable energy consumption and consequently it could drain
its battery life in a very short time, that could lead to the shutdown of the node.

1.3 Medium Access Control Layer and Directional Antennas

In the case of omnidirectional antennas, only those nodes within the radius of the
transmitter can detect the carrier on the channel. This location-dependent carrier
sensing results in the hidden terminal, exposed terminal and capture problems [29].
The application of IEEE 802.11 Distributed Coordinated Function (DCF) (Request To
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Send (RTS)/Clear To Send (CTS)) scheme to wireless networks with directional an-
tennas can induce new problems of location-dependent carrier sensing, such as new
hidden terminal problem and the deafness problem that never happen with omnidi-
rectional antennas [30]. In contexts in which directional communications are used,
the carrier sensing have to be properly addressed. The use of Directional Request
To Send (DRTS) and Directional Clear To Seend (DCTS) frames in association with
a Directional Network Allocator Vector (DNAV) information, helps to decrease the
large amount of collisions that usually occurs when using omnidirectional antennas
[31].

1.3.1 MAC layer issues using directional antennas

Different kinds of issues have to be investigated when directional communications
occur with respect to the traditional omnidirectional case; carrier sensing mecha-
nisms employed in wireless networks involve undesired phenomena such as the
hidden terminal and the deafness problem, that have to be properly handled in or-
der to avoid a significant reduction of network performance. Below, we illustrate the
main issues that usually occur in MANET at MAC layer using directional antennas.

• Deafness. Deafness is a very common problem in directional communications
that arises when a transmitter fails to communicate to its intended receiver,
because the receiver is beamformed towards a direction away from the trans-
mitter. When an omnidirectional antenna is used, all neighbors are capable of
listening to an ongoing transmission, however, when directional antennas are
employed, there is a possibility that a certain node is turned in a particular di-
rection while it is engaged in a communication related to another direction; in
this case, that node is said to be deaf in all the other directions.

FIGURE 1.4: Deafness example.

Figure 1.4 illustrates an example of deafness problem in a directional scenario;
Node A is beamformed by node B while a node X that is neighbored to A wants
to communicate with node A. Node X does not know if Node A is busy so it
keeps to send DRTS to A. Suppose that node B has a large amount of traffic to
transmit toward node A, and for this reason it beamforms node A for a long
time, is highly likely that a considerable number of frame collisions occurs in
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the scenario; as result, the overall throughput will be significantly degraded
and a large amount of DRTS/DCTS will be dropped.

• Hidden Terminal Due to Asymmetry in Gain. This problem occurs when
hybrid directional basically due to the fact that the antenna gain in the omni-
directional mode (Go) is smaller than the gain when the antenna is beam-
formed (Gd) [32]. If an idle node is listening to the medium omnidirectionally,
it will be unaware of some ongoing transmissions that could be affected with
its directional transmission.

FIGURE 1.5: Hidden terminal due to asymmetry in gain example.

To explain this type of hidden terminal problem, we refer to the scenario in
Figure 1.5. Assume that node A and node C are out of each other’s range
when one is transmitting directionally (with gain Gd) and the other is receiving
omnidirectionally (with gain Go). However, they are within each other’s range
only when both the transmission and reception are done directionally (both
with gain Gd). First, node B transmits RTS directionally to node C, and node C
responds back with a directional CTS. Node A is idle (still in omnidirectional
mode) so it is unable to hear the CTS. Data transmission begins from node B
to node C with both nodes pointing their transmission and reception beams
towards each other. While this communication is in progress, node A has a
packet to send to node B. Node A beamforms towards node B (which is the
same direction of node C) and performs the carrier sensing. Since the channel
is sensed idle, node A sends a directional RTS to node B. However, since node
C is receiving data directionally using a beam pointed toward node B (and
node A), the RTS from node A interferes with node B’s data transmission at
the receiver C causing collision.

• Hidden Terminal Due to Unheard RTS/CTS. This type of hidden terminal
problem occurs as a result of the loss in the channel state information during
beamforming. When a node is involved in a directional communication, it
would appear deaf to all other directions and important control packets may
be lost during that time. In contrast to the deafness problem in which the
packet cannot be received by its intended receiver, this type of new hidden
terminals occurs when a ”neighboring node” fails to receive the channel reser-
vation packets (RTS/CTS) exchanged by a transmitter-receiver pair. Hence,
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it becomes unaware of the imminent communication between that particular
transmitter- receiver pair and accordingly could later initiate a transmission
that causes collision.

FIGURE 1.6: Hidden terminal due to unheard RTS/CTS example.

An illustrating example is shown in Figure 1.6. Suppose that node A is en-
gaged in a directional communication with node D. While this communication
is in progress, node B sends RTS to node C which in turns replies with CTS.
Since node A is beamformed towards node D, it cannot hear CTS from node C.
While the communication between node B and node C is in progress, node A
finishes the communication with node D and now decides to transmit to node
C. Since the DNAV at node A is not set in the direction of node C (due to the
unheard CTS), node A transmits RTS to node C causing collision at node C.

• Head of Line Blocking. The Head-of-Line (HoL) blocking problem with di-
rectional MAC protocols was first identified in [33]. It occurs as a result of the
typically used First In First Out (FIFO) queueing policy. This policy works fine
in the presence of omnidirectional antennas since all outstanding packets use
the same medium. If the medium is busy, no packets can be transmitted. How-
ever, in case of beamforming antennas, the medium is spatially divided and it
may be available in some directions but not others.

FIGURE 1.7: Head of Line Blocking example.
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If the packet at the top of the queue is destined to a busy node/direction, it
will block all the subsequent packets even though some of them can be trans-
mitted as illustrated in Figure 1.7. Using the FIFO queueing policy, although
node A has packets that can be transmitted to node D, theyare blocked by the
packet destined to the busy node C. The HoL blocking problem is aggravated
when the top packet goes into a round of failed retransmissions including their
associated backoff periods as discussed in [34].

• Exposed terminal problem. The exposed node problem [35] occurs when a
node is prevented from sending packets to other nodes due to a neighboring
transmitter.

FIGURE 1.8: Exposed terminal problem example.

Consider the below figure 1.8, an example of nodes labeled A, B, C, and D,
where the two receivers are out of range of each other, yet the two transmitters
in the middle are in range of each other. Here, if a transmission between A and
B is taking place, node C is prevented from transmitting to D as it concludes af-
ter carrier sense that it will interfere with the transmission by its neighbor node
B. However note that node D could still receive the transmission of C without
interference because it is out of range from B. Therefore, implementing direc-
tional antenna at a physical layer in each node could reduce the probability
of signal interference with respect the case of use of omnidirectional antennas,
because the signal is propagated in a narrow band but do not completely solve
the problem.

• Handoff problem. The handoff problem is commonly implied by mobility of
nodes in directional communication contexts. Considering a couple of nodes
(T,R) involved in a communication, the handoff arises when the receiver node
R moves out of the beam of the transmitter T. Moreover, in wireless systems,
the channel can vary rapidly over time. Fig. 1.9 illustrates an example of hand-
off: the transmitter node T is communicating with a node R; during the com-
munication R moves in the position R’ and exit out of the transmitter beam and
consequently the communication fails and the beams need to be re-pointed. In
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FIGURE 1.9: Handoff example.

this case, if the node in the position R’ can still be reached by T through a beam
switching, we can refer to this operation as inter-beam handover. This unde-
sired phenomenon results in a dramatic decrease of throughput especially in
moderate-high mobility environments where any mobility prediction model is
employed.

1.3.2 Related MAC works in Directional Antennas

The MAC protocol for Directional Antennas in ad hoc network has received signifi-
cant interest in recent years. There are many variations of MAC protocols that have
been proposed for these antennas. The design of these protocols are influenced by
the 802.11 MAC protocol. Many proposed protocols use the RTS-CTS mechanism
used in the 802.11. The difference between them can be found in at least one of the
following categories:

• Directionality of frames: All the protocols transmit the DATA frame direction-
ally to use the advantages of directional antenna. The initial protocols consid-
ered using a mix of omni-directional and directional transmission for RTS and
CTS.

• Directional virtual carrier sensing: Some protocols had the same virtual sens-
ing mechanism as present in the 802.11. The more advanced protocols ac-
counted for the channel state in each direction and proposed/used a new di-
rectional carrier sensing.

• Directional range: Initial protocols assumed that the range of the directional
antenna is same as that of the directional antenna.

• Number of channels: Some of the protocols use more than a single channel.

One of the initial directional MAC protocol was proposed by Ko et al. [36]. In
this work, they propose that by sending CTS in omni-directional mode, the ACK
collision can be reduced. They advocate the use of omni-RTS when the complete
channel is free and use directional-RTS otherwise. While using the directional-RTS
in this case, there may be chances of deafness and hidden terminal problem which
may result in packet collision. Overall this is a probabilistic model to reduce the
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collisions. The virtual carrier sensing is not used in the MAC proposed by Ko et al.
The Directional Medium Access Control (DMAC) that has been used in this study
always uses D-RTS and D-CTS. Hence, it is vulnerable to collisions but because of
virtual carrier sensing, this is less likely. The problem of routing layer discovering
directional routes has not been addressed in this study. It assumes that each node
knows its location and its neighbors’ location. Nasipuri et al. [37] proposes a direc-
tional MAC protocol which uses omni-RTS and omni-CTS with a directional DATA
and Acknowledgement (ACK) packets. The ability to measure the Angle of Arrival
(AoA) of a packet can be recorded. Hence, after the omni-RTS and CTS, the source
and receive will always know the direction of their counterpart. If the packet needs
to be sent in omni mode, then the channel should be idle in all sectors around the
node. This leads to a scenario which is similar to 802.11 where the packet transmis-
sion cannot be initiated even if the channel is idle in the direction of the receiver. If
such a scheme was followed for the Head of line blocking described in the previous
subsection then there would no benefit. This is one of the drawbacks of the proto-
col. It also assumes that the range of the directional transmission is same as that of
the omnidirectional transmission. The higher gain of directional antenna is hence
not used. Wang et al. [38] proposed another directional MAC which uses multiple
channels. They assume three channels, one for data transfer and two more to send
the busy tones. Sender sends the busy tone in sender-channel and the receiver in
receiver-channel. The sender senses the receiver-channel before transmitting RTS
and receiver senses the sender-channel before responding with CTS. This reduces
the hidden terminal problem present. The use of multiple channels not only reduces
increases the complexity in deployment but also reduces the bandwidth of the data
channel. The DMAC that is used in this thesis is a single channel DMAC. The paper
has not dealt with discovering the neighbors. It assumes that the direction to reach
the neighbor is known by the node. The closest directional MAC protocol that was
used for the study is the directional MAC protocol suggested by Roy Choudhury et
al. in [39]. The virtual carrier sensing is done in a way similar to [40]. The RTS is
always sent in directionally. The receiver will receive the RTS in omni-directional
mode. The receiver sends the directional CTS to the sender. The reception of the
DATA and the ACK packet are directional. This protocol does a good job to identify
the transmission and reception modes can be both omni and directional. They also
propose a method to shorten the hops by sending multi-hop RTS and send the DATA
to hop which can be reachable by directional transmission but not by omni mode.
The drawback of this protocol is that they assume that there is a existing neigh-
bor discovery layer which knows the angles in which the beam has to be focused
to reach the receiver. The overhead and errors due to routing layer during route
discovery will hence be totally eliminated. The protocol that was used for study
does not assume that the sending and receiving directions to neighboring nodes are
known. The AoA cache explained in section 3.3.1 maintains the table with the node
ID and angle if it has already heard a transmission from that node. If the direction
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is unknown then omni-RTS will be sent to the intended receiver. The higher gain of
directional antenna was tried to be used by Korakis et al. in their directional MAC
protocol [41]. Since the omni transmissions cover lesser range, they proposed to use
the circular RTS. Instead of sending a single omni-RTS, the protocol suggests to send
a directional beam in all the sectors thus covering 360 degrees around the node. The
drawback of such a protocol is the wait time to transmit omni beam. If a omni beam
needs to be sent then the channel should be idle in all directions around the node.
This eliminates the hidden terminal problem to some extent but will suppress the
channel reuse factor. The protocol does not study the omni-directional transmission
of broadcast packets. Hence, it does not resolve the issue of finding routes even
though it proposes the method to know the direction of the neighbor after listening
to its transmission. The virtual carrier sensing in directional antenna that was used
by the study was introduced by Takai et al. in [40]. They basically cache the Angle
of arrival into memory tables . Based on the state of the DNAV, transmissions are
scheduled. If the sector in which the beam is to be transmitted is busy, then it will
be marked in the DNAV. This information is made use before initiating the conver-
sation. However the signal may be listened by side lobes too. This does not address
the effect of side lobes while the antenna is locked in some other direction which
may lead to incorrect updates of the AoA cache.

FIGURE 1.10: DNAV setting for virtual carrier sensing.

Figure 1.10 depicts an example of DNAV setting; three DNAVs are set up to-
wards 30◦, 75◦ and 300◦ with the 60◦ width. Until the expiration of these DNAVs,
this node cannot transmit any signals whose direction is between 0◦ and 105◦ or be-
tween 270◦ and 330◦, but is allowed to transmit signals towards 105◦ to 270◦ and
330◦ to 360◦. Choudhury et al. attempt to mitigate deafness problem by proposing
a novel method in [39]. Sinusoids are sent in a separate channel after the data trans-
mission is over. If the sender or receiver was deaf to any RTS that could have arrived
during that time, then the sender of the RTS will update its state after hearing to the
sinusoid and will realize that the other node was deaf. It may attempt to re-contact
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the node after listening to the sinusoid. However, the use of multiple channel to
solve deafness is the deployment barrier. The DMAC studied in this thesis does not
employ this method to detect deafness.

1.4 Routing and Directional Antennas

Although recent research activity has addressed some of the problems related to di-
rectional medium access, the impact of directional antennas on the performance of
higher layer protocols has not been adequately explored. As evident from subse-
quent sections of the report, the impact of directional communication on the perfor-
mance of an ad hoc network is often counter-intuitive. While fewer hop routes may
be discovered due to the higher transmission range of directional antennas, perform-
ing a simple neighborhood broadcast may now require the antenna system to sweep
its transmitting beam sequentially over multiple directions. As a result, neighbors of
a node receive broadcast packets at different points of time (unlike with omnidirec-
tional antennas). Also, sweeping incurs greater delay and can incur higher control
overhead, partially negating the advantages derived from reducing the hop-count
of discovered routes.

1.4.1 Directional Routing Related Works

Work on routing protocols using directional antennas is limited [42], [43]. In [42],
Nasipuri et al. have utilized directional antennas for the purpose of on-demand
routing. Their primary aim is to minimize routing overhead by intelligently us-
ing directional antenna elements for propagating routing information. Their results
highlight the large routing overhead incurred by using omnidirectional antennas
and show that it is possible to perform better using switched beam antenna systems.
However, the authors have equalized the transmission range of directional and om-
nidirectional antennas, thereby under estimating the potential of directional beam-
forming. Put differently, the impact of discovering shorter routes using directional
antennas has not been studied.

FIGURE 1.11: Nasipuri directional routing model.
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In Figure 1.11 the mentioned directional routing model is illustrated. The radio
transceiver of each mobile node is equipped with M directional antennas that are
placed in order that their formed radiation beams do not overlap. Any node that
wants to send a data packet have to establish a link with the desired destination
(route discovery) through RTS and CTS packet exchange; the route discovery pro-
cess provides that the transmitter node send a query with the same antenna used
for latest communications. As a variant, protocol establishes that, at the end of the
route discovery process, the transmitter records the directions of the antennas to be
used on every hop of the newly discovered routes. In work [43] author propose a
proactive routing protocol (originally proposed for omnidirectional antennas [44])
over Electrically Steerable Passive Array Radiator (ESPAR) antennas. The protocol
provides that, when a transmitter node wants to communicate with a receiver, it
sends omni-directional RTS to inform all of its neighbors about the current commu-
nication request also by specifying the intended receiver; it also specifies the approx-
imate duration of communication. The target node (the transmitter) sends an omni-
directional CTS to grant the request and to inform the neighbors about the fact that
the receiver is busied in a communication. In addition, all of the neighboring nodes
of the transmitter are aware of the direction of the receiver engaged in the commu-
nication by using the Angle Signal Interference To Noise Ratio (SINR) Table (AST).
The routing protocol performs well and gives reason to believe that directional an-
tennas may be acceptable for ad hoc networking. However, the Medium Access
Control (MAC) protocol is complex, requiring several exchanges of control packets
before actual data can be transmitted. Most of the routing layer protocols like An
On Demand Distance Vector (AODV) [45] and Dymanic Source Routing (DSR) [46],
broadcasts the route request packets to find out the routes. All such requests use om-
nidirectional mode of transmission for broadcasting. Hence directional neighbors
are not discovered by using omni-directional route discovery. This is a major hin-
drance which makes the directional neighbors invisible to the routing layer. Hence,
the next hop for apacket will always be a omni-directional neighbor. Even though
the packet may be transmitted directionally, it is transmitted to a node who can be
reached by omnidirectional communication. This excludes the use of greater range
of directionally focused signals. The idea of sending directional beams in all sec-
tors instead of a single omnidirectional transmission was suggested by Korakis et
al. in [33] which was used for sending RTS. Choudhury et al. [39] works on discov-
ering the directional neighbors by sweeping the directional beam for all broadcast
packets over each sector to transmit an omni-directional packet. This makes it possi-
ble to discover the directional neighbors. However, this approach introduces a large
amount of overhead. A possible solution to this issue is proposed in works [47], [48],
in which authors presents a Directional DSR protocol; The routing protocol should
handle the upcalls from the MAC layer to utilize the upcalls. The Directional Dy-
manic Source Routing (DDSR) protocol maintains a table which is updated accord-
ing to the upcall information. This table is called one-hop table. This table stores all
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the nodes that can reached by one hop. Effectively, this contains the neighbors of the
given node. When the upcall function is called by the MAC layer when a node was
added, then the node was added to the one-hop table. If the upcall for purging of
the node then the entry is purged from the one-hop table too. Since the DSR works
on source routing, the packet contains the complete route which the packet needs to
take. While the packet is to be forwarded, the source route is searched to select the
next hop that is reachable from directional transmission and which is nearest to the
source in the source route. The one-hop table will aid the search process by revealing
if a given node in the source route is a directional neighbor. This makes it possible
for the packet in DDSR to take a shorter route than the one specified in its source
route if a directional neighbor can be reached in one hop instead of two hops.

FIGURE 1.12: Directional DSR scenario example.

In Fig. 1.12 an example of application of DDSR is illustrated. If an Route Re-
quest (RREQ) is transmitted directionally by A, link A–C can be on the route. If the
RREQ is transmitted omnidirectionally by node A in Fig. 1.12, then node C would
not receive A’s transmission, and link A–C cannot be on the chosen route. If the
beam being used for transmission senses the channel idle, it transmits the RREQ.
Antenna beams that sense the channel busy are marked during the first round of
transmission. Once the round is completed, Directional MAC attempts to transmit
the RREQ only over the marked beams (sequentially). If some of the marked beams
now sense the channel idle, the RREQ is transmitted using them. For beams that
still sense the channel busy, Directional MAC drops the RREQ. This entire proce-
dure constitutes a single sweep. In [49] authors present a Directional AODV routing
protocol based on hop count to a gateway. Directional An On Demand Distance
Vector (DAODV) uses hop count, which is the number of hops from a gateway in
order to limit the retransmissions of RREQ packets. Each node learns its number
of hops from a gateway through gateway and hop count discovery. On receiving
RREQ packets, a node compares the hop-count value on the RREQ packet with its
hop count, then it broadcasts only RREQ packets with a higher hop-count value then
itself. Before broadcasting a RREQ packet, each node tags its hop-count value on the
RREQ packet. Thus, RREQ packets are directionally flooded toward the gateway.
The AODV uses periodical HELLO messages to indicate the presence of a node to
its neighbors. In the DAODV, these HELLO messages are also used for gateway and
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hop-count discovery without any protocol overhead. HELLO packets have a Time
To Live (TTL) of 1 and therefore, will not be forwarded to other nodes. Since they
are derived from route reply packets they have a number of unused fields. The main
effect of DAODV is the reduction the number of broadcasting route request (RREQ)
packets through the use a restricted directional flooding technique.

FIGURE 1.13: Route discovery in DAODV.

The Figure 1.13 illustrates the Route Discovery operation in DAODV. When a
node receives the RREQ, it establishes a reverse route to the RREQ source in its
routing table, and it either replies to the RREQ if it has an entry for the gateway
or it forwards the RREQ. Eventually, the RREQ reaches the gateway and it unicasts
a Route Reply (RREP). The node receiving a RREP sets up a forward route to the
gateway and desirable routes can be discovered.
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Chapter 2

Smart Antenna and Massive
MIMO Systems

2.1 Introduction

Above years, designers and programmers of wireless communications systems have
been attempting to get to overcome the problems facing the systems, co-channel
interferences, multipath fading and inter symbol interference are deemed as main
challenges that lead to the decrease in the quality of service and limit the numbers
of customers served by system. In MANET environments, although the most of tra-
ditional systems employ omnidirectional antennas, it has largely demonstrated that
these kinds of solutions are not adequate to the modern requirements for wireless
systems as well as the need to decrease infrastructure and maintenance costs. The
employment of Smart Antenna Systems (Smart Antenna Systems (SAS)) in wireless
mobile environments allows a more efficient medium utilization with respect to the
classical Omnidirectional approach [50]–[52]. For example, Spatial Division Multi-
ple Access (Spatial Division Multiplexing (SDMA)) seeks to increase the capacity of
a system. Generally, Smart Antennas fall into three major categories: Single Input
Multiple Output (SIMO) ,Multiple Input Single Output (MISO) and Multiple Input
Multiple Output (MIMO) Multiple Input, Multiple Output) [53]. In SIMO technol-
ogy, one antenna is used at the source, and two or more antennas are used at the
destination. In MISO technology, two or more antennas are used at the source, and
one antenna is used at the destination. In MIMO technology, multiple antennas are
employed at both the source and the destination. A Smart Antenna System com-
bines generally an antenna array with a digital signal-processing capability to trans-
mit and receive in an adaptive, spatially sensitive manner. In other words, such a
system can automatically change the directionality of its radiation patterns in re-
sponse to its signal environment. This can dramatically increase the performance
characteristics (such as capacity) of a wireless system. SAS are able to outperform
conventional omnidirectional systems in terms of spectral efficiency by achieving
more capacity in order that a larger number of end-users can be served [54], [55].
In literature, many researches have been demonstrated how the use of directional
antennas and the most recent SAS technology is capable of significantly allow high
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Quality of Service (QoS) requirements in spite of the omnidirectional systems that
foresee limited functionalities. However, these solutions are unlikely to fulfil the
requirements for the the 5G next generation wireless communication systems tech-
nology [56]. For this purpose, the massive MIMO technology has been proposed as
efficient solution for satisfying the requirements for 5G that certainly include very
high antenna gain and very high data rate in order to achieve huge system perfor-
mance [57]–[59]. In this chapter a deep overview about smart antenna and Massive
MIMO systems is presented, with reference to the architectures employed in this
field; the present chapter will highlight the most important benefits and drawbacks
of this systems and its applications in communication field.

2.2 Antenna arrays background

Before introducing SAS concepts, because they represents a particular case of an-
tenna array,it is necessary to focus on main antenna array mathematical aspects. Ba-
sically, an antenna array is a set of radiating elements that are spatially distributed
at fixed locations [60], [61]. The object responsible to scan the radiation pattern in
a certain direction/area called the beamformer electronically produces the beam and
can also provide for placement of nulls in any direction by changing the phase and
amplitude of the exciting currents in each of the antenna elements. Antenna ele-
ments are arranged according a geometric pattern that can usually be linear, circular
or planar arrays.

(a) Linear (b) Circular

(c) Planar

FIGURE 2.1: Different kinds of geometry patterns for antenna arrays.

Linear arrays (Figure 2.1(a)) have their elements placed along a straight line, and
are further called uniformly spaced linear array if the spacing between the array
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elements is equal. Circular arrays (Figure 2.1(b)) have their elements placed on a
circle while planar arrays (Figure 2.1(c)) present elements that are typically lying
in a two-dimensional plane according a rectangular pattern. However, both linear
arrays and circular arrays belong to the set termed planar array, with all their ele-
ments lying on a single plane. Arrays whose elements do not lie on a single plane
but conform to a given nonplanar surface are categorized into conformal arrays [62].
The radiation pattern of an array is determined by the radiation pattern of the in-
dividual elements, their orientations and relative positions in space, as well as the
amplitudes and phases of the feeding currents. If each element of the array is an
isotropic point source, the radiation pattern of the array will depend solely on the
geometry and feeding current of the array. Therefore the total field of an array is a
vector superposition of the fields radiated by the individual elements [63]. In par-
ticular, the electrical field of the i-th array antenna element, assuming far-zone field
condition, could be expressed as:

Ei = MiEni(θi, φi)
e−j

(
kri± β

2

)
r1

ρ̂n (2.1)

Where Mi denotes the field magnitude of the i-th element, Eni is the normalized
field pattern of the i-th element, rn is the distance to the of the i-th element from
the reference observation point, β represents the phase difference between feed of
elements of the array and ρ̂n is the the polarization vector; electrical field is function
of the spherical coordinates θi and φi. By making the following assumptions:

1. En1(θ, φ) = En2(θ, φ) = ... = En(θ, φ)

2. ρ̂1 = ρ̂2 = ρ̂n

3. M1 = M2 = Mn

The total field can be expressed by E = EF× AF where terms:

EF = ρ̂n Mn
e−jkr

r
En(θ, φ) (2.2)

AF = N cos
(

kd cos θ + β

2

)
(2.3)

Denote the element factor and the array factor respectively. Observe how the
array factor AF depends on the total number of elements of the array N. The array
factor is usually normalized with respect to N:

AFn = cos
(

kd cos θ + β

2

)
(2.4)

Finally, the normalized field pattern of the array is given by:

fn(θ, φ) = En(θ, φ)× AFn(θ, φ) (2.5)
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The Equation (2.5) expresses the pattern multiplication field rule establishing
that the total radiation pattern of the array is the product by the radiation pattern
of the single antenna element multiplied by the array factor. In the case of linear
uniformly spaced array the normalized array factor can be expressed as:

AFLINEAR =
sin (Nψ

/
2)

N sin (ψ
/

2)
(2.6)

Where ψ = kd cos θ + β. It can be easy verified that AFMAX = N. Antenna array
systems usually falls in two categories:

• Phased Arrays. The phased array consists of several elements of radiation are
arranged and linked in a certain way to give direction radiation model [64],
[65]. This Array has wide applications in radar, communications, and at the
present time in the microwave frequencies used in satellite communications,
the main objective of this technique is to increase gain in the desired direc-
tion and suppression the radiation in the unwanted direction, by adjusting the
phases of the signals that feed input elements in array. For illustration pur-
poses it can be said that the total electromagnetic field of an array is obtained
by vector addition of the fields emitted by the array elements, combined in
both phase and amplitude.

FIGURE 2.2: Phased Array example.

For phased array we have:

ψ = kd cos θ0 + β (2.7)

Where, the term θ0 denotes the direction of the main beam (also known as
steering angle) and β is the phase difference. The Figure (2.2) illustrates an
example phased array. Each branch of the array is equipped with a phase
shifter (the circle with an oblique arrow in the figure). The direction of the
main beam is electronically controlled by the term β. The scanning is required
to be continuous, while the feeding system is able to vary the progressive phase
β between the elements; this last operation is accomplished by phase shifters.
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• Adaptive Arrays. In communication the term adaptive array usually refers
to the radiation properties of array which is characterized by the capability to
change the radiation pattern according on changes and requirements of sys-
tem; this array can be distinguished from traditional antennas due that it is
able to operate with high performance in dynamic environments; these kinds
of systems are suitable to adapt the beam based on desired or unwanted sig-
nals arriving from different directions and different levels of energy [66], [67].
In addition, the use of adaptive arrays in communication system increase re-
liability and translates into higher performance compared to the conventional
systems; the efficiency of network performance is improved by reducing the
level of side lobes in the direction of undesired signals and by reducing the in-
terference while maximize the radiation pattern toward the desired user. The
adaptive operation is mainly performed through signal processing units im-
proving the performance by adapting the weights based on the received sig-
nal; the main goal of an adaptive array is to maximize reception in the desired
direction and minimize the reception from undesired users.

2.2.1 Beamforming

Beamforming is the most significant process accomplished by an antenna array in
order to perform the scanning of the overall signal toward a certain area/direction;
it is the process that is referred to the generation of the radiation pattern from the
output of array elements such that the energy either focuses or disseminates along a
specific direction in space. Electronically scanning of the antenna array can be done
using a power dividing beamforming matrix such as the Butler matrix [68], phase
array approaches or optimal combining. By applying beamforming to an array of
antenna elements, one can obtain directional antenna beams at low cost [69]. In
addition, the beam patterns formed by an antenna array are very flexible. For sim-
plicity, it is desirable to electronically scan the beam of an antenna by changing the
phase of the output from the antenna elements. If only the phases are shifted with
the amplitude unchanged when a beam is steered, the array is a phased array.

FIGURE 2.3: Beamforming operation.

As it can be observed in Figure 2.3, beamforming is generally accomplished by
a beamformer that selects the beam, through a beam selector, based on desired sig-
nal d(t) and returns the output signal y(t) (if we assume to be in the time domain).
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Beamforming can be achieved through either analog or digital methods. Commonly,
when referring to analog beamforming devices such as power dividers, power com-
biners, and phase shifters are employed to perform this operation [70]. In particular,
they are used to adjust the amplitudes and phases of the signals received from each
antenna element in order to form the desired directional beam. However, beam-
forming can also be carried out digitally [71].

FIGURE 2.4: Digital beamforming example.

The Figure 2.4 illustrates an example of digital beamforming. The transceivers
are required to perform frequency down-conversion and upconversion, filtering,
and amplification. A/D and D/A converters transform signals in the digital do-
main into analog domain, and vice-versa. Various digital signal processing (Digital
Signal Processing (DSP)) techniques can be used to form the desired beams. The
major advantage of digital beamforming is the fact that Radio Frequency (RF) sig-
nals are captured in digital form, enabling a multitude of digital signal processing
techniques and algorithms to be used for spatial processing. It also brings great
flexibility without any degradation in Signal to Noise Ratio (SNR).

2.3 Smart Antenna Systems

Generally, Smart Antenna System (SAS) is defined as a combination of devices prop-
erly placed identifying a a software and an hardware part [72], [73]. The hardware
section is represented by the antenna array, which, in turn consists of a certain num-
ber of antenna elements; the software part is usually represented by the digital signal
processing unit that enable the overall system to be smart. In latest years researches
tended to develop algorithms that allow to these kinds of systems to be ability to
identify, locate and track user dynamically through the concept of DOA (Direction
of Arrival); DOA is a parameter related to the direction of the arriving signal that
can be estimated through appropriate algorithm; note that the direction of an in-
coming signal can often denoted with Angle of Arrival [74]. In order to improve
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the efficiency and capabilities of a DSP, especially for Adaptive Array SAS, adaptive
algorithms have been developed. More specifically, adaptive algorithm improves
the accuracy in order as concerns the beamforming operation; in this regards it is
advisable to direct the main beam towards the desired target and nulls in unwanted
directions via beamforming algorithms; this would significantly reduce the noise
and maximize the directivity of antenna. Indeed, as it will explained in next sec-
tions, adaptive algorithm are able to minimize error in the channel by improving the
DOA estimation in order that the signal is powered toward the intended direction.
In other words, SAS can be defined as a smart technology that can increase the gain
of antenna array system which in turn reduces interferences, thus increases the qual-
ity of service and performance of the system, and the spectral efficiency is achieved.
Based on the way in which beamforming is accomplished we could distinguish two
main categories of SAS:

• Switched Beam: this kind of systems are able to form a finite number of fixed
and predefined patterns without channel feedback.

• Adaptive Array: an infinite number of patterns that are adjusted in real time
based on such parameters (for example channel noise conditions).

In the following sections, more details about different typologies of systems are il-
lustrated.

2.3.1 Switched Beam SAS

A switched-beam system is the simplest smart antenna technique [75]. This system
is based on the idea of cell-sectoring in dynamic manner, where it is characterized
by fixed, predefined lobe-patterns as illustrated in Figure 2.5. This system is called
switched-beam because it is able to switch between multiple fixed beams, that are
formed by a phase adjustment process, according to direction and movement of the
user, in order to increase the gain and enhance the reception. These systems are more
able, with respect to sectorized antenna systems, to choose the appropriate beam and
achieve the characteristic of directivity without the need for a fixed metallic physical
design.

FIGURE 2.5: Fixed beams formed by Switched Beam SAS.
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As it can be observed in Figure 2.5, beams produced by switched beam system
are identical but shifted in phase. Only a beam at a time can be active; however,
the system has the capability to switch electronically from a beam to another accord-
ing to the intended direction of the user. Switched beam are the most simple SAS
technology, however because in this case the DSP does not support any adaptive
algorithm. Performance are limited with respect to Adaptive Array systems.

2.3.2 Adaptive Array SAS

Adaptive array systems is classified as the most intelligent in smart antenna sys-
tems [76], this classification is due to its ability to adapt the radiation pattern in real
time this system exploits the spatial signal signature in order to estimate the desired
user’s location and then directs the radiation towards it as well as tracks the signal
of interest Signal Of Interest (SOI) while places null in all unwanted direction, thus
can reduce the effect of noise, multipath fading and interferences on the system. By
signal processing unit,this technology can adjust the parameters of the system adap-
tively in order to optimize the performance. Adaptive Array systems, because of
the use adaptive algorithm in DSP unit, are able of to effectively locate and track
various types of signals in order to dynamically minimize interference and maxi-
mize the intended signal at the receiver. In this case, produced beam is variable and
adapts itself depending on transmission channel conditions and a weight array that
dynamically varies in time.

FIGURE 2.6: Adaptive array SAS structure.

In Figure 2.6 inputs x1(t), x2(t), ..., xM(t) are multiplied by elements of a weight
vector W = [w1, w2, ...., wM] that varies according to an adaptive algorithm; y(t) is
the output while e(t) denotes the error; all terms are defined in functions of the dis-
crete time t. Instead, when a switched beam approach is employed, because any
adaptive algorithm is executed, the weight array can be considered missing or sim-
ply as a constant. Based on the kind of produced geometry pattern, SAS can be
categorized into different ways. The most common categories include, rectangular,
hexagonal and the circular arrays. However, in latest 5G technologies, the antenna
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arrays should be adaptive and it is required that they have an adaptive capabil-
ity to point the main beam toward the desired direction and steer the nulls toward
the undesired interfering directions. The main difference between adaptive antenna
and switched-beam antenna systems is the ability of the adaptive array system to
form the main beam by controlling the angle and amplitude of radiation pattern in
adaptive manner to achieve an optimal gain in desired direction and suppress other
interferences, while the second system is unable to form a shape of a main beam,
it is only able to selects the appropriate fixed beam and switch between the prede-
fined beams depending on the movement of the user, that makes the switched-beam
system less efficient in dealing with interference close to the desired signal and less
ability to increase the capacitance compared with the adaptive system as well as the
intra-cell handoff must be handled among beams other than the intra-cell hand of in
other system.

2.4 Advantages and drawbacks of SAS

In the present section main advantages and drawbacks related to the use of SAS are
synthesized:

• Coverage improving. Coverage area is commonly referred to the region where
the communication between a user and the base station is available; due to the
fact that smart antennas is more directive compared to conventional systems
such as omnidirectional antennas or sectorized antennas, SAS can achieve bet-
ter coverage [77], [78]. This feature is highly related to higher gain that is pro-
vided by the adaptive system. Moreover, it has been proved that this smart
systems achieve coverage greater by M than conventional systems, while the
number of required base station has decreased by 1/M by using smart antenna
system with M antenna elements. However, the high-directivity of smart an-
tenna system impacts on mobile devices through minimizing the required level
of power and thus extending battery life of nodes.

• Bit Rate increasing. According to the spatial variation of the signals, SAS
DSP unit allows to perform transmission/reception with a data rate that is
generally one order higher with respect to conventional antenna systems [79].
Higher data rates means higher noise in the channel, but efficient adaptive
algorithms there exist in order to limit channel interferences.

• Security. Security feature is considered a necessary issue in the field of com-
munications to avoid intruding on users network data, the solution provided
by the SAS is determined by the fact that they are able to radiate in adaptive
manner with high gain; thus, the transmission of signals is not in all directions
and thereby reducing the probability of spying on data and increase security
whereas the hacker must be in the same location of the users [80].
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• Complexity. The operations performed by the system on the receiving sig-
nals in order to optimize the service quality affect on the system and make it
more complicated, especially in terms of the separation of incoming signals
and synchronize them with real-time. In addition to the base station require-
ments to high-resolution powerful processors and controllers, this makes the
system more complicated because of the need for complex mathematical oper-
ations in digital signal processing part.

• Size. The need to increase the number of elements in antenna array to provide
better performance in addition to the fact that the separation distance between
them restricted on condition and is depending on the operator frequency, lead
to an increase in antenna array size, for example, the antenna array size would
be approximately 1.2 meters wide at a frequency of 900 MHz and 60 cm at 2
GHz.

• Cost. The number of radiation elements, relating to SAS, because it is not
excessive and limited (compared for example to Massive MIMO systems) does
not affect the design cost; however, high accuracy in computation involves
high cost; indeed, the higher is the complexity of the DSP unit the higher is the
cost to implement such software.

2.5 SAS beamforming algorithms

Adaptive Smart antenna structure has by the capability to form and object the ra-
diation of the main beam in the direction of the desired user while minimizing
the undesired signals and noise. This feature is used to increase the performance
during the transmission and reception of communication signal. This technique,
which constitute the array beam pattern is referred as the beamforming. According
to whether a training signal is used or not, most of the adaptive beamforming al-
gorithms can be classified into Non-Blind Adaptive algorithm and Blind Adaptive
algorithm [81]–[83]. Non-blind adaptive algorithms uses reference signal to modify
the array weights repetitively, so that at the end of each every iteration the output
of the weights is compared to the reference signal and the generated error signal is
used in the algorithms to modify the weights. The examples are Least Mean Square
Algorithm (LMS), Recursive Least Square algorithm (RLS), Sample Matrix Inver-
sion (SMI) and Conjugate Gradient (CG). Blind adaptive algorithms do not make
use of the reference signal and hence no array weight adjustment is required. The
examples are Constant Modulus algorithm (CMA) and Least Square Constant Mod-
ulus (LS-CMA). By adaptively changing the antenna array pattern, nulls are formed
in the angular locations of the interference sources so that Adaptive beamforming
technique is able to operate in an interference environment. The digital signal pro-
cessor is the heart of adaptive beam forming, which interprets the incoming data,
determines the complicated weights (amplification and phase info) and multiplies
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the weights to each element output and corrects the array pattern. The array thus
minimizes the effect of noise and interference and produces maximum gain in the
desired direction. Thus the SAS efficiency and performance is dependent on the
adaptive algorithms used for digital beamforming. The present section provides for
a brief overview of main beamfoming algorithms for SAS.

2.5.1 Adaptive Beamforming

Before illustrating main beamforming algorithms for SAS, because the meaning of
beamforming for antenna arrays has already been introduced, it is possible to ex-
tend this concept referring to the so called adaptive beamforming. The term adap-
tive refers to the capability to update and adjust the weights continuously with the
changing angles of arrived signals with time, while previous methods find the op-
timal weight without having to the re-calculations and that because the angles of
arrived signals remain constant and do not change with the times [72], [84]. Un-
like fixed beam systems, not only the steering directions but also the entire beam
patterns are automatically formed during the adaptation process. In order to max-
imize the output signal power in desired direction and minimize the power in the
unwanted direction, various powerful algorithms are used to adjust the weights of
the smart antenna array adaptively, so that the output beam pattern is optimized for
enhancing the system.

FIGURE 2.7: Adaptive beamforming principle.

The Figure 2.7 illustrates the adaptive beamforming principle. SAS are able to
adapt the beam in function of the direction of the user; this is done through the
DOA estimator that cooperates with an adaptive signal processor within which it
is implemented the adaptive algorithm. In reception part of smart antenna system,
the beam former implements the signal data of the training to establish the optimal
vector of weights during the training time, data is then passed and the beam former
investigates the computed weight vector to analyze any received signal. However,
as mentioned, beamforming algorithms can be classified as blind algorithms and
Non blind algorithms; the main difference between these algorithms is the fact that
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blind algorithms tend to use, in its computation, the information of the desired signal
more than non blind algorithms. In poor terms, blind algorithms usually does not
need for a training sequence while non blind algorithms have to be trained.

2.5.2 The Least Mean Square algorithm

The Least Mean Square (LMS) algorithm was developed by Wirodw and Hoff in
1960 [85]–[87]. This algorithm is classified as a non-blind adaptive algorithm be-
cause it requires training sequence. By gradient method this algorithm can adjust
the weights based on Mean Square Error (MSE) which is calculated from the differ-
ence between the input signal and desired signal, this ability to update the weights
is based on the availability of information about desired signal and input vector, fur-
thermore it does not need to correlation function or matrix inversion computation
that makes this method simple and a reasonable choice for many applications. Least
Mean Square (LMS) incorporates an iterative procedure that makes successive cor-
rections to the weight vector in the direction of the negative of the gradient vector
which eventually leads to the minimum mean square error.

FIGURE 2.8: LMS operation.

The figure 2.8 represents a generic functional schema of an Adaptive Array SAS,
in which d(n) denotes the desired signal arriving with a certain desired angle θ0 and
y(n) denotes the output of the Array System. The inputs are multiplied by weight of
a weight vector w(k) that dynamically varies according to the Adaptive Algorithm
used. Finally, e(n) represents the error estimated by the system. All parameters de-
pend on the length of the sequence n. LMS basic operation consists in the updating
of weights of the systems; weight update operation can be synthetized by following
few lines of pseudo-code:

Where the parameter µ denotes the step size and H represents the Hermitian
operator. Stability and convergence rate of LMS algorithm is controlled by the step
size that should be chosen in a range where convergence is insured; Typically, this
range is 0 ≤ µ ≤ (λMAX)

−1, where λMAX is the largest eigenvalue of the correlation
matrix R. The main ad-vantage of LMS is its low computational complexity and dis-
advantage is slow convergence rate [9] [15]. In particular, if the step size is chosen in
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Algorithm 1 LMS operation

1: procedure UPDATEWEIGHTS

2: for each n do
3: e(n) = d(n)−WH(n)x(n)
4: w(n + 1) = w(n) + µe∗(n)x(n)
5: end for
6: end procedure

the convergence range and is small the algorithm converges slowly with respect to
higher step size values.

2.5.3 The Constant Modulus Algorithm

The Constant Modulus Algorithm (CMA) is classified as blind algorithm because the
desired signal is not available. Constant Modulus Algorithm (CMA) is a gradient-
based algorithm that works on the theory that the existence of interference causes
changes in the amplitude of the transmitted signal, which otherwise has a constant
envelope (modulus) [88], [89]. The Minimum Shift Keying (MSK) signal, for ex-
ample, is a signal that has the property of a constant modulus. The algorithm is
performed through the use of three distinct steps in each turn. In the first step, the
computation of the processed signal with the actual weights is performed. In the
second step, an error is generated from the computed signal. Finally, the weights
are adapted with new error data in the third step. The CMA operation can be syn-
thetized by the following instructions:

Algorithm 2 CMA operation

1: procedure UPDATEWEIGHTS

2: for each n do
3: y(n) = WH(n)x(n)
4: e(n) = y(n)

|y(n)| − y(n)
5: w(n + 1) = w(n) + µe∗(n)x(n)
6: end for
7: end procedure

Where | y(n) is the absolute value of the output sequence that depends on the
length of the sequence. We can say that the term y(n)

|y(n)| in CMA plays the same role
as the desired signal d(n) in the LMS algorithm. One severe disadvantage of the
CMA is the slow convergence time. This drawback limits the usefulness of the algo-
rithm in dynamic environment where the signal must be captured quickly. This also
limits the usefulness of CMA when channel conditions are rapidly changing. CMA
does not require a pilot signal but it has a major drawback of slow convergence. In
summary, advantages of CMA are, slickness of implementation, adaptive tracking of
sources, error estimation accuracy, therefore, the most common drawbacks are: slow
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convergence, strong dependence on the step size (that should be small for having a
good convergence) and sometimes, possible misconvergence to local minimum.

2.5.4 The Recursive Least Square algorithm

The Recursive Least Square algorithm (RLS) is one of the most popular adaptive
beam-forming algorithms based on recursive least square. This algorithm requires
no matrix inversion because correlation matrix is found directly. It uses the sum of
squared errors for the inputs to update the complex weights instead of using the
mean square error minimization [90], [91]. The first adaptation of this algorithm
was derived from KALMAN filter for multi tap transversal filtering where samples
are taken over variable time frame. However, this algorithm is applicable for other
systems where the inputs are extracted from different sources. The algorithm uses
desired signal and correlation matrix in the adaptation. The basic operations of the
RLS can be summarized by the following code:

Algorithm 3 CMA operation

1: procedure UPDATEWEIGHTS

2: for each n do
3: g(n) = R−1

xx x(n)
4: w(n) = w(n− 1) + g(n)(d(n)− x(n)w(n− 1))
5: end for
6: end procedure

In this case the step size is replace by the gain vector g(k), so g(n) is the n-th
element of the gain vector; while R−1

xx is the reverse of the correlation matrix Rxx that
is defined as:

Rxx =
k

∑
i=1

x(i)xH(i) (2.8)

2.5.5 SAS beamforming algorithms state of art

Substantially, beamforming algorithms proposed in literature are derived from LMS,
CMA and RLS and aim to partially solve drawbacks introduced by these algorithms.
In the present section, the most important proposals in this context are illustrated.
Several researches that attempt to analyze the slow convergence problem of the most
common adaptive algorithms proposing new solutions for partially resolving this is-
sue. In [92] authors proposed a Normalized version of LMS (NLMS) that solves the
problem of input scaling usually present in LMS such as referred in [90], normalizing
the power values in weight vector computation but the time convergence problem
still persists. In [93] a Kernel Least Mean Square algorithm (KLMS) is proposed to
overcome the short comings (like MSE) of existing algorithms for a smart antenna
systems; the mechanism implemented allows an improving of the convergence time
in terms of number of iterations. The authors in [94] propose a new Time-Varying
LMS approach based on a time varying convergence parameter with general power
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for LMS algorithm. This work represents an evolution of the idea proposed in [95].
The basic idea of NTVLMS algorithm is to adapt the step size during simulations in
order to obtain acceptable convergence rate results even when the step size is small.
Results show that the convergence parameter should be small for a better accuracy.
There also exist some studies that try to enhance CMA algorithm; for example, An-
gular CMA [96] modifies the cost function of CMA to the form of real and imaginary
parts allowing an enhancement in terms of computation accuracy. The authors in
[97] proposes a new modified version of LMS and NLMS that present a variable step
size in which, the new variable step size is computed using a ratio of the sums of the
weighted energy of the output error with two different exponential factors. Simula-
tions have been demonstrated that the proposed VS-LMS and VS-NLMS algorithms
provide better performances in the implementations of the adaptive channel equal-
ization and system identification compared to other existing algorithms. Although
the evaluation of the adapted step size requires a lot of computations, the conver-
gence time problem results weakened with respect to the original version of LMS
and NLMS. A similar approach is used by author in [98] in which a new algorithm
with variable step size is proposed using gradient vector’s features to achieve an
acceptable convergence time. Another resource adaptive approach is presented in
[99]; in this work, authors provide a well-rounded mechanism to enhance the over-
all bandwidth management in wireless networks. More specific works such as [100]
and [101] propose efficient models to overcome the issues related to interfering sig-
nals when an adaptation process has to be performed in high mobility environments
such as in Vehicular Ad hoc Networks (VANET).

2.5.6 The Variable Metric Algorithm

As we have seen in the previous subsections the convergence of LMS and CMA
algorithms closely depends on the value of the step size and on the error estimator
used. In particular, LMS uses, as error estimator metric the MSE criterion, that does
not allow a rapid convergence of the algorithm:

MSE :=
{
[d(n)− y(n)]2

}
= d(n)− wH(n)x(n) (2.9)

The complexity in this case is quadratic in term of number of computations. So,
when the number of operations is large, this property could significantly limit the
speed convergence of the algorithm. To reduce the impact of this drawback and
accelerate the convergence we could use one or more error metric estimators that
are “lighter” than MSE criterion, but maintaining the same accuracy in the error
estimation process. For this purpose, a Variable Metric Algorithm (VMA) [102] has
been designed. VMA presents a variable error metric estimator depending on the
current error value measured after a certain number of iterations. As error metric
estimator alternative Mean Absolute Error (MAE) and Mean Absolute Difference
(MAD) [103] have been used. We can define MAE as the quantity used to measure
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how close forecasts or predictions are to the eventual outcomes. MAD is defined as
the average or mean (formally the expected value) of the absolute difference of two
random variables X and Y independently and identically distributed with the same
distribution.

MAE := 1
n [∑n fi − yi]

MAD := [X−Y]
(2.10)

Where fi is the prediction value and yi the true value. These two metrics have a
O(n) complexity (with the only difference that MAE requires a number of operations
higher than MAD) and could be used as alternative of MSE to accelerate the estima-
tion of the error during weight calculation operation. We propose two versions of
VMA: the first one, beginning from the normal MSE criterion estimation, switches
to a different metric when the bit error is higher than a threshold value (MAD has
been preferred because from simulations has been verified be faster than MAE); the
second version only uses MAD metric without using MSE. In both cases, it is possi-
ble to obtain a better error estimation at each iteration, improving the convergence
speed of the algorithm. In our case, having a lower difference between the desired
output and the system output at each iteration it means having a faster algorithm in
terms of error computation. We can synthetize both versions of our algorithm with
the following pseudo-code:

Algorithm 4 VMA-V1 operation
while !desiredAngleChange() do

double avgError; double threshold=0.75;
collectReceptions();
int nrec=getNumReceptions();
for each nrec do

avgError=evaluateAvgError();
end for
if avgError >= threshold then

use MAD;
else

use MSE;
end if

end while

Algorithm 5 VMA-V2 operation
while !desiredAngleChange() do

double avgError; double threshold=0.75;
collectReceptions();
int nrec=getNumReceptions();
for each nrec do

avgError=evaluateAvgError();
end for
use MAD;

end while
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As the code illustrates, (Receptions), until the desiredAngle does not change during
the simulation. Each Reception is associated to a desired sequence d(n) that could
be represented by a binary string. For the Receptions collected, the function evalu-
ateAvgError evaluates the average error on bit comparing (using a simple Hamming
Distance metric) the desired sequence that is known a priori by the receiver and the
output sequence y(n). In particular, the average error is given by:

avgError :=
1
n

[
∑N

k=1 ek(n)
N

]
(2.11)

Where ek(n) denotes the error measured related to the kth sequence that is func-
tion of the length of the sequence n, while N is the number of sequences collected
until a certain desired angle does not change (this parameter varies according to the
traffic pattern set in the simulation). Acceptable convergence time results have been
obtained with threshold values between 0.7 and 0.8, for this reason has been decided
to set this value to 0.75. Output sequence is affected by the error introduced by the
noise sequence u(n) that corresponds to each interfering signal. If this error is higher
than the threshold value, VMA-V1 switches to MAD else continue to use the MSE
metric; VMAV2 instead, uses only MAD without using MSE. For example, suppose
that we have a desired sequence of n = 8 bits 11001110 and three consecutive y(n)
sequences (N = 3) having the same length of d(n): 10001100, 01110001, 10001000;
the average error is given by: [(2 + 7 + 3)/3]/8 = 4/8; if this value is higher than
the threshold the algorithm changes metric. VMA algorithm has been tested by us-
ing PhasedArray SAS Omnet++ module that we designed in [102]; The following
table synthesizes main simulations parameters of the run configuration executed:

TABLE 2.1: VMA Main simulation parameter set.

Parameter Value

SAS Array Elements Spacing 0.5 λ
Network standard IEEE80211.g

Antenna Frequency 1 MHz
Message Length 512 Byte
Mobility model Random Waypoint

Routing Protocol AODV
Network Load 50 %

Simulation Area Size 500 x 500 m
Simulation Time 300 s

Number of samples 1000

The analysis has been accomplished in function of nodes mobility speed, increas-
ing this value from 2m/s to 10m/s; in particular 3 different configurations of node
mobility speed have been considered: 2m/s, 6m/s, 10m/s; for validating the model
20 different simulation runs have been performed, each one marked by a differ-
ent seed for all configuration cases. Furthermore, after several simulations, because
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LMS and CMS algorithm are closely dependent on the step size value, two different
configurations (each one having a different value of step size) have been created :
µ = 0.1 (high step size) and µ = 0.01 (small step size).

(a) µ = 0.1

(b) µ = 0.01

FIGURE 2.9: Convergence plots 2m/s.

From Fig. 2.9(a) it can be observed that, LMS begins to converge after 80 s while
CMA convergence is very slow with respect to LMS as it could be expected. In
particular CMA measured error remains about constant until 60 s and begins to lin-
early decrease after 100 s CMA begins to converge after 280 s VMA-V1 curve begins
to linearly decrease after 20 s and begins to converge after 70 s; VMA-V2 instead,
converges slightly faster than VMA-V1 but as we can find especially from peaks to
140 and 160 s is not very stable in the interval between 80 and 200 s; In Fig. 2.9(b)
we note that, as we can expect, because the step size decreases, LMS increases its
convergence time that in this case is about 150 s CMA, instead, decreases its conver-
gence time from 280 to 190 s VMA-V2 is faster than VMA-V1 and unlike previous
case we have a linear trend during all simulation interval. However, in this case both
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versions of VMA are faster than CMA and LMS but are slower with respect to the
previous step size configuration. So, as the step size decreases, the convergence time
increases slightly but remains acceptable.

TABLE 2.2: Algorithms performance comparison.

Algorithm Avg. Speed Enh. µ dep. Cost
KLMS 52,32% very high low

NTVLMS 51,03% medium medium
ACMA 38,8% very high medium

VS-LMS 55,94% low high
NVS-NLMS 47,13% very low high

VMA-V1 55,58% low low

From Tab. 2.2 it can be noticed that, our VMA algorithm, provides similar per-
formance in terms of convergence speed enhancement with respect to the VS-LMS
algorithm that proposes a variable step size without modifying the error metric eval-
uation of the original LMS algorithm. Based on these results, we can conclude that,
our proposed algorithm, should represent a good trade-off for obtaining a consider-
able speedup improvement and, at the same time, a little dependence degree from
the step size parameter; VMA could be considered as a valid alternative to the most
efficient algorithms that propose a dynamic step size to overcome the slow conver-
gence problem in which, however, the updating process of the step size could be
expensive in terms of computational cost.

2.6 Massive MIMO systems

Massive MIMO is a rising technology, that considerably enhances the basic MIMO
features. The term massive MIMO, is referred to the whole of systems that use an-
tenna arrays with at least few hundred antennas, simultaneously serving multiple
terminals in the same time frequency resource [59], [104], [105]. Generally, a sys-
tem can be called massive MIMO if a large number of antennas are deployed at one
or both ends of the communication link. The number of antennas and communi-
cation schemes vary in different systems and applications. Two main categories of
Massive MIMO exist, Single User (SU) MIMO and Multi User (MU) MIMO [106];
in the first case, only a user a time can access to Massive MIMO resources both in
uplink and in downlink. However, MU-MIMO are are most commonly used with
respect to SU - MIMO because they can exploit SDMA (Spatial Division Multiple
Access) very efficiently; for this reason, in the present thesis we will refer to Massive
MIMO considering a Multi User system. MU-MIMO technology in cellular systems,
where a base station is equipped with tens to hundreds of antennas, and communi-
cates with many users simultaneously through spatial multiplexing. Massive MIMO
"problems" can be considered according the kind of transmissions that are involved;
transmission can be downlink or uplink transmissions, for a single cell. MIMO with
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a large number of antennas, however, should not be limited to multi-user scenarios.
It can also be used in single-user scenarios, e.g., backhaul links between base stations
in millimeter-wave communications.

FIGURE 2.10: MU-Massive MIMO operation principle.

Figure 2.10 illustrates the basic operation principle of a massive MIMO; few users
are served from a macro-device (for example a rectangular array) having a large
number of base stations (antennas). Generally, massive MIMO is an instrument that
allows to enable the development of future broadband (fixed and mobile) networks
which will satisfy special requirements in terms of energy efficiency, security, and
robustness. Structurally, a massive MIMO system consists of a group of small (rel-
atively) antennas, supplied from an optical or electric digital bus that operates si-
multaneously related to a certain task. Massive MIMO, as well as the SAS systems
are able to well exploit the SDMA (Spatial Division Multiple Access) allowing for
an efficient resource channel utilization, both on the uplink and the downlink [107],
[108]. In conventional MIMO systems, like the LTE (Long Term Evolution), the base
station transmits waveforms depending on terminals channel response estimation,
then, these responses are quantized by some processing units and sent out back to
the base station. Fundamentally, this is not possible in massive MIMO systems, es-
pecially concerning high-mobility environments [109], because optimal downlink
pilots should be mutually orthogonal between the antennas. However, the employ-
ment of these systems entails a series of issues that should be properly considered,
for example, the interferences between terminals increase as the data rate increases.
Other issue is the fact that terminals consume a lot of energy during the commu-
nication process in spite of the well SDMA exploitation. Finally, the difficulty of
designing a system of limited size improves proportionally with the increasing of
the number of antennas in the system. For this reason it is necessary to find a trade-
off between the number of elements and the requirements. Therefore in spite of the
difficult hardware and designing implementation, these systems are becoming in-
creasingly prevalent in the modern applications due to the great benefits that could
introduce:
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• Massive MIMO can increase the wireless channel capacity up to 10 times with
respect to the traditional LTE systems [110]. This means very high coverage.

• Massive MIMO can improve the radiated energy-efficiency up to 100 times
with respect to the traditional LTE systems [111]. This translates into higher
gains and higher performance.

• With large number of antennas, the energy can be focused with extreme sharp-
ness into small regions in space [112]. This feature encourages a better energy
system resource exploitation.

• Limited designing costs, if low power components are used [113].

However, the employement of these systems entails a series of issues that should be
properly considered:

• Interferences between terminals increase as the data rate increases. However,
techniques as the ZF (Zero Forcing) could be used to suppress such interfer-
ences [114].

• The terminals consume a lot of energy during the communication process in
spite of the well SDMA exploitation [115].

• The difficult for designing a system of limited size grows up with the number
of antennas [116]. For this reason it is necessary to find a trade-off between the
number of elements and the requirements.

2.6.1 Planar Massive MIMO

Although there exist several kinds of massive MIMO systems depending on the ge-
ometry pattern, in this chapter only the planar massive MIMO technology is ex-
posed. We use the term planar to indicate that the array can scan the beam along the
elevation plane θ and the azimuth plane φ as opposed to the linear arrays that scan
the main beam only along θ or φ. Planar arrays offer more gain and lower sidelobes
than linear arrays, at the expense of using more elements . From an architectural
point of view, a massive MIMO is structured depending on the geometry pattern
that is able to form. There exist several design configurations that usually are func-
tion of the kind of application to which these systems are destined. Anyway, in this
thesis, we consider three different types of planar antenna arrays: the URPA (Uni-
form Rectangular Linear Array), the UHPA (Uniform Hexagonal Linear Array), and
the UCPA (Uniform Circular Linear Array). The following subsections synthesize
the main feature of the mentioned configurations.
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Massive MIMO URPA

The Uniform Rectangular Planar Array technology, is the most simple planar mas-
sive MIMO configuration [117]. The geometry pattern in this case is consist of a
simple matrix within which the antenna elements are placed.

FIGURE 2.11: Massive MIMO URPA example.

The Fig. 2.11 illustrates an example of massive MIMO URPA configuration. Ba-
sically, a URPA is a two-dimensional matrix filled with a certain number of antenna
elements (the circles in the figure) both along the x and the y axis; these antenna
elements are equally spaced between each one and this spacing is usually expressed
in wavelengths. If we denote the number of elements placed on the x axis with M
(the rows of the matrix) and with N the number of antennas lying in the y axis (the
columns of the matrix), the total number of elements of the URPA is given by:

NumElements = M× N (2.12)

Where M and N are arbitrary integers typically higher than 1. In the first versions
of the URPA, M and N were identical and limited to 8; in the modern application
M and N are commonly different and chosen between 8 and 12. In general, the
radiation field formed by the antenna elements (known also with the term element
factor) is given by:

Em(r, θ, φ) = A× f (θ, φ)
e−jkr

r
(2.13)

In the eq.2, A is the nominal field amplitude, f (θ, φ) is the radiation field pattern
, and r is the radial distance between the element and the reference point, that high-
lights the decrease of the field in function of the distance. According to the pattern
multiplication principle, the antenna array total electrical field can be expressed as:

ETOT = Em × AF(θ, φ) (2.14)

The term AF(θ, φ) is also known as array factor and it depends on the geometry
structure of the array. In the case of URPA, the array factor equation is very similar
to the Uniform Linear Array (ULA) with the only difference that is designed by
considering two dimensions:

AFURPA(θ, φ) =

sin
(

MψM
2

)
sin
(

ψM
2

)
sin

(
NψN

2

)
sin
(

ψN
2

)
 (2.15)
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With:

ψM = kd sin θ cos φ + βM, ψN = kd sin θ sin φ + βN (2.16)

βM = −kd sin θ0 cos φ0, βN = −kd sin θ0 sin φ0 (2.17)

The terms ψM and ψN indicate the array phase along the x and the y axis respec-
tively while the terms βM and βN denote the scanning steering factors along x and y
in function of the steering angle θ0; finally, φ0 is the azimuthal elevation steering an-
gle term. Observe that the array factor expression related to eq. 4 is not normalized
with respect to M and N. The overall gain of the URPA is expressed by the following:

G(θ, φ) =
4π | f (θ, φ) AF(θ, φ))|2∫ 2π

φ=0

∫ π
θ=0 | f (θ, φ) AF(θ, φ))|2 sin θ dθdφ

(2.18)

The eq. 7 is the generic expression of the gain valid for all antenna types and
is function of the element factor and the array factor. If the antenna elements are
isotropic we have f (θ, φ) = 1 and the gain becomes :

G(θ, φ) = D(θ, φ) =
4π |AF(θ, φ))|2∫ 2π

φ=0

∫ π
θ=0 |AF(θ, φ))|2 sin θ dθdφ

(2.19)

The eq. 8 also expresses the directivity of the antenna; thus, from antenna array
theory it is possible to obtain the expression which correspond the maximum gain
in case of isotropic antenna elements:

GMAX(θ, φ) =
4π × NumElements2∫ 2π

φ=0

∫ π
θ=0 |AF(θ, φ))|2 sin θ dθdφ

(2.20)

Indeed, the maximum gain is the value corresponding to the maximum value of
the array factor that in the case of the URPA is:

AFMAX(URPA) = AFMAX(ULA) = NumElements (2.21)

Note that the maximum value of the array factor for URPA is the same for the
ULA and it is equal to the total number of elements of the system. However, from
theory, it is known that in the eq. 9 it is not possible to approximate the term
AF(θ, φ)) to NumElements because is function of θ and φ which in turn determine
the dependency parameters of the double integral.

Massive MIMO UHPA

A UHPA configuration (known as HPA) [118], usually, consists of M hexagonal
rings, each one having a total number of 6m where m is the m-th ring of the system;
the antenna elements are uniformly distributed in the hexagonal side. The typical
structure of an UHPA is shown as follows:
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FIGURE 2.12: Massive MIMO UHPA example.

In case of isotropic elements, because the excitation amplitude is set to 1, the
array factor can be expressed as the following expression:

AFUHPA =
M

∑
m=−M

ejπ[mvy− N
2 vx−m

2 vx]
N

∑
n=0

ejπnvx (2.22)

Where:

N = 2M− |m| ; vx = sin θ cos φ; vx = sin θ sin φ (2.23)

Note that in eq. 11 the dependence on θ and φ is omitted and furthermore the
steering factor for beam scanning is not considered, while vx and vy denote the pla-
nar vectorial components along the x and the y axis respectively. The maximum
theoretical gain is the same of the URPA case, except from the array factor term.

Massive MIMO UCPA

The geometry structure of a Uniform Circular Planar Array (also denoted as UCA) is
very similar to a UHPA, except from the fact that the hexagonal ring is replace by a
circular ring [119]. As assumed for the UHPA we can consider the widespread con-
figuration having 6m antenna elements uniformly placed around the circular edge
of the m-th radius.

FIGURE 2.13: Massive MIMO UCPA example.

The Fig. 2.13 illustrates the UCPA configuration that consists of a certain number
of circular rings having same center but different radius with the antenna elements
placed on the circumference of each ring. Because an UCPA is a particular case
of the hexagonal structure, the array factor equation is quite similar to the UHPA
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expression. In case of isotropic elements the array factor could be expressed by the
following:

AFUCPA = 1 +
M

∑
m=1

6m

∑
n=1

e−j(πm sin θ cos(φ−φn)+βM) (2.24)

Where:

βM = sin θ0 cos(φ0 − φn)

φn =
2πn
6m

=
πn
3m

(2.25)

The eq. 13 (the dependence on θ and φ is omitted) considers the possibility to
scan the beam through the use of the term βM which is function of the steering ele-
vation φ0. The M and θ0 are already defined in the previous subsection. From theory
is also known that the steering vector and the array factor are closely related to the
number of antenna elements, the array configuration and the antenna elements ex-
citation (which in this case is unitary in amplitude). It is easy to conclude that the
maximum achievable gain is the same of the UHPA and URPA case. However, as
verified for the UHPA, the total number of elements is usually an odd number and
depends on the number of circular ring in the structure.
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Chapter 3

Extending Omnet++ Simulator
with SAS and Massive MIMO
modules

3.1 Introduction

The most recent antenna array technologies such as Smart Antenna Systems (SAS)
and Massive MIMO (Multiple Input Multiple Output) systems are giving a strong
increasing impact relative to 5G wireless communication systems due to benefits
that they could introduce in terms of performance improvements with respect to
omnidirectional antennas. Although a considerable number of theoretical proposals
already exist in this field, the most common used network simulators do not imple-
ment the latest wireless network standards and, consequently, they do not offer the
possibility to emulate scenarios in which SAS or Massive MIMO systems are em-
ployed. Indeed, unfortunately, the most of the network simulators does not offer
a support for asymmetrical and directional communications [120], [121]. This as-
pect heavily affects the quality of the network performance analysis with regard to
the next generation wireless communication systems that it can be translated in a
huge limit from the point of view of the experimental study of these kinds of tech-
nologies. To overcome this issue, it is possible, for example, to extend the default
features offered by one of the most used network simulators such as the Omnet++
Network Simulator [122], [123] which provides for a very complete suite of network
protocols and patterns that can be adapted, in order to support the most modern
antenna systems. The main goal of the present chapter is to illustrate the improve-
ments accomplished in this field allowing to enhance the basic functionalities of the
Omnet++ simulator by implementing the most modern antenna array technologies.
In order to understand modifications carried out for designing new directional an-
tenna modules, a brief summary about main feature of the Omnet++ simulator it
will presented.
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3.2 Network Simulators Overview And Omnet++

There are several network simulators [8] that could be used for creating a network
mobile scenario containing nodes that are equipped with a particular kind of an-
tenna system; some of the most used software are: Ns2, Ns3, Opnet, Omnet++.

• Ns2. It is open source, discreet event simulators for computer networks [124].
Network Simulator 2 (Ns2) code comprises of Object Oriented TCL (OTcl) and
C++. OTcl is an interpreter used to execute the commands. NS2 follows two
levels of hierarchy namely C++ Hierarchy and the interpreted OTcL, which
is one to one correspondence. Two languages are linked because to achieve
efficiency. C++ Hierarchy allows faster execution and to achieve efficiency.
This gives detailed description, definition and operation of protocols, packets
and processing time. On the other hand OTcL enables user to define network
topology, protocols, applications that user tend to simulate. OTcL can make
use compiled C++ Object through an OTcL linkage .OTcL Linkage creates a
matching between OTcL and C++ Objects. Whenever you run a tcl file it will
produce two outputs or two files namely trace file and namfile. Trace file dif-
fers for both wired and wireless scenario. It defines the event discrete simu-
lators. It records the data for each millisecond and gives an output regarding
packets send, received, dropped, initial energy of nodes, consumption of en-
ergy for transmitting, receiving, idle power, sleep power. It denotes the traffic
model, simulation packets, packet size, and mac address. Nam file is a visual
graphical window which shows the node movements, radio range, and packet
transfer including time. Trace file can be given input to a new scenario file
called NS VISUAL TRACE ANALYZER.

• Ns3. Network Simulator 3 (Ns3) is a discrete-event simulators primarily tar-
geted for research and educational purposes. It was started in 2006 [125] and
NS-3 is not an extension of ns2. NS3 is a new simulator. The similarity be-
tween ns2 and ns3 are both written in C++ Codes but ns3 does not support
ns2 API. In ns3 simulators is written in C++ and python. The new modules
ns3 has when compared with ns2 are: NS 3 can handle multiple interfaces or
nodes correctly; Use of Internet Protocol (IP) Addressing and more alignment
with Internet protocols and more detailed 802.11 models; Ns2 can be ported to
ns3. The initialization and termination in ns3 is done by using run() and stop()
commands. To free memory Destroy() method is used.

• Opnet. OPNET [126] is another network simulator, which again a best User
Interface. It can be downloaded in IT Guru website. Test technology de-
sign in realistic conditions and evaluate enhancement to standard based pro-
tocols,develop new protocols and technologies. OPNET supports four sim-
ulation technologies as Discreet Event Simulator, flow analysis, ACE quick
predict, hybrid simulations. Discreet event simulators provide models that
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explicitly simulate protocols and simulate messages. It executes in same way
as production environment. Flow analysis provides analytical techniques and
algorithms to model Stead state network behaviour. ACE Quick Predict uses
an analytical technique for studying the impact on application response time
of changing network parameters (e.g., bandwidth, latency, utilization, packet
loss) this technique is supported within the OPNET Application Characteri-
zation Environment (ACE). OPNET is a high level event based network level
simulation tool .Simulation operates at “packet-level”.originally built for the
simulation of fixed networks. OPNET contains a huge library of accurate mod-
els of commercially available fixed network hardware and protocols.

• Omnet++. Omnet++ is a discrete event simulation environment. Its primary
application area is the simulation of Communication networks, but because of
its generic and flexible architecture, it is successfully used in other areas like
the simulation of complex IT systems, queuing networks or hardware architec-
tures as well. Omnet++ provides component architecture for models. Compo-
nents (modules) are programmed in C++, and then assembled into larger com-
ponents and models using a high-level language (Network Description Lan-
guage (NED)). Reusability of models comes for free. Logical behavior of mod-
ules is generally written in .cc and .h files containing all logical functions. Be-
cause its simply features, and because this simulator enhanced and improved
during years with some users contribution, therefore considering that it is ex-
tremely intuitive from user interface use Omnet++ simulator has been chosen
for test simulations. In particular, Inet framework has been employed. Inet is
a full-project folder that provides a very complete modules and protocols suite
especially for Mobile Networks. Unfortunately, by default, Omnet++ does not
support asymmetrical communication between nodes.

3.3 Inet and InetManet frameworks background

Because the extended features for Omnet++ are related to Inet framework modules,
the present section provides for a complete background of Inet framework in or-
der to understand the modification accomplished for implementing new antenna
modules. An area of research in networking that has been the focus of a special
attention in the latest years is MANET. With the emergence of the concept of Inter-
net Of Things (IoT) the protocols that had been developed for MANET networks
have returned to be an object of interest. A characteristic of this type of networks
is the capability of auto-configuration. The nodes of this type of networks can dis-
cover the topology of the network, adapting autonomously to the possible changes
in the topology, and creating a mesh network with the capacity of to send data from
a node to other using intermediate nodes like routers, being able to reach nodes
that are outside of the coverage area. At the time, several simulation tools have of-
fered solutions to support the modelling and simulation of this type of networks.
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However, all have in common several aspects, namely support for MANET routing
protocols, the inclusion of wireless technologies that could work in Ad-Hoc mode
and in the Industrial Scientific and Medical (ISM) bands, wireless propagation mod-
els and mobility models, which allow simulating the movement of the nodes. Some
of these simulators also include energy models, which allow simulating the battery
consumption of the nodes, and obstacles models, which allows studying the perfor-
mance of a network in presence of obstacles that attenuate the radio signal strength.
The first version of INET framework 1 had serious limitations in the simulation of
MANET networks. It included only a basic support of some of these modules. It
only offered some mobility models and the support of the standard IEEE 802.11b-
1999. Keeping in mind this, InetManet framework emerges [127] initially as a fork
from INET framework focused on the simulation of MANET wireless networks with
the inclusion of several MANET routing protocols. Initially, it modified INET frame-
work including an adaptation of the protocol AODV and overcoming some of the
INET framework limitations. A significant limitation in the simulation of realistic
MANET networks was the link layer protocol and the lack of routing protocols. Inet
overcomes this limitation by introducing more advances 802.11 protocols, in this
case, it included 802.11a/g/e and 802.15.4, which allowed simulating more realistic
scenarios and complex networks. Later, it included the propagation models devel-
oped for MIXIM 2, allowing a comparison with the simulation results obtained with
NS2 (even if the interference model in Ns2 is very basic). Other limitations that the
INET framework had in its initial versions, was the lack of an energy model. With
the objective of solving this problem, InetManet adapted the code of MIXIM, thus
allowing simulating the consumption in wireless networks. With the objective of us-
ing some of the tools developed for Ns2, the module Ns2MotionFile was included,
thus allowing the usage of several tools that can generate mobility patterns for Ns2.
Another aspect to be solved, was the necessity of a source of traffic with the capacity
of generating complex patterns. To solve this InetManet included the mode UDPBa-
sicBurst that allows generating different patterns of traffic with the objective to test
the performance of the MANET networks. Many of the code that was originally de-
veloped for InetManet has been included in INET framework. However, InetManet
continues to have differences with INET framework. The differences are centered in:

• Routing protocols.

• Mobility models.

• Applications model.

• Routing and forwarding in the link layer.

• Antenna models.
1https://inet.omnetpp.org/
2https://github.com/omnetpp/mixim

https://inet.omnetpp.org/
https://github.com/omnetpp/mixim
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• Miscellaneous tools.

Despite the differences, InetManet if fully compatible with inet-framework, any
code, and model developed for the INET framework works without modification in
InetManet.

3.3.1 Routing layer models

The initial fork of InetManet had the objective to include several MANET routing
protocols, which at that moment inet-framework did not have. Later, the INET
framework incorporated several routing protocols, but InetManet continues sup-
porting routing protocols implementations that are not present in the main frame-
work. The routing protocols implementations present in InetManet that are not
available in inet-framework are:

• Aodv-UU.

• DYMO-UM.

• DYMO-FAU.

• OLSR-UM.

• DSR-UU.

• BATMAN.

• SAORS.

• PASER.

• DSDV.

Most of these routing protocols are defined in their respective RFC as programs
that run in the user space and use the User Datagram Protocol (UDP) transport pro-
tocol RFC3561 RFC4728 dymoDrad DSDV. However, InetManet has a peculiar im-
plementation of the MANET routing protocol as they are directly connected to the
IP network layer module. Nevertheless, the MANET protocols encapsulate packets
into UDP datagrams to ensure realistic overhead simulation. The main difference is
that the identifier of the protocol type in the IP header is set to 254. The MANET
routing protocol is directly connected to the network layer module. To activate the
routing protocol it is enough to set in the configuration file the option routingPro-
tocol. For example, to select the DSR protocol RFC4728 it is enough to include in
the configuration (file omnetpp.ini) the option shown in the dsrSelect. The list of
available protocols for this option is presented in Table 3.1.

Depending on the version of inet version used, routing protocols are usually
contained in manetrouting package belonging to networkLayer namespace; how-
ever, latest inet release includes some of these protocols in the inetmanet folder. A
complete overview of routing layer modules hierarchy is shown in the following
figure:

From Figure 3.1 it can be observed how the most of routing layer protocols in-
herit ManetRoutingBase class; however, all modules also derive the cSimpleModule
class that is the class responsible to pass the NED parameters to a generic instance
of a object. Note that not all of Omnet++ class are associated with a NED file; this
means that there exist special classes that can be defined as "passive classes" or "aux-
iliar classes" because they do not participate actively to the simulation process due
that they are not related to a NED file. Anyway, typically, a class extending the
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TABLE 3.1: List of MANET routing protocols and the option that must
be selected in the configuration file

Option Protocol

DSR DSR-UU
AODVUU AODV-UU
DSDV_2 DSDV
OLSR OLSR
OLSR_ETX OLSR with ETX imple-

mentation
DYMOUM DYMO-UM
DYMO DYMO-FAU
BATMAN BATMAN
SaorsManager SAORS
PASER PASER

FIGURE 3.1: Inheritance of the MANET routing protocols imple-
mented in InetManet

cSimpleModule interface has a NED file associated to itself, whereby is not a pas-
sive class. As shown in Fig. 3.1, most of the routing protocols are derived from the
ManetRoutingBase class. This class offers an abstraction interface to other modules
in INET framework (like access to the information of the routing or interfaces tables)
that facilitates the adaptation of code. This class simplifies the port of code from
other simulators like Ns2 or Ns3. Another advantage of this class is that it facilitates
the adaptation of routing protocols to work in different layers. The routing protocols
can work in the network layer, but also, can work in the link layer, making possible
the routing and forwarding in the link layer, like is proposed in the standard 802.11s.
The basic services that this class offers to the derived classes are:

• Signal processing

• Timer triggering functions
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• The position of the node in the simulation area (similar to a GPS based device).

• Access to the ICMP protocol.

• Access to the IP routing table

• Access to the interface table. It is also possible to access to the interfaces of the
node.

• Discover the wireless interfaces.

• UDP Encapsulation

• A transparent interface that allows the same code to be executed using the IP
layer, or directly, in the link layer without the network layer.

3.3.2 Physical layer models

The Inet framework provides for several modules which allow the emulation of the
most common node features and operations related to the physical layer including
channel propagation models, modulations, energy consumption models and chan-
nel error models.

FIGURE 3.2: Physical layer logical block diagram

Figure 3.2 illustrates the hierarchical logical block diagram of the main modules
involved in the physical layer operation. The radio model describes the physical de-
vice and implements transmission/reception node functionalities. The Radio mod-
ule serves a certain analogical model that is responsible among other things for sup-
porting the wireless channel propagation model. The Radio.ned module contains
the following main parameters:

LISTING 3.1: Radio.ned main parameters

1 module Radio like IRadio {
2 parameters:
3 string antennaType; // the antenna model
4 string transmitterType; // transmitter model
5 string receiverType; //receiver model
6 string energyConsumerType = default(""); // energy consumer model
7 string radioMediumModule = default("radioMedium"); // path of the medium module
8 string energySourceModel = default(""); // path of the energy source module

The antennaType parameter points to the .ned of the used antenna module; the
transmitterType and receiverType indicate respectively, the kind of transmitter
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and receiver module that is equipped in the mobile node; please note that either
the antennaType and either the transmitterType and receiverType parameters are
strongly related to the kind of radioMediumModule set in the .ini configuration file.
More specifically, the INET framework provides for several radioMediumModule;
the most significant are:

• IdealRadioMedium: provides for the most simple channel propagation model,
including a path loss free space model and a constant speed propagation model;
in this regard, the transmitter and the receiver nodes are equipped with isotropic
antennas

LISTING 3.2: IdealRadioMedium.ned file

1 module IdealRadioMedium extends RadioMedium {
2 parameters:
3 propagationType = default("ConstantSpeedPropagation");
4 pathLossType = default ("FreeSpacePathLoss");
5 analogModelType = default("IdealAnalogModel");

• ScalarRadioMedium: this radio medium model uses scalar transmission power
in the analog representation; it is possible to choose between the different prop-
agation models offered by INET framework and to equip the nodes with one
of the different antenna models provided by INET framework.

LISTING 3.3: Ieee80211ScalarRadioMedium.ned file

1 module Ieee80211ScalarRadioMedium extends Ieee80211RadioMedium {
2 parameters:
3 analogModelType = default("IdealAnalogModel");
4 backgroundNoiseType = default("IdealAnalogModel");

The Listing 3.3 depicts the features of one of the most relevant ScalarRadioMedium
module, the Ieee80211ScalarRadioMedium. It should be noted that also the
analog model provided by this class is scalar while the type of noise is almost
"ideal"; this module is usually used in cooperation with a ScalarTransmitter

and a ScalarReceiver that perform their operations depending on the power
value that is set in the configuration file, in spite of the IdealTransmitter

which operates according to the maxCommunicationRange parameter that de-
termines the coverage radio of the communication related to a certain mobile
node.

Features of physical layer related to nodes are defined in the StandardHost module
and are function of the kind of RadioMedium model set in the simulation:

Figure 3.3 represents an example of the inner structure of a node: the module
StandardHost. It can be noted that the overall structure is designed according to
the TCP/IP stack principle. The layered architecture shown in Figure 3.3 is related
to a mobile node, in fact, the third level (from bottom to top) that is the network
layer, executes a routing protocol for Mobile ad Hoc Networks, the AODV protocol;
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FIGURE 3.3: StandardHost module

however the analysis of the routing protocols modules is beyond the scope of this
section. The physical layer communicates with the data link layer, which, in this
case consists of a set of Network Interface Card (NIC) interfaces either in wired and
either in wireless mode. It is important to highlight that all the physical layer func-
tionalities and modules are not mapped in the default StandardHost architecture,
consequently the communication process with the data link layer is indirect.

3.3.3 Antenna models

The package inet.physicalLayer.antenna contains all the antenna modules of inet.
Actually, the default available modules are the following:

• ConstantGainAntenna: a simple antenna having a unique basic parameter,
the gain. As suggested by the name the gain set in the configuration file re-
mains constant while a simulation is executed. This module is useful when
informations such as the orientation and the direction of the signal does not
need to be considered.

• CosineAntenna: is the cosine pattern antenna designed in [128]; this model
results very usefully for W-CDMA systems where the handover issue could
become a critical task. Basically, this antenna is a combination of a directional
high capacity antenna and a sectorized antenna. This combination allows to
achieve some intra-cell benefits such as the insolation of interferences and user
signals.
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• DipoleAntenna: the well-known dipole antenna consisting of two identical
conductive elements, which are bilaterally symmetrical; it is possible to set in
the configuration file the length of the dipole (in meters).

• InterpolatingAntenna: this antenna model computes the gain in function of
the direction of the signal, using linear interpolation. More specifically the an-
tenna gain is computed based on the direction of the signal using linear inter-
polation extracting direction informations expressed in eulerAngles. This an-
tenna module results useful when a fast-scanning and approximated antenna
pattern is required if particular constraints about time-consuming applications
need to be satisfied.

• IsotropicAntenna: is the classical omnidirectional/isotropic antenna; it pro-
vides for unity gain by radiating the signal at the same way towards all direc-
tions.

• ParabolicAntenna: this model is based on a parabolic approximation of the
main lobe radiation pattern. Gain is function of the maxGain and the minGain

together with the 3db beamwidth. This module result very useful to be em-
ployed in environments in which path loss issues have to be addressed. In
particular, thorugh the functionalities of this antenna it is possible to avoid
problems such as inter-cell intereference that usually occurs when antenna
with poor orientation is used. Indeed, the resulted main beam in this case
is very directive.

Observe that, originally, the only antenna modules provided for inetmanet were
the IsotropicAntenna and the DipoleAntenna; other modules have been developed
from customers later and then added to inetmanet. In order to understand the logical
structure of a generic antenna module, the following listings illustrate an example
code of the most simple antenna module offered by InetManet, the IsotropicAntenna
module:

LISTING 3.4: IsotropicAntenna.h main parameters

1 class INET_API IsotropicAntenna : public AntennaBase {
2 public:
3 IsotropicAntenna();
4 virtual std::ostream& printToStream(std::ostream& stream, int level) const override;
5 virtual double getMaxGain() const override { return 1; }
6 virtual double computeGain(const EulerAngles direction) const override { return 1; }};

LISTING 3.5: AntennaBase.h main parameters

1 class INET_API AntennaBase : public IAntenna, public cModule {
2 protected:
3 IMobility *mobility;
4 int numAntennas;
5 protected:
6 virtual void initialize(int stage) override;
7 public:
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8 AntennaBase();
9 virtual std::ostream& printToStream(std::ostream& stream, int level) const override;

10 virtual IMobility *getMobility() const override { return mobility; }
11 virtual int getNumAntennas() const override { return numAntennas; }
12 };

The Listing 3.4 highlights the main IsotropicAntenna.h file parameters; the
main functions of this file are computeGain() and getMaxGain(); the first one im-
plements the gain computation expression and returns the gain value; obviously,
the gain expression depends on the kind of the used antenna; with regards to the
isotropic antenna, for example, the gain is unitary and consequently the getMaxGain()
function returns 1. It is important to note that the IsotropicAntenna class inherits
all functions and variables of the AntennaBase class whose features are exposed in
Listing 3.5. Observe that, in the AntennaBase class is possible to set the number of
antennas used by the node to create an antenna array; this parameter is an integer
and is denoted by numAntennas. The mobility interface points to the mobility pat-
tern .ned file associated with the node; the utility function getNumAntennas() simply
returns the number of antennas related to a certain node.

3.4 SAS design and implementation on Omnet++

There are several reasons for using Omnet++ for implementing a SAS or a Massive
MIMO. Firstly, it is an open source instrument allowing the reusability of models for
free. Yet, it provides a very full set of features and protocols expecially relating to
wireless network, hence, the end user developer can create new modules or extend-
ing the default models quite comfortably. Nevertheless, it provides for an extremely
intuitive user interface both in developping and simulations. Unfortunately, by de-
fault, Omnet++ does not support asymmetrical communication between nodes. For
enabling the simulator to support directional communications and so the SAS, some
modifications on the original source code are required. Let us suppose that we aim
to implement the most simple SAS technology, that is the switched beam, the first
needed step is to design the module. For example, a phased array system could
be implemented. To do this, a new directive antenna model and the relative module
denoted as PhasedArray has been designed [129]. The latter, implements all features
of a phased array systems. The main definition of the class could be synthetized as
follows:

The function initialize initializes the module in the simulation setup. Basically,
the function computeGain as the name suggests computes the antenna gain; in the
omnidirectional case this function simply returns 1. This function has been modified
by implementing the expressions of gain for SAS:

G(θ, φ)TOT = G(θ, φ)EF ∗ G(θ, φ)AF (3.1)
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FIGURE 3.4: PhasedArray main parameters class definition
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ψ = kd (cos φ− cos φ0) (3.3)

Where, in the equation (3.1) the total gain G(θ, φ)TOT is expressed in function
of the element factor gainG(θ, φ)EF and the array factor gain G(θ, φ)AF: AF is the
array factor while ψ is a term that depends on the steering angle. Please note that
the equation (3.2) is normalized with respect to the number of antenna elements
N. The second step concerns the modifications related to the mobile node module
used in Omnet, that is the StandardHost module. Now, let us refer to Figure 3.3
representing the structure of StandardHost module; The physical layer defines the
functions relating to channel model propagation, power management and modu-
lation. More specifically, the ScalarAnalogModelBase class implements the channel
propagation model that provides for a static power assignment by default, for exam-
ple, in the case of isotropic antenna, both the transmission and the reception power
are set to 1. This issue can be fixed by inserting a simple Power Algorithm for node
power management in order to create a dynamic power quantity assignment based
on transmission direction and angular position of each node.

Algorithm 6 Power-Algoritm procedure
int offset = getO f f set();
double transmissionDirection = computeTransmissionDirection();
double transmissionPower;
if −0.5 ∗ o f f set ≤ transmissionDirection ≤ 0.5 ∗ o f f set then

transmissionPower = scalarSignalAnalogModel.getPower();
else if −o f f set ≤ transmissionDirection ≤ o f f set then

transmissionPower = 0.75 ∗ scalarSignalAnalogModel.getPower();
else if −2 ∗ o f f set ≤ transmissionDirection ≤ 2 ∗ o f f set then

transmissionPower = 0.5 ∗ scalarSignalAnalogModel.getPower();
else if −3 ∗ o f f set ≤ transmissionDirection ≤ 3 ∗ o f f set then

transmissionPower = 0.05 ∗ scalarSignalAnalogModel.getPower();
elsetransmissionPower = 0;
end if

The offset term is function of two parameters: the mainLobeAngle and the spread-
ing factor. The first term, as already mentioned, represents the angle of maximum
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radiation; the second term can vary from -1.5 to 2 according to the number of radi-
ating elements of the array. In particular, the larger is the number of elements, the
greater is the spreading factor value. This feature allows to take into account of the
spreading effect that affects the overall pattern varying the number of elements. In
Algorithm 1 it can be observed that, based on the transmissionDirection value, the
power is fractioned opportunely. If the transmissionDirection value is not related to
any sidelobe level, the power is reduced to 0. Therefore, if we want to implement an
adaptive array system, the main problem is to individuate the best way for executing
the adaptive algorithm into the simulation. A possible efficient solution could be to
provide for a co-simulation. The co-simulation, for instance, can be performed using
any combination of network simulators and Matlab. Matlab enhances the working
of network, simulating tool and increases the speed of testing and processing by us-
ing different toolboxes. In this case, it is possible to divide the overall task, that is the
simulation, into two sub-tasks [130]. The first sub-task is handled by Omnet++ that
provides for the network scenario, while the second sub-task is managed by Matlab
that performs the adaptive algorithm operations.

FIGURE 3.5: Co-simulation for SAS adaptive array

Figure 3.5 represents the communication process block between the two parts
based on a client-server paradigm. Omnet++ executes the simulation and dynam-
ically sends the physical parameters (the power and the noise in this case) related
to a certain communication between couple of nodes to Matlab; Matlab executes the
adaptive algorithm (the Least Mean Algorithm in this case) based on the data re-
ceived in input, computes the updated weighted vector and sends backwards the
data to Omnet++. The communication between the two parts can be easily realized
by using TCP sockets.
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3.5 Massive MIMO design and implementation on Omnet++

The latest release of the Omnet++ simulator (the 5.3 version), does not offer a sup-
port to asymmetrical communications and does not implement the latest IEEE802.11ac
standard. More specifically, Omnet++ offers a complete support for 802.11b/g and
the most recent 802.11n standard, but does not support the specifications related to
the 802.11ac standard. Furthermore, these features are not sufficient for emulating
the latest massive MIMO technologies in the simulator. In fact, the maximum data
rate supported in the radio module used in the current latest version of Omnet++
is 54 Mbps, along with a 64-QAM modulation, according to the 802.11n specifica-
tions. In view of these issues, it is possible to extend the Omnet++ features both
by providing a full 802.11ac radio environment and a new massive MIMO antenna
module suitable for 5G wireless network environments operating according to the
IEEE802.11ac [131].

3.5.1 IEEE802.11ac implementation

The first step consists in the implementation of the 802.11ac standard in the physical
modules of Omnet++. Basically, this process involves modifications as regards two
micro-layers: the error model and the modulation. The error model determines the
computation of the BER (Bit Error Rate) curves and the error probability in func-
tion of the data rate. Obviously, as already stated, the current error models are de-
termined by considering the maximum data rate of 54 Mbps. For this reason, this
aspect should be fixed in order to design a support of data rates in the order of the
Gbps. The modulation is the feature that offers the possibility to achieve the data rate
values specified for VHT (Very High Throughput) and in the current latest version
Omnet++ is limited to 64-QAM; this aspect determines the data rate upper-bound in
the simulations. The family of modules related to the error model and modulation
are contained in the physicallayer package.

FIGURE 3.6: Physicallayer Omnet++ package structure.

Figure 3.6 illustrates the structure of the physicallayer package. The package
consists of a remarkable number of subpackages each one determining a feature for
the physical layer. Observe that the error model and the modulation micro-layers
are contained in this package along with main modelling channel attributes, such
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as the propagation and the pathloss management. Thus, in order to understand up-
dates introduced for implementing the IEEE802.11ac standard, the following figures
show a block diagram including the main Omnet++ classes (known also as modules)
involved in the modification process.

FIGURE 3.7: VHT implementation in the transmitter.

Figure 3.7 represents the module block diagram related to the implementation
of the Very High Throughput (VHT) features for the transmitter at physical layer.
Each class/module is represented by a rectangle while the dashed-line arrows and
the continued-line arrows indicate the use and the inheritance relationship respec-
tively. The Ieee80211Radio module uses the Ieee80211TransmitterBase module that
is defined by the following NED (Network Description Language) code lines:

LISTING 3.6: Ieee80211TransmitterBase.ned definition

module Ieee80211TransmitterBase ... {
parameters:
string opMode @enum("a", "b", "g(erp)", "g(mixed)", "n(mixed-2.4Ghz)", "p", "ac");
string bandName @enum("2.4 GHz", "5 GHz","5 GHz&20 MHz","5 GHz&40 MHz","5 GHz&80 MHz","5 GHz

&160 MHz");
int channelNumber;
modulation = default("BPSK"); }

In Listing 3.6 the main parameters of the Ieee80211TransmitterBase module are
illustrated. The opMode parameter indicates the kind of IEEE802.11 standard that
is determined by a lower-case letter. In this regard, the default Omnet++ source
code has been modified by adding the ac operation mode. Note that also the 5
GHz frequency band configurations have been added. The transmitter uses the class
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Ieee80211CompliantBands for retrieving the available bands and the Ieee802ModeBase
class obtaining the operation mode. This latest class inherits the parameters offered
by the classes Ieee80211 VHTMode and Ieee80211VHTCode that contains the new
data rate values specified by the 802.11ac standard according to the VHT specifica-
tions. For this purpose all the data rate values provided by the standard by varying
the carrier frequency and the number of spatial streams have been added the origi-
nal code. The Ieee80211VHTCode is the module that computes the error probability
functions depending on the kind of modulation used in simulation. A similar block
diagram could be designed for the receiver.

FIGURE 3.8: Error model designing at the receiver.

In the diagram of Figure 3.8 it is possible to analyze the hierarchical relationships
at the receiver. It is important to highlight that the error model is mainly used by the
receiver rather than the transmitter. Omnet++ uses some of the error models offered
from the NS3 (Network Simulator 3) simulator that are the Yans and the Nist models
[31]. Basically, these error modules compute the Bit Error Rate (BER) probability
values in function of the modulation. For enabling the 802.11ac the default code of
Omnet++ has been extended by adding the BER computation functions for 256, 512
and 1024-Quadrature Amplitude Modulation (QAM) modulation:

LISTING 3.7: Nist error model BER computation example

double Ieee80211NistErrorModel::get256QamBer (double snr) const {
double z = std::sqrt (snr / (85.0 * 2.0));
double ber = 15.0 / 32.0 * 0.5 * erfc (z);
EV << "256-Qam" << " snr=" << snr << " ber=" << ber;
return ber; }

The Listing 3.7 contains a part of the full code of the Ieee80211NistErrorModel
class. The function get256QamBer computes and returns the BER relating to a 256-
QAM modulation; the BER is evaluated by computing the Zeta function that de-
pends on the SINR.
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3.5.2 Massive MIMO module design and implementation

Once modified the physical layer in order to support the specifications of the VHT
standard including the error model and modulations, the massive MIMO antenna
modules have been designed. The antenna modules are defined in the phyisicallayer
package as mentioned.

LISTING 3.8: MassiveMIMOURPA.ned definition

module MassiveMIMOURPA extends AntennaBase {
parameters:

double length @unit(m); // length of the antenna
double distance; // distance between elements
double freq; // frequency
double thetazero; // steering angle
int M; //number of columns;
int N; //number of rows
.......}

The Listing 3.8 illustrates the main definition parameters of the MassiveMIMOURPA
antenna module. Note that the module inherits the basic features of the AntennaBase
module; besides the main antenna array parameters such as the length the distance
and the frequency the module provides for the setting of the steering angle thetazero
in order to support the beam piloting.

Algorithm 7 MassiveMIMOHPA.cc pseudo-code
1: procedure INITIALIZE(int stage)
2: initialize the module
3: end procedure

1: procedure GETMAXGAIN

2: double maxG;
3: int numel = getNumAntennas();
4: double numer = 4 ∗MPI ∗ numel ∗ numel;
5: maxG = 20 ∗ log10(numer/risInt);
6: return maxG;
7: end procedure

1: procedure COMPUTEGAIN(EulerAngles direction)
2: const std::complex < double > i(0, 1);
3: double heading = direction.alpha;
4: for (int m=-emme; m<=emme ; ++m) do
5: int val = (2*emme) - abs(m);
6: sum2 = 0;
7: for (int n=0; n<= val; ++n) do
8: double aux = (double)n ∗ (sin(heading) ∗ cos(elevation) + betaM);
9: complex <double> aux2 = exp(i ∗MPI ∗ aux);

10: sum2 += aux2;
11: end for
12: end for
13: return gain;
14: end procedure

1: procedure COMPUTEINTEGRAL

2: double risInt = computes the double integral
3: return risInt;
4: end procedure
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The algorithm 7 depicts the main functions of the MassiveMIMOHPA.cc class.
The function getMaxGain computes the maximum gain according the to the Equa-
tions (2.19) and (2.22) defined in the chapter 2; the function getNumAntennas re-
turns the total number of antennas of the massive MIMO; the result of double inte-
gral (given by the risInt variable) is evaluated by implementing the Simpson method
in C++ in the function computeIntegral; Observe that the integral could be com-
puted by using some mathematical software tools such as Matlab and then passed
to Omnet++, but in this case, it has been decided to implement the evaluation in C++
because the computation is once and because the use of MATLAB with this kind of
very complex antenna module could significantly slow down the simulation. Fi-
nally, the function computeGain evaluates the gain in function of the direction Eu-
lerAngles components and the steering angle according to the Equation (2.22) (that
however does not consider the scan term); the portion of code of computeGain func-
tion shown by Algorithm 7 is related to the implementation of the summations of
the Equation (2.22).

3.5.3 Massive MIMO Modules validation

The validation of the designed models is accomplished by illustrating some log
screens related to the debug runs and by analyzing some useful statistics extracted
from the simulations. The following table includes the most important simulation
set parameters:

TABLE 3.2: Main simulation parameter set.

Antenna Model Massive MIMO URPA/UHPA/UCPA
Network Standard Ieee802.11ac
Num. of elements 90 (URPA), 91 (UHPA), 91 (UCPA)

Steering angle 45◦

Carrier freq. 5 GHz
Ch. bandwidths [Mhz] 20, 40, 80, 160

Num. of nodes 20, 50, 100
Data Rates [Mbps] from 57.8 to 6933.3

Traffic data type UDP
Sim. Area Size 500 x 500 m

Sim. time 300 s

The simulations have been accomplished by using 20 different seeds and extract-
ing the confidence intervals obtained by the repetitions considering a confidence
level set to 95 %. The traffic is represented by UDP data packets randomly gener-
ated (based on the simulation seed) by different couples of nodes. Therefore, the
most of the antenna parameters including the number of elements and the spacing
in the system are the same used in [132] with the only exception that the beam steer-
ing angle setting has been provided. For simulations such of the data rates provided
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by the 802.11ac standard in function of the number of spatial streams have been con-
sidered. In order to validate the model, the first test consists of the analysis of such
run simulation logs:

FIGURE 3.9: Portion of log extracted by simulations.

Fig. 3.9 represents a portion of log extracted by a randomly chosen simulation
run related to the case of URPA; the result of the log is printed on the console per-
spective of Omnet++; the red rectangle highlights the main line of the log, that dis-
plays the result of the computed gain in function of the current angle; the main
line synthesizes that the value of the gain corresponding to the angle of 43.5949 ◦ is
41.9647 dB; considering the steering angle of 45◦ it is possible to manually compute
the maximum gain that is the gain corresponding to the maximum radiation angle
(thus the steering angle) by using the Equation (2.20) and replancing the terms of the
equation with the values used in Table 3.2:

GMAX(θ0 = 45◦, φ) =
4π × 902

772.97
− δθ0 = 42.16 dB (3.4)

Where δθ0 represents the attenuation in dB related to the steering angle with re-
spect to the maximum gain corresponding to θ = 0◦ (which is 42.39 dB). In the
Equation (3.4), the value of 772.97 at the denominator is the result of the double inte-
gral computed by the simulator, using the Simpson method. Finally, the gain value
of 41.9647 dB related to the angle of 43.5949 ◦ is almost about close to the maximum
gain value, as we could expect.

(a) Az cut rectangular plot (b) 3D polar plot

FIGURE 3.10: : Designed model radiation pattern.

For a further investigation, by using the Sensor Array Analyzer tool provided by
Matlab [29] it is possible to represent the radiation pattern plots related the designed
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Massive MIMO URPA model. In Subfigure 3.10 (a) it can be observed that, the ob-
tained gain value, achieved corresponding to the angle of 43.5949◦ is very consistent
with the obtained gain value related to log of Figure 3.9. Finally, the Subfigure 3.10
(b) illustrates the three dimensional polar radiation pattern of the designed model.
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Chapter 4

Addressing Deafness Problem in
Directional MANET
Communications Environments

4.1 Introduction

Generally, The early works on wireless ad hoc networks suppose the use of omnidi-
rectional antennas in order to perform symmetrical and directional communications
between nodes. Traditional MAC protocols using omnidirectional antennas such as
for example IEEE 802.11 DCF, cannot attain high throughput in MANET because
of the low capability and coverage provided by antennas. Directional antennas are
very able to handle this issue, by exploiting the high spatial reuse and range effi-
ciently, toward a certain direction. For this reason, several MAC protocols using
directional antennas for ad hoc networks have already been proposed recently. Di-
rectional MAC protocols, however, introduce new types of problems related to direc-
tional transmissions as already mentioned in the chapter 1. Developments in beam-
forming technology have addressed current research to review some of the prob-
lems in wireless networking. Although several studies have been shown the great
potential provided by SAS increasing benefits provided by classic directional an-
tenna systems in terms packet and physical performance, therefore, problems such
as deafness issues is still not completely solved. While relating to wireless directional
contexts deafness not only degrades the performance at the MAC level, but it also
considerably affects the performance of higher layers. As previously stated, the use
of Directional NAV can help to reduce frame collisions caused by deafness, however
also DNAV is subject to several limitations; the most common is represented by the
fact that DNAV, in the basic implementation, suffers from beams synchronization
problem that translates in low setting accuracy resulting in possible performance
degradation [133]–[135]. Nevertheless, whenever a node sends a directional RTS
and does not receive back a directional CTS, it waits for a random backoff (accord-
ing to IEEE 802.11) and tries to retransmit the directional RTS at some later time.
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This can lead to excessive wastage of network capacity in control packet transmis-
sion [136]. Larger backoff intervals also result into unfairness wherein a flow com-
pletely captures the wireless shared medium. The present chapter aims to illustrate
a comparative study of the most important works attempting to mitigate deafness
problems in the case of directional and SAS systems usage; the purpose of this chap-
ter is also to focus about Round-Robin MAC (and its enhancements) approach that
has been proposed to encounter deafness problem in directional and asymmetrical
communications.

4.2 Deafness problem in Directional MANET Related Works

The deafness problem was deeply investigated and treated in the latest years and,
especially thanks to the growth of employment of the Smart Antenna Technology, a
remarkable number of researches have been encouraged to propose novel solutions
for minimizing or, at least, reducing this problem. Basically, from the point of view of
features which they are oriented, the whole of the works in this field can be grouped
into 4 categories:

• Works neighbor-informing based

• Works special-messages based

• Works multichannel based

• Other works

4.2.1 Works neighbor-informing based

These kinds of works aim to use caches or tables in order to notify possible deaf-
ness behaviors by exchanging protocol messages with one-hop neighbor nodes. In
this case, classical DMAC protocols features are maintained by improving (and ex-
ploiting) the potentiality of caching mechanism. In work [137] a CDMA based di-
rectional MAC protocol is presented; the deafness is encountered using localization
information tables for each node and the Code Division Multiple Access (CDMA)
technique. A pretty close concept is presented by authors in [138], implementing a
Neighbor Initiated approach; a new schema that improves the classical Directional
schema is proposed, in order to advertise neighbor nodes about a possible deaf situ-
ation during communications. A similar approach is presented by authors in [139],
implementing a Directional Mac with Deafness avoidance (DMAC-DEAV) mecha-
nism that provides an exchange of particular frames (Wait to Send frames) in order
to notify the set of nodes that could high likely affect from deafness; results show
a considerable reduction of the problem especially when the active flows number
in the network is large. Due that DMAC-DEAV use special frames, this approach
could be also categorized as a special-messages based work. In [41] a Circular Di-
rectional RTS MAC (CDR-MAC) is presented; in this case nodes are notified about
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possible deafness situation by using RTS messages in a circular way; the circularity
of message exchanging is guaranteed by using updated record table informations.
In addition, in order to reduce the probability of deaf node occurrence, the basic
DNAV is employed. DMAC protocol with Deafness Avoidance and Collision Avoid-
ance (DMAC-DACA) protocol [140] is the basic directional RTS/CTS exchange is
followed by sweeping RTS/CTS counterclockwise to inform all the neighbors about
the upcoming communication. Deafness is avoided using a deafness neighbor ta-
ble that uses the sweeping RTS/CTS to record the deafness duration of neighboring
nodes. The location information, retrieved by GPS, is added to the RTS/CTS frames.
Using this information, the node that receives RTS/CTS can update the record in
its deafness neighbor table if any of the neighbors is in the coverage area of the
upcoming transmission. The DMAC-DACA protocol performs collision avoidance
through the DNAV mechanism. In [141] a Receiver-Initiated Directional MAC (RI-
DMAC) mechanism is proposed, in which each node maintains a polling table that
is used to advertise some particular potential deafness nodes by emitting Ready to
Receive (RTR).

FIGURE 4.1: RI-DMAC principle

In RI-DMAC, the sender transmits RTS even when the receiver is in the RI-mode
and it may receive RTR as illustrated in Figure 4.1; this is because when RTR is not
received successfully due to collision or deafness, the transmitter should wait for the
next RTR from the receiver, and it may result in the wastage of the wireless channel
and increase the delay as in other receiver initiated MAC protocols.
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4.2.2 Works special-messages based

The set of works belonging to this category enhance basic features of classic direc-
tional MAC protocols by using additional messages besides RTS, CTS and DNAV
informations in order to increase the protocol capability of deafness recognition.
In [142], authors present a MAC protocol for directional Antennas (MDA-MAC)
which employs an enhanced directional network allocation vector (NAV) scheme
and, a novel technique of Diametrically Opposite Directions (DOD) transmission
of RTS and CTS. In MDA, the Enhanced DNAV scheme consists of two compo-
nents: a DNAV mechanism which is manipulated differently from basic schemes,
and a Deafness Table (DT) which is used to handle deafness scenarios. Whenever
a node has a packet to be sent over one direction, both DNAV and DT are con-
sulted. In [143] authors, propose a dual-Tone DMAC mechanism that enable the
transmission of special packets (Out-of band tones) by nodes in omnidirectional
mode; these tones can be processed by neighbors reducing considerably the large
backoff time introduced by deafness. In work [144] two schemes are proposed in
order to mitigate the deafness caused by persistent hearing of data and for handling
the Short Retry Limit (SRL) in directional environments. The SRL is managed by an
exchanging process of particular messages using the classic basic DMAC schema. A
DMAC/DA (Directional MAC with Deafness Avoidance) is proposed by authors in
[145] to overcome the deafness problem. As well as in DMAC-DEAV, in DMAC/DA,
WTS (Wait To Send) frames are used by the transmitter and the receiver after the suc-
cessful exchange of directional RTS (Request To Send) and CTS (Clear To Send) to
notify the on-going communication to potential transmitters that may experience
deafness. In DMAC/DA, therefore, each node maintains a neighbor table with one
record for every node that it has heard. Initially, the neighbor table is empty and it
is continuously updated upon overhearing any transmission; for this reason it also
can be categorized as a neighbor-informing based work. Multiple Access Scheme
with Sender driven and Reception first for Smart antenna (MARS) [146] is a proto-
col which changes RTR frames into Ready to Receive and Transmit (RTRT) frames.
RTRT frames include addresses of the source and destination nodes. A node trans-
mits an RTRT frame when it has data to send. Because the RTRT frame includes the
transmitter address, the neighbors of the middle node can adjust their antennas to
its direction and transmit their RTS frames. If a particular neighboring node does
not have data to send it sets the size of data to zero. Upon reception of the RTS
frames the middle node adjusts the gain pattern of its antenna and transmits all cor-
responding CTS frames. This way of operation allows reducing polling overhead
and interference in comparison to the IEEE 802.11 standard. In [147] authors present
an Advance Notice Directional MAC (AN-DMAC) using an additional RTS (A-RTS)
and CTS (A-CTS) frame, that are classified as "AN packets", in order to delay the
critical communications for reducing the deafness. In AN-DMAC maintains a LIT
(Local Information Table), which records the information of surrounding network
activity.
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FIGURE 4.2: AN-DMAC operation

For example, let us consider the scenario shown in Figure 4.2; when node A
points its beam to the direction of D and transmits the AN packet, neighboring node
of node D, for example node C, is likely to overhear such AN packet. If the LIT
of the node G indicates that node D is in the state of deafness now, C should send
a cooperative AN packet to node D when D finishes current communication. The
duration field of cooperative AN packet is invalid, and the field is set as 0 to be
different from ordinary AN packet.

4.2.3 Works multi-channel based

Related works of this category provide for the use of multiple channel for DMAC,
opposite of what is laid down by IEEE802.1x standards establishing the use of a sin-
gle channel. In [148] authors, propose a New Deafness Aware (NDA-MAC) mecha-
nism which tries to mitigate the deafness problem through the use of control chan-
nels and logical data; more specifically, a discrete time Markov chain model for an-
alyzing the deafness impact is provided. In [149] authors propose a dual-channel
MAC protocol that reduces the excessive overhead introduced by deafness while
limiting this issue especially for high-frequency directional communications. The
dual-sensing directional MAC protocol (DSDMAC) protocol helps to improve the
throughput and delay performance of the wireless networks by minimizing the neg-
ative effect of the hidden-terminal, exposed-terminal, and deafness problems. The
protocol uses a non interfering out-of-band busy-tone signal combined with sens-
ing the activity on the actual data channel to identify deafness situations and to
avoid unnecessary blocking. In addition, the protocol avoids the asymmetry-in-gain
problem introduced by other solutions. DSDMAC protocol uses two well-separated
wireless channels: a data channel and a busy-tone channel; the data channel car-
ries the data packets and the RTS, CTS, and ACK packets on a specified direction
while the busy-tone channel is used to transmit a sine-wave busy-tone signal on all
other directions. Only the source and destination nodes will transmit the busy-tone
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signal. The protocol assumes that the directions of all reachable destinations or for-
warders are predetermined. In the Multi-Channel MAC protocol with a Directional
Antenna (MCDA) [150] each node is equipped with a single antenna and has to
switch between the data and control channels. Therefore, to cope with the channel
collision problem, here situation in which the control-channel information cannot be
heard because a node is tuned to a data channel. This protocol adopts the channel
switch sequence (CSS) mechanism. Additionally, MCDA implements RTS/CTS/-
DATA/ACK exchange. All CTS/DATA/ACK frames are transmitted directionally.
MCDA operates in three phases: negotiation, communication, and block. In the first
phase the source–destination pair exchanges RTS/CTS frames on the control chan-
nel to select the data channel. In [151] a novel Deafness-Aware (DA-MAC) is pre-
sented, in order to mitigate the Deafness problem through a discrete-time Markov
chain model.

FIGURE 4.3: DA-MAC state diagram

The model uses a double-channel schema in order to handle the Directional RTS
(DRTS); more specifically, the single channel provided by the Directional MAC is
splitted into two different logical channels used for filtering the data traffic and the
control packets respectively; the designed DA-MAC algorithm provides for several
features that allows to recognize and mitigate efficiently the collisions occurred be-
cause of deafness. In Fig. 4.3 the state diagram of the DA-MAC is illustrated: there
are four states to which the wait for CTS state moves; if a sender does not receive any
DCTS frames on either channel (collision), it moves to the collision state. Similarly,
the sender moves to the deafness state when the sender receives a DCTS frame only
on the control channel (deafness). The sender moves to the transmit or idle states
when it receives a DCTS frame on each channel and when it reaches the maximum
retransmission limit k, respectively.
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4.2.4 Other works

This section includes directional MAC works attempting to limit deafness problem
that does not belong to any of previous mentioned categories. In [152] authors
present a Power-Controlled Directional MAC protocol (PCD-MAC) for adaptive an-
tennas. PCD-MAC uses the standard RTS–CTS–DATA–ACK exchange procedure.
The novel difference is the transmission of the RTS and CTS packets in all direc-
tions with a tunable power while the DATA and ACK are transmitted directionally
at the minimal required power. In [153] a full-duplex MAC exploiting a synchro-
nized contention window mechanism is proposed. The analysis accomplished on
different kinds of network topologies show acceptable results in terms of aggregate
throughput. In [154] authors show how a Directional Cooperative MAC (D-Coop
MAC) approach can improve throughput while reducing the overall frame collision
amount in the network. The Coordinated Directional MAC (CDMAC) [155] allows
for parallel directional DATA/ACK transmissions. Additionally, it uses omnidirec-
tional RTS/CTS transmissions to minimize the deafness problem. It is assumed that
each node has a single transceiver but it can dynamically switch from directional to
Omni-directional transmission and reception.

FIGURE 4.4: CDMAC timing structure

The timing structure of CDMAC is shown in Fig. 4.4. From the perspective of
an arbitrary node, there are two periods alternated locally, master-node contention
period and master-node coordination period. The master-node contention period is
for electing a master node-pair. During the master-node contention period, multiple
nodes contend for channel access and the first winning node-pair is called the master
node-pair. The master-node contention period ends once the master node- pair is
selected. The master node-pair coordinates the activities in the following period,
called master-node coordinated period, which consists of three phases.

4.3 The Round Robin MAC approach

Differently from the most of the discussed related works attempting to limit deaf-
ness problem using high level neighboring information tables or multichannel solu-
tions, the Round-Robin MAC (RR-MAC) [156] approach aims to mitigate deafness
problem by limiting the beamfoming time of nodes in directional communications
(further motivations are explained in section 4.3.1). Basically, the RR-MAC model
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provides for a sectorization of the transmission/reception plane with a beam as-
signed to each sector.

FIGURE 4.5: Plane sectorization principle.

The mathematical formulation of RR-MAC is synthetized by the following ex-
pressions:

αi = αj = .... = α

Ti = Tj = .... = Ts

αi(Ti) = αj(Tj) = .... = α(T)

∀i, j = 1, 2..N, i 6= j

(4.1)

The plane in Fig. 4.5 is divided into N equal sectors (each sector is denoted by S),
each one having a certain amplitude w (sector width) and a beamforming duration
time T (sector time). Note that all sectors have the same width as well as the same
sector time. Each node that belongs to a certain sector beamforms with an angle αi

where i =1...N and N is the number of sectors in which the plane is divided; each
node beamforms in a certain sector until the sector time is reached, then it switches
to the next sector. We defined the sector in which the beam is currently active as the
current active sector. The beam turns around all sectors in a iterative way in order that
each sector is crossed by the beam periodically throughout the simulation time. The
transmission/reception is allowed only for the set of directions that belong to the
current active sector; signals having a Region of Interest (ROI) or a Direction of Arrive
(Direction of Arrive (DOA)) outside from the current active sector, are temporally
queued and wait for its turn. In particular, these signals are delayed in a queue (a
queue with equal size for each sector) until its direction sector does not become the
current active sector, then, are transmitted in the channel. In this way it is possible
to limit the transmission/reception time of each node in a certain direction, and so
the beamforming time. Because the beam is assigned to each sector for allowing the
communications in a round robin mode, this approach has been named as Round-
Robin MAC approach (Round Robin MAC (RR-MAC)). The sector time is measured
in seconds and the maximum sector width is set to 180◦ in order to sectorize the plane
at least into 2 sectors (N=2).
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4.3.1 Analytical model and motivations

Let us reconsider the deafness scenario illustrated in Figure 1.4; let us suppose to
apply to this scenario the Round-Robin approach along with the plane sectorization
of Fig. 4.5; this process can be modelled as a Markov chain defined by the following
parameters:

• state: the set of the directions associated with a sector (in other terms, a state is
a sector).

• transition: the switching process from a sector to another sector.

FIGURE 4.6: RR-MAC Markov chain modeling.

The transitions can be expressed as:

bi,k =
Ti − k

Ti
bi,0, 0 ≤ i ≤ N, k ∈ [0, Ti] (4.2)

In eq. 4.2, bi,0 represents the transition from the state i to the state 0; Ti is the du-
ration of the sector i (sector time) while N is the maximum number of sectors. Figure
4.6 illustrates the Markov model applied to our case study. Assuming a beamfoming
context, considering a period T with 0 ≤ T ≤ Ti let define:

• Psec = prob. that a node x attempts for a transmission in a randomly chosen
sector. Psec = 2/(Ti + 1)

• Ptr = prob. that there is at least a transmission in a certain sector. Ptr = 1−
(1− Psec)N

• Pnb = prob. that at least one of the neighbors of x attempts for a transmission.
Pnb = (N − 1)(1− Ptr)

• PB = prob. that x is beamformed at least from one of its neighbors. PB =

(1/N) + w(Ti)

The term PB it depends on the number of sectors and on a weight assigned to
each sector w; in our case the weight is the same for each sector. We can express
the probability that the node x experiences a collision in the considered period as
follows:

Pc = PB(Ti)Ptr(N − 1)Pnb(1− Pnb)
N−1 (4.3)
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Note that PB is function of the sector time that also represents the beamforming
time. As it clear from eq. 4.3, the larger is the beamforming time the higher become
the number of frame collisions. From this analysis the reasons to create a Round
Robin approach and limiting the beamforming time of nodes could be clearly high-
lighted.

4.3.2 RR-MAC implementation

The RR-MAC has been implemented and tested by using the Omnet++ Simulator;
as starting point, the Smart Antenna PhasedArray module designed in [102] has been
employed; basic MAC layer class that is the DcfUpperMac module has been modi-
fied for implementing the RR-MAC. The pseudo-code of the RR-MAC algorithm is
shown as follows:

Algorithm 8 round-robin algorithm pseudo-code
1: procedure ROUNDROBINMAC()
2: Frame frame = getCurrentFrame();
3: int nsectors = getSectorsNumber();
4: for (i=1; i < nsectors; i++) do
5: createWaitQueues();
6: end for
7: int frameSector=getFrameSector(frame);
8: int currentActiveSector=getCurrentActiveSector();
9: if (currentActiveSector != frameSector ) then

10: waitQueue[frameSector].insert(frame)//queue the frame
11: delay(frame);
12: else
13: transmissionQueue.insert(frame);
14: waitForMyTurn(frame);//wait for turn, then transmit the frame
15: end if
16: end procedure

Each frame is processed by the system that checks if the sector for which is des-
tined the frame is the current active sector. If true, it inserts the frame in the trans-
mission queue and transmit the frame according to Last In First Out (LIFO) queue
mechanism; if the direction of the receiver for which the current frame is destined is
outside the set of the directions currently available (current active sector), the frame
is queued in its waiting sector queue, and delayed until its sector does not become
the current active sector. It is important to notice that, the simulator is synchronized
together with the frame exchange process, in order to provide an efficient exchange
mechanism that also takes into account of the delayed frames in the channel.

4.3.3 RR-MAC validation and simulation results

For validating RR-MAC, the classical Directional MAC approach for SAS imple-
mented in [157] has been considered, then, simulation runs of Directional MAC case
have been compared with runs related to RR-MAC. As metric for fairness evaluation
the DRTS/DCTS ratio has been defined:
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DRTS/DCTSratio =
(DRTS + DCTS)received
(DRTS + DCTS)sent

(4.4)

Where it can be observed that the ratio is expressed as the sum of all DRTS and
DCTS frame received for each node divided by the sum of all DRTS and DCTS frame
sent in the network. This parameter is useful for MAC layer fairness performance
evaluation. The following table summarizes the main parameters set used in our
simulations:

TABLE 4.1: Simulation parameters set for RR-MAC analysis.

MAC protocols Directional MAC,RR-MAC
Antenna Type Adaptive Phased Array
Antenna Freq. 1 MHz

Distance 0.5 λ

Number of Nodes 10, 30, 50, 80, 100
Simulation Area Size 500 x 500 m

Simulation Time 300 s
Sector Width values 45◦,60◦,90◦,120◦,180◦

Simulation results about Packet Delivery Ratio (PDR) for throughput evaluation,
number of collisions and DRTS/DCTS ratio, have been collected for MAC layer per-
formance analysis. For reason of space, due to the large number of configurations
considered, in this case it is possible to analyze statistics related to one of the sector
time case (sector time = 2 s) varying the number of active connections and making
comparisons between the classical directional MAC and our RR-MAC. Next figures
illustrate the plots related to the PDR, the number of collisions and the DRTS/DCTS
ratio respectively:

FIGURE 4.7: PDR Directional MAC vs RR-MAC

In Fig. 4.7 it has been compared the PDR statistic of classical directional MAC
with the best and the worst case of our RR-MAC related to sector time equal to 2 s. It
can been observed that, the PDR value in the directional MAC case remains always
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FIGURE 4.8: Num. of collisions Directional MAC vs RR-MAC

FIGURE 4.9: DRTS/DCTS ratio directional MAC vs RR-MAC.

smaller than the minimum value of the worst RR-MAC case registered (sector width
= 60◦). In fact, in the worst RR-MAC case we have an average PDR of 0.695 against
the 0.6 average value registered in the directional MAC. From Fig. 4.8 it clearly ap-
pears that the number of collisions in the directional MAC case raises exponentially
with the number of active connections. In the RR-MAC best and worst cases we
observe a slightly growth of the collisions as the load data traffic increases; the over-
all amount it seems to be converge when the network presents an high data traffic
load. The maximum number of collisions for RR-MAC is limited to 3339 against
the 6468 registered in the directional case. On average we obtain a reduction of the
number of collisions that gives from 40,5% to 64,7% in the best case. In Fig. 4.9 the
curves of DRTS/DCTS ratio related to the case sector width = 2 s are illustrated. In
particular, the ratio remains almost linear for all curves as the load grows up, but
in RR-MAC worst case we obtain an average ratio of 81% against the 63,7% of the
directional MAC case. From Fig. 4.9 it also can be noted that, when the number of
active connections is small we are able to obtain a DRTS/DCTS ratio value of 98% in
the RR-MAC best case.
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4.3.4 RR-MAC vs other existing directional MAC works

In order to assess the contribution of RR-MAC with respect to the current state of
art, it is possible to make a comparison of the main features of the most important
works cited in the related works section with respect to RR-MAC:

TABLE 4.2: Directional MAC protocols comparison

MAC protocol coll. red. synch. fairn. scalab. SAS support
DA-DMAC 3 3 7 3 7

NDA-MAC 3 3 3 7 7

RI-DMAC 3 7 7 3 7

DMAC-DEAV 3 7 3 3 ?
DS-DMAC 3 3 3 7 7

RR-MAC 3 3 3 3 3

In Table 4.2 it can be seen that, protocols such as NDA-MAC and DS-DMAC en-
sure a reduction of the overall MAC collisions and care the synchronization issue
properly. DA-DMAC enhances the contribution in terms of number of collisions,
while RI-DMAC and DMAC-DEAV do not provide any mechanism to synchronize
the communications. Nevertheless, these approaches do not propose any support
for enabling the SAS technology, so, this aspect, it could represent a not negligible
limitation in the context of the beamforming networks. In spite of this, DMAC-
DEAV offers a sectorized approach that could be adapted for SAS. Our RR-MAC
provides quite good results in terms of number of collisions, and properly addresses
the synchronization issue as well as such of the directional MAC existing works.
Finally, it is possible to evaluate the impact on the deafness problem of our proto-
col with respect to the works of Table 4.2 in terms of average number of collision
reduction:

FIGURE 4.10: Collision reduction protocols comparison

In Fig. 4.10 it can be observed how our protocol outperforms other works in
terms of MAC performance especially with regard to fairness. This surely results
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from the fact that other considered approaches do not provide for an efficient an-
tenna hardware technology, while our work offers a full SAS Adaptive Array sup-
port which allows to well mitigate the deafness by improving the system fairness
and the overall PDR.

4.4 Round-Robin MAC issues

Therefore, The RR-MAC is a static model and it does not adapt itself to the traffic
channel conditions; this could represent a limit in scenarios in which nodes are con-
centrated in a certain sector; in particular, these kinds of scenario could be affected
from the queue issues such as the queue size and the waiting queue time [158], [159].
For this purpose, through the use of Omnet++ Network simulator, two different run
configurations using the same simulation parameters described in [156] have been
created; in the first one (RC1), mobile nodes are uniformly distributed in the net-
work scenario; also the activity degree of the nodes is uniformly distributed among
sectors; in the second run (RC2) instead, the nodes are periodically concentrated in
a certain sector (randomly chosen) of the sectorized plane and the activity degree of
nodes is unbalanced among sectors. The number of sectors in the plane varies from
3 to 8 while the queue size is evaluated based on the following equation:

Queue size = QSF× [N + wQ(Ns)] wQ ∈WQ (4.5)

The queue size is function of the number of nodes N and the number of sectors
Ns in the plane. QSF is denoted as Queue Size Factor, it is a term related to the Queue
size and it is chosen in the interval 0.1 ≤ QSF ≤ 0.25 in order to maximize the Packet
Delivery Ratio performance [156]. The number of sectors is weighted by the term wQ

that varies from 1 to 6 as the number of sector value increases. In particular, given
the number of sector array S = [3, 4, 5, 6, 7, 8], the weight vector WQ is expressed by:
WQ = [1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6]. In order to assess the impact of the two simulation scenarios
relating to the queue issues, it is possible to compare the waiting queue time of the
two running configurations in function of the number of sectors and queue size.

(a) Av. waiting queue time vs numb. of sectors. (b) Av. waiting queue time vs Queue size.

FIGURE 4.11: RR-MAC queue issues
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The Figure 4.11 (a) illustrates the average waiting queue time in function of the
number of sectors. The waiting queue time is averaged by varying the QSF parame-
ter from 0.1 to 0.25. In Figure 4.11 (a) it can be observed that the waiting queue time
in the case of not uniform distributed nodes remains higher than the uniform case
independently from the number of sector value; in particular, the gap between the
waiting queue time of the two considered cases seeks to grow up for number sector
values higher than 5. Note that the obtained results are also averaged in terms of
sector time values by increasing the sector time from 1 to 4 s. The curves in Fig. 4.11
(b) are plotted in function of the QSF parameter that represents a properly index of
the queue size; as it can be deduced from Equation (4.5), the higher is the QSF value,
the higher is the Queue size. As it happens in Figure 4.11 (a) the waiting queue time
in the case of not uniform traffic lies above the uniform case curve independently
from the queue size. However, as opposed to Figure 4.11 (a) the difference between
curves has kept almost constant as the queue size increases. In the uniform traffic
case it can be noted how the waiting time slightly decreases for the highest values of
QSF while, in the not uniform case, the decrease corresponding to the same values
is closely negligible. In summary, as the size of the queue grows up the waiting time
in the not uniform case does not tend to get smaller, or rather, the decreasing related
to high queue size values is not significant. The trends evaluated in Fig. 4.11 (b)
are certainly justified by one of the most common issue implied by a Round-Robin
algorithm scheduling: the time slice problem; basically, the time slice represents the
quantum assigned to each sector (the sector time) in equal portions; therefore, the
communications are handled in a circular way among sectors without priority. In
case of not uniform distributed traffic if most of mobile nodes are focused in a spe-
cific sector of the plane, the communications related to that nodes are enqueued until
the beam is allowed in the specific sector; as consequence, the largest is the quantum
assigned to each sector the largest is the waiting queue time. In the same way, as ob-
served in if the quantum assigned to each sector is too low, the system will provide
bad performance in terms of overall throughput; a similar behaviour is produced if
the quantum assigned to each sector is averaged in a specific interval with increas-
ing the number of sectors which results in largest waiting queue time values as seen
in Fig. 4.11 (a).

4.5 The A-MSDU MAC approach

The transmission of a set of frames each one handled individually, along with the
use of fixed timers in the communication exchange process could produce a large
overhead that does not allow an efficient use of the channel time while limiting the
throughput with respect to the actual data rates that are steadily increasing. One
of the most useful solution that could be able to face the time slice and the queue
issues implied by the Round-Robin approach is represented by the employment of
the Aggregate MAC Service Data Unit (A-MSDU) and the Aggregate MAC Protocol
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Data Unit (A-MPDU) features [160]. Indeed, a quite evolutionary enhancement in-
troduced in the most recent IEEE 802.11n and IEEE 802.11ac MAC standards is the
frame aggregation.

FIGURE 4.12: Frame aggregation principle.

The Fig. 4.12 illustrates the basic operational principle of the frame aggregation.
The frame aggregation provides for the concatenation of several frames into a single
PHY frame that is successively transmitted in a single channel access. The A-MSDU
superframe consist of a set of subframes that are encapsulated between the MPDU
(MAC packet Data Unit) header and the FCS (Frame Check Sequence) field. The sin-
gle A-MSDU subframe contains the address informations related to the communica-
tion (Destination Address and Source Address), the packet payload and the padding
delimiters. Concatenating multiple MSDUs into a single frame increases the channel
utilization and improves the MAC throughout, especially for small frames such as
TCP ACK and VoIP (Voice over IP) frames. Indeed, the IEEE80211.n standard con-
templates the possibility to use the A-MPDU in place of the A-MSDU. There are few
differences between the two aggregation techniques; for example the A-MSDU es-
tablishes that individual MSDUs must all be of the same 802.11e QoS access category
while A-MPDU provides that the individual MPDUs within an A-MPDU must all
have the same receiver address. Although the A-MPDU is a little few expensive than
A-MSDU in terms of overhead the A-MSDU mechanism represents a more adequate
functionality to use along with directional RTS/CTS and sectorized antennas rather
than the A-MPDU. More specifically, the use of A-MSDU, simplifies the control of
the antenna while minimizing the average loss of synchronization; conversely, the
A-MPDU has more inconveniences: the most significant is the fact that, is highly
likely that the system tries to change the sector during the transmission of an A-
MPDU sequence; this issue can bring to unwanted node states and consequently
to an excessive loss of synchronization. These are the main reasons that led us to
choice the A-MSDU strategy. Observe that, the use of A-MSDU with the DRTS/D-
CTS exchange process, implies that the system consumes a time that is smaller than
the time necessary to transmit a full flow of single frames; in fact, by transmitting a
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unique superframe instead of several frames, makes it possible to reduce the total
time (DRTS/DCTS + frame aggregation) resulted from a set of communications.

4.5.1 Model implementation

The 5.0 version of Omnet++ simulator does not support any features related to MAC
layer modules that allow to simulate the A-MSDU mechanism; therefore, neither the
IEEE 802.11n and neither the IEEE 802.11ac MAC standards are supported. For this
reason the original DCFUpperMac module used in Omnet++ has been extended.
The DCFUpperMac class, is the module responsible for the sector control and also
provides for the synchronization in the communication process by scheduling and
handling the exchange between the sector queues and the main queue. Basically, the
idea is to create a A-MSDU just before a change of sector is involved by the system, in
order that this superframe packet remains stored in the main queue until the sector
is active. In our implementation [161], the source sends several consecutive frames
and the MAC module, aggregates these individual frames by creating a superframe
(the A-MSDU frame); the first frame is not included in the superframe because this
frame, as logical operation of the DCFUpperMac, is extracted from the main queue
and transmitted in the channel.

FIGURE 4.13: A-MSDU MAC protocol operations.

The Flowchart of Fig. 4.13 synthetizes the A-MSDU MAC protocol operations.
When a new individual frame is ready to be sent in the channel the MAC module
primarily checks if an A-MSDU exists in one of the sector queues having the same
destination address of the incoming frame; if an A-MSDU exists and there is enough
space available, the frame is encapsulated in a new subframe and concatenated to
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the current A-MSDU; if there are not A-MSDU available but there is at least another
frame in the sector queues containing the same destination address of the considered
frame, they are merged in order that a new A-MSDU is created; finally, if none of the
sector queues contains a frame having the same destination address of the incoming
frame, the frame is enqueued in the delay queue. Note that the A-MSDU is sent
towards a specific destination as soon as it reaches the maximum size.

4.6 The Weighted Round-Robin approach

The main goal of a Weighted Round-Robin (Weighted Round Robin MAC (WRR-
MAC)) approach [161] is to partially minimize the most common issues introduced
by the use of a Round-Robin approach which may significantly limit the overall net-
work performance. As explained in the section 4.4, the main challenges related to
the RR approach are referred to the size of the queues and the delay produced by
static time slices which cannot be modelled in function of the traffic in the network.
However, as observed in [156] the quantum of time assigned for the beamforming
process is the same for each sector as well as the amplitude of the width. Therefore,
in the work [156] it can be clearly deduced as a proper set of the sector time value
affects the overall performance more than the sector width choice; this implies that
the time slot assigned to sectors needs to be carefully handled with respect to the
width relying in the resource allocation optimization process. For these reasons our
Weighted Round-Robin approach modifies the original RR algorithm formulation
relative to the evaluation of the sector time while keeping unchanged the sectoriza-
tion of the plane and thus the width of the sectors. More specifically, the sector time
related to the i-esimum sector of the plane is function of two main terms:

Ti = f (AD, ML) (4.6)

the term AL denotes the activity degree of nodes in the sector i while the term ML

considers the misalignment level between the transmitter and the receiver during a
communication. In particular, the activity degree of nodes in a sector can be defined
as follows:

AD =
NACTIVE

NTOTAL
0 ≤ AD ≤ 1 (4.7)

in the ratio defined by Equation 4.7, the term at numerator represents the total
of active mobile nodes in the sector, while NTOTAL is the total number of nodes in
the sector. Note that a node is considered active if it is involved in a communication
process (either in transmission and either in reception). By considering the cited
dependency factors, the sector time expression becomes:

Ti = wAD

[
Si

∑Ns
i=1 Si

ADwsNsT

]
− wML

[
(DRTS + DCTS)received

(DRTS + DCTS)sent
T
]

(4.8)
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The Equation 4.8 consists of two main terms; The first one is related to the degree
activity of nodes and is denoted by :

T I
i = wAD

[
Si

∑Ns
i=1 Si

ADwsNsT

]
(4.9)

the degree activity of nodes in the i-esium sector denoted by AD is certainly af-
fected by the size of the queue in that sector, thus, the term Si is referred to the size
of the queue of the sector i; Ns is the number of sectors in the plane that is weighted
by ws which represents the weight assigned dependently on the number of sectors
of the plane; wAD is the weight related to the degree activity factor; finally, T is a
project parameter that represents the duration lowerbound assigned to the beam-
forming process that is directly derived from the work [156]; therefore, T matches
with the duration lowerbound chosen for the Round-Robin MAC approach and is
set to 1 second. The second term of equation 4.8 considers the level of misalignment
between transmitter and receiver and is expressed as:

T I I
i = wML

[
(DRTS + DCTS)received

(DRTS + DCTS)sent
T
]
= wML(DRTS/DCTS)ratio (4.10)

the factor denoted by Equation 4.10 tests the alignment between sender and re-
ceiver through the evaluation of the DRTS/DCTS ratio that was defined in [162]
this parameter, already used in [156] for estimating the MAC system performance
in terms of fairness, represents a significant term for minimizing the deafness issue.
The DRTS/DCTS ratio is multiplied by the term wML that is the weight referred to
the misalignment level between transmitter and receiver. In the Equation 4.10 it can
be noted that when the size of the queues is the same for all sectors (Round-Robin
case) we obtain:

T I
i = wAD ADwsT Si = Si+1 = ... = SNs (4.11)

with:

Si

∑Ns
i=1 Si

Ns = 1 Si = Si+1 = ... = SNs (4.12)

the Equation 4.11 determines the duration weighted lowerbound assigned to the
beamforming process for each sector which has been already mentioned. However,
by considering the Equation 4.11 it has been assumed that the weights can take the
values synthetized by the following vectors:

WAD = WML = [1, 2, 3]T Ws = [5, 4, 3, 2, 1]T Ns = [2, 3, 4, 6, 8]T

the vector Ws is function of the number of sectors in which the plane is divided;
more specifically, let i be the index of the vectors Ws and Ns, the i-esimum element
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of Ws is the weight associated with the i-esimum element of Ns. For example, if
the plane is divided into 2 sectors, we obtain ws= 5. Note that the descending order
used for the weights assignment in function of the number of sectors is not casual:
as Round-Robin assumption, the greater is the number of sectors in which the plane
is divided, the smallest should be the quantum of time (and thus the weight) as-
signed to each sector. As regards the equation 5, assumed that the possible values
of Ti belong to an interval having lowerbound T, it is possible to determine also the
upperbound value related to this interval. The upperbound is determined based on
the following assumptions:

Assumption 1 the lowerbound is limited to T.

Assumption 2 min(DRTS/DCTS)ratio = 0.5; this value is obtained from the RR-MAC.

Assumption 3 wAD 6= wML .

the assumption 3 is made in order that the two terms of the equation 5 is un-
balanced; in particular, the choice wAD > wML is reflected in the maximization of
the contribution of the first term of equation 5 with respect to second term. In other
terms, this project parameter weight choice maximizes the PDR (that is closely re-
lated to the activity degree of nodes) while choosing wML > wAD aims to maximize
the fairness (that is closely related to the DRTS/DCTS ratio) of the system. By pa-
rameterizing, it is possible to obtain the interval of values which Ti belongs:

if wAD > wML :T ≤ Ti ≤ wAD AD[(2ws − 1) + 0.5]T wML = 1

T ≤ Ti ≤ wAD AD[(2ws − 1)]T wML 6= 1
(4.13)

if wML > wAD :T ≤ Ti ≤ wAD AD[(2ws − 1) + 0.5]T wML = 3

T ≤ Ti ≤ wAD AD[(2ws − 1)]T wML 6= 3
(4.14)

for example, let us assume to choice Ns = 4, wAD = 1, wML = 2, ws = 3 with
wML > wAD , the upperbound of the interval related to Ti is obtained for AD = 1 and
is denoted by:

T(upper)i = wAD AD[(2ws − 1)]T = AD5T = 5s (4.15)

that determines the interval: 1s ≤ Ti ≤ 5s . Note that the upperbound value is
function of the degree activity AD and the weight ws; the smaller is the number of
sector the greater is the upperbound value and thus the quantum assigned to the
sector i. The full operations of the WRR MAC are summarized by the pseudo code
included in Appendix 1.
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4.7 Designed MAC approaches performance comparison

Designed MAC approaches have been compared with one of the most significant
Directional MAC work, that is the DA-MAC protocol (that has been implemented
in Omnet++). The number of antenna elements of the array is set to 10 either of the
switched beam SAS and either of the adaptive array SAS; the overall MAC perfor-
mance of the considered approaches have been evaluated in function of the number
of mobile nodes in the network in order to investigates about the scalability level
of each protocol; the number of nodes has been increased from 10 to 100. The first
statistic is referred to the PDR:

FIGURE 4.14: PDR considered approaches comparison

The Figure 4.14 illustrates the comparison plot of the considered approaches re-
lated to the PDR statistic. When the number of nodes is low the DA-MAC performs
very quite similarly to the WRR MAC; indeed, as demonstrated in [151] the peak
of DA-MAC is obtained for a number of nodes set to 20; however, this value, for
DA-MAC tends to linearly decrease when the number of nodes is higher than 50;
the average reduction gives from 4% to 12%; This is probably closely related to the
different kind of SAS technology used by the two approaches; in fact, the more is
the number of nodes the highest is the correlation matrix associated to the network,
the lowest is the accuracy in the DOA (Direction of Arrival) estimation; more specif-
ically, the Adaptive SAS technology due to its complex and efficient logical process-
ing unit, is able to reduce the overall error introduced by the directions estimation
better than the switched beam technology and contributes to limit the reduction of
the aggregate throughput with increasing network complexity; Very similar perfor-
mance are offered by the A-MSDU MAC, which is globally worse than the WRR and
the DA-MAC, but remains more stable compared to that both cited; it also can be
observed how the feature of aggregation offered by the A-MSDU is able to improve
the performance of the RR-MAC because of the efficient exploitation of the sector-
ization compared with the latter. For a further investigation it has been analyzed the
fairness by varying the number of nodes.
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FIGURE 4.15: DRTS/DCTS ratio considered approaches comparison

The Figure 4.15 plots the DRTS/DCTS ratio statistic of the four approaches. It is
important to emphasize that, as opposed to [151] in which the fairness is evaluated
using the Jain’s index [163] (that is very interrelated to the aggregate throughput), in
this case for DA-MAC the DRTS/DCTS ratio has been employed as fairness evalu-
ation metric, in order to uniform the comparison with respect to other approaches.
As it happens for the PDR, the WRR-MAC and the DA-MAC are almost similar un-
til N = 30 nodes; then, the WRR begins to marginally decrease and becomes very
close to the A-MSDU MAC. The decreasing behaviour of the DA-MAC could be eas-
ily justified due that it concerns the backoff procedure management. Suppose that,
there is an incoming frame transmission destined to the sector Sx but that sector is
sensed busy; in a non-sectorized MAC approach (such as the DA-MAC), the proto-
col, enables the backoff procedure which in turn stops the contention window timer;
therefore, any node in the coverage area stops its operation in order to minimize the
collision probability. This issue could represent a severe limitation to performance,
especially in terms of fairness, which is closely constrained by the contention win-
dow timer and it becomes more accentuated with increasing mobile nodes. Thus,
an advantage of our sectorized approach is represented by the fact that, only the
nodes belonging to the sector that is sensed busy are involved in the backoff; for this
reason, the WRR MAC slightly outperforms the DA-MAC and for the same reason,
the A-MSDU MAC which is close enough to DA-MAC in terms of PDR keeps the
similarity also as regards the fairness.

4.8 The Self Clocked Fair Queuing MAC approach

For overcoming issues related to queue management and time slice it possible to
use alternative scheduling techniques avoiding Round Robin problems. For exam-
ple a Weighted Fair Queuing (WFQ) scheduler enhances fairness provided by Round
Robin [164], [165]. One of the biggest problems with WFQ is implementing the al-
gorithm for updating the round number on packet arrival, since this may lead to
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iterated deletion of connections. The SCFQ algorithm is a way to speed up round
number computation. SCFQ uses a simplified method of calculating the service time,
based on the transmission delay of the packet, and the finish time of the packet cur-
rently being serviced. In SCFQ, when a packet arrives to an empty queue, instead
of using the round number to compute its finish number, it uses the finish number
of the packet currently in service. Because SCFQ is a derivative of WFQ, the round
number update rule can be evaluated as [166]:

F(i, k, t) = MAX[F(i, k− 1, t), CF] +
P(i, k, t)

φ(i)
(4.16)

Where CF represents the finish number of the packet currently being served,
F(i, k − 1, t) denotes the finish number for the (k − 1)th packet related to the com-
munication flow i, P(i, k, t) is the size of the kth packet that arrives on flow i at time
t and φ(i) represents the weight related to the ith flow. Observe that we consider
as finish number the time needed for sending a packet related to a certain commu-
nication flow. The relative fairness bound provided by SCFQ can be expressed as
[167]:

RFB =
PMAX(i)

g(i)
+

PMAX(j)
g(j)

(4.17)

Where PMAX(i) and PMAX(j) are the sizes of the packets that can be sent by
connection flows i and j while g(i) and g(j) are the service rates allocated to con-
nections i and j respectively. The absolute fairness bound for SCFQ is currently un-
kwnown. Although the SCFQ round number update is easy to implement, it can be
unfair over short times scales. In SCFQ algorithm, the internal generation of the vir-
tual time involves negligible overhead, as the virtual time is simply extracted from
the packet situated at the head of the queue. This approach eliminates the compu-
tational complexity introduced by WFQ scheduling. In particular, the logarithmic
computational complexity and bounded end-to-end property suggests that SCFQ is
well suited for the queue managament of sectorized antennas.

4.8.1 SCFQ-MAC implementation and algorithm pseudo-code

Likewise RR-MAC, the Self Clocked Queuing MAC (SCFQ-MAC) is implemented
in Omnet++ network simulator [123] in the DcfUpperMac module that is the mod-
ule that manages the operations at MAC layer in Omnet++. The SCFQ algorithm
replaces the original Round-Robin scheduler designed in [156]. Observe that, main
functions of DCFUpperMac class containing the SCFQ implementation are Upper-
FrameReceived and FrameExchangeFinished; the first one manages packets exchange
between the MAC layer and upper layers, the second it is useful to specify which
is the next frame properly selected among queues to be processed by the scheduler.
In order to understand the SCFQ algorithm pseudo-code that is illustrated in this
section, it is necessary to explain the use of some auxiliary variables that we defined
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in the code with the aim to facilitate the implementation of the main expression of
the SCFQ that is the Equation (1) (explained in the section III):

• actualEndTime = representing the term CF denoted in the Equation (1)

• actualArrivalTime = representing the arrival time of the frame currently being
served; it is useful for evaluating the waiting time of the queues.

• baseTimer = representing the term MAX[F(i, k − 1, t), CF] denoted in the
Equation (1).

The pseudo-code of SCFQ-MAC is shown as follows:

Algorithm 9 SCFQ-MAC algorithm
1: procedure UPPERFRAMERECEIVED(frame)
2: .............
3: if !frameExchange then
4: bw = random(20 ∗ 106, 30 ∗ 106) * w[frameSector];
5: enqueue (frame);
6: else
7: baseTimer = MAX (sectorsQueue[frameSector].back().endTime,
8: actualEndTime);
9: PktData pktData;

10: pktData = frame;
11: pktData.endTime = baseTimer + (frame.getByteLength())/bw;
12: pktData.arrivalTime = simTime();
13: updateQueues();
14: recomputeWeights();
15: end if
16: end procedure

1: procedure FRAMEEXCHANGEFINISHED

2: .............
3: if !queueIsEmpty then
4: for i=0;i< queueSize;i++ do
5: if sectorsQueue[i].front().endTime < min then
6: que = sectorsQueue[i];
7: min = sectorsQueue[i].front().endTime;
8: queue = i;
9: end if

10: end for
11: end if
12: if que then
13: actualEndTime = que->front().endTime;
14: actualArrivalTime = que->front().arrivalTime;
15: computeWaitingQueueTime(actualEndTime, actualArrivalTime, simTime())
16: end if
17: end procedure

The Algorithm 1 describes the main steps of SCFQ-MAC. UpperFrameReceived
function basically implements the Equation (1); other than that, when the channel is
in idle state, the initial bandwidth is set to a number (expressed in Mbps) randomly
chosen between 20 and 30 that is yielded for the weight assigned to the sector which
the current frame belongs. Then the virtual endTime of the processed frame is evalu-
ated by extracting the maximum value chosen between the the finish number for the
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(k− 1)th frame and the actualEndTime; this value is stored in the baseTimer variable
and then it is added to the the size of the kth packet divided by the bandwidth, ac-
cording to Equation (1). Finally, queues are updated with the new informations and
weights for sectors are re-assigned. The function f rameExchangeFinished instead,
provides the instructions that the scheduler has to use in order to select the next
frame (from queues) that has to be served. More specifically, in our implementation
we established that, the next frame that must be served, in case of several frame
pending in queues, it is the frame having the minimum virtual end time; once the
right frame it has been selected from its sectorQueue all frame tag informations are
used for evaluating periodically the average waiting time of queues; the Waiting
Queue Time (WQT) is evaluated as:

WQT = simTime()− actualArrivalTime (4.18)

Where, simTime() is an utility Omnet++ function returning the current simulation
time, while the actualArrivalTime is the arrival time of the frame currently processed.

4.8.2 The SCFQ-MAC approach: differences with RR-MAC

The RR-MAC designed in [156] has a static approach that does not take into account
neither the channel state nor the transmission/reception time of frames. In fact, no
priority in-frame scheduling exists and queues of sectors are not affected by weights.

(a) RR-MAC principle (b) SCFQ-MAC principle

FIGURE 4.16: RR-MAC and SCFQ-MAC comparison.

The Figure 4.16 illustrates the approach comparison about the designed SCFQ-
MAC and the RR-MAC. In Figure 4.16 (a) the RR-MAC principle is depicted. The
plane is sectorized into 8 sectors; each sector is denoted by Sk(T, SW) in order to
highlight the dependency on the sector time T and the sector width SW; k is the index
related to the sector and in this case, it can assume values such that k = 1....8. All
of sectors have assigned a queue in which frames are located and wait until they are
transmitted in the channel. Recall that in [156] the current active sector has been de-
fined as the sector whose frames are allowed to be transmitted in the channel until
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the sector time T has elapsed. Let us suppose that the antenna beam is currently ac-
tive in the sector 2 as shown in Figure 4.16 (a); according to Round-Robin operation,
the next sector in which the beam will become active is the sector 3; this means that
the next frame selected by the scheduler will be the frame belonging to sector 3 and
having the highest waiting time in the queue. In this case, as it has been mentioned,
no priority frame mechanism are adopted. Now, let us refer to the situation depicted
in Figure 4.16 (b) illustrating the SCFQ-MAC principle; observe that in this case, the
sector is also function of the assigned weight w(S); although the current active sector
is again the sector 2, however, according to SCFQ operation, the next active sector
it will be the sector 6; more specifically, the scheduler does not wait the expiration
of the sector time related to sector 2, but immediately "jumps" to sector 6 because it
contains the frame having the minimum virtual endTime computed according opera-
tions performed by Algorithm 1. Only once the frame having the minimum endTime
has been sent in the channel, if the sector time for sector 2 has not expired, the sched-
uler returns in sector 2 and continues to serve pending frames in that queue. This
last point introduces a priority mechanism relating to frames management.

4.8.3 The SCFQ-MAC approach: Numerical Results

In order to obtain a fair comparison among results related to performance, the ex-
perimental analysis for SCFQ-MAC evaluation is accomplished through the use of
the Omnet++ simulator as has been done for RR-MAC. In particular, the same mod-
ule used for RR-MAC that is the DcFUpperMac class is modified by replacing the
Round-Robin algorithm with the designed SCFQ algorithm. The main parameters
setting used in simulations are synthetized by Table 4.3:

TABLE 4.3: Main simulation parameter set.

Antenna Model SAS phasedArray
Array Elements Spacing 0.5 λ

Number of Nodes 30
Transmission Rate 54 Mbps

Traffic data type UDP
Message Length 512 Byte

Simulation Area Size 500 x 500 m
Simulation Time 100 s

Number of sectors 8
Sector Time values 1,2,3,4 s

Size of queues 5 frames

Simulations have performed by using 20 different seeds and extracting confi-
dence intervals obtained by repetitions considering a confidence level of 95 %. The
traffic is randomly generated (based on the simulation seed) by different couples of
nodes. Observe that the plane is divided into 8 equal sectors according the example
scenario illustrated in Figure 1. Relating to performance analysis, primarily, it has
been decided to evaluate the average waiting queue time (averaged by sector time
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values) both for RR-MAC and SCFQ-MAC approaches; we remark that in the case
of SCFQ-MAC, at the begin of simulations weights are equals and set to 1, the weight
range gives from 0.05 to 1.

FIGURE 4.17: RR-MAC SCFQ-MAC Waiting queue time comparison.

The Figure 4.17 illustrates the comparison plot relating to waiting queue time
statistic in function of sectors of the plane. In case of RR-MAC the waiting queue
time range is [0.05s, 0.077s] while when using SCFQ-MAC the maximum value is
0.0076 s; this means that there is one order of magnitude of difference in the com-
parison among approaches. This result is mainly due to the fact that, in the case
of SCFQ-MAC, the time slice problem involved by Round Robin, is considerably re-
duced due to the use of virtual timers allowing the active beam to switch among non
adjacent sectors; this aspect means that the static loop of RR-MAC in sectors cross-
ing is broken. Therefore, highlight also that in the case of SCFQ-MAC, the scheduler
does not necessarily wait the expiration of the sector time before transmitting frame
related to other sectors; this aspect certainly contributes to reduce the average wait-
ing time of queues. In order to confirm waiting queue time results, the end to end
Omnet ++ statistic has been analyzed:

FIGURE 4.18: RR-MAC SCFQ-MAC End to End delay comparison.
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The Figure 4.18 depicts the Omnet++ statistic related to end to end delay vector
including the comparison between RR-MAC and SCFQ-MAC. In the case of RR-
MAC the average end to end delay is about 0.1 s; however, along all the simulation
time it never gets values lower than 0.07 s. In the case of SCFQ-MAC, the average
end to end delay is about 0.001 s; in the worst case we obtain a value of 0.0025 s. The
behaviour of Figure 4.18 confirms the trend registered in Figure 4.17. As last result, it
has been evaluated the fairness of our proposed approach. To make this, it has been
used the same fairness metric evaluation index employed for RR-MAC analysis that
is the DRTS/DCTS ratio which has been defined in [156]:

FIGURE 4.19: RR-MAC SCFQ-MAC DRTS/DCTS ratio comparison.

The comparison plot shown in Figure 4.19 illustrates the DRTS/DCTS ratio curves
related to examined approaches. the trend of DRTS/DCTS ratio is obtained by in-
creasing the number of connections (and then the network load) in the network from
10 to 100. From Figure 4.19 it can be observed how the SCFQ-MAC outperforms RR-
MAC independently from the network load. In particular, in case of SCFQ-MAC we
obtain a maximum value of 0.88 against the best RR-MAC that is 0.83. However,
as the number of connections increases, this value tends to reduce; although in the
case of RR-MAC this reduction is quite accentuated leaving from 50 connections,
this trend results more mitigated when SCFQ-MAC is employed. Indeed, using
SCFQ-MAC we are able to achieve a minimum DRTS/DCTS ratio of 0.76; this result
improves considerably the worst RR-MAC case value of 0.68.
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Chapter 5

Mobility and energy consumption
issues in Directional MANET

5.1 Introduction

Two of the most important issues in Directional MANET environments especially as
regards the most modern employed antenna technologies are certainly represented
by the mobility and the energy consumption of nodes. However, when considering
mobility in MANET, also energy consumption of nodes implied by mobility should
be evaluated. Indeed energy consumption is very related to mobility pattern em-
ployed in the network protocol. Therefore, the mobility model plays a very impor-
tant role in determining the protocol performance in MANET. Thus, it is essential
to study and analyze various mobility models and their effect on MANET proto-
cols. In particular, the performance of MAC protocols commonly degrades with
increasing system dynamics, and malfunctions may occur in highly dynamic sce-
narios. As it has been said in the chapter 1, when a node is subjected to mobility
during a communication, especially in beamforming network contexts, it can be af-
fected from undesired phenomena such as the handoff problem. A most common
solution used to mitigate the impact of the nodes mobility in directional communi-
cations is mobility prediction [168], [169]. Essentially, the mobility prediction is a
method for estimating the trajectory of the future position of the nodes. Mobility
prediction has been studied in cellular networks and wireless ad-hoc networks and
represents a precious instrument for estimating the future location, mobility speed,
and the direction of the mobile users. Anyway, the nodes in this type of networks
are generally power constrained because they depend on limited battery resources,
whereas wireless communications consume a lot of energy. Without the resource,
power, mobile devices will become useless. So, maximizing the lifetime of batteries
of each host and entire network is an important challenge, especially for MANET,
which is supported by batteries only. The problem of limiting the overall network
consumption comes to be greater if we consider the latest antenna technologies such
as SAS and Massive MIMO systems. In this regard, the task of minimizing energy
consumption of nodes is very critical because nodes use very high-gain directive
beam for communications. The purpose of the present chapter is to provide a brief
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background about the most recent and significant works about mobility and energy
consumption issues in directional MANET with special attention to proposals that
deal with the use of the most modern antenna systems.

5.2 Mobility in MANET

Before exposing the most significant works related to directional MANET communi-
cations it is necessary to provide a generic brief overview about the mobility concept
in Mobile Ad Hoc Networks. Firstly, mobility in MANET represents a challenge as
well as a property [170]; in fact, usually mobile nodes move in the network peri-
odically changing their position according to a certain mobility pattern. However,
this feature significantly impacts on the network performance especially in terms of
routing protocol and overhead.

FIGURE 5.1: Mobility in MANET using omnidirectional antennas

For simplicity, let us consider a simple case of mobility of nodes. In Figure 5.1,
all nodes are equipped with omnidirectional antennas. Node T attempts a commu-
nication with node R lying in the position (x, y); in this case, because R is within
the coverage range of T the communication has successful. Now, let us suppose
the R, after a certain time move in the network according to a mobility pattern in
the position R

′
having coordinates (x

′
, y
′
), in this case, because the radiation pattern

formed by R is outside the coverage range of T, current link between T and R goes
break and communication fails. This event presents two main consequences: firstly,
amount of messages that does not arrive to R translates into a degradation of packet
performance; secondly, if there is a routing protocol that recomputes the new route
between T and R, this lead to an increasing of the overall protocol overhead, espe-
cially if node R moves in the network frequently. Generally, due to node mobility,
the links along paths could suffer frequent failure and reactivation in highly dynamic
environments. Consequently, the communication paths consisting of relaying nodes
between a source and destination node have to change frequently. Without a fixed
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infrastructure, frequent path changes cause significant number of routing packets to
discover new paths, leading to increased network congestion and transmission la-
tency. Therefore, finding reliable means of choosing reliable communication paths
is a critical task. Things get complicated when directional antennas are employed.
As it has been shown in Figure 1.9, when directional beams are used, routing per-
formance are often affected by handoff problem. Anyway, because of the use of
directional antenna systems, handoff has to be considered in addition to other un-
desired phenomena occurring at lower layers such as deafness and hidden terminal
problems. For this reason, mobility prediction algorithms are commonly used to
pre-estimate future movements of nodes in order to limit excessive degradation of
network performance. Nevertheless, mobility prediction techniques are closely re-
lated to the kind of mobility pattern of nodes in the network. The following section
illustrates main mobility models in MANET.

5.3 MANET mobility models

Mobility models represent the tendency of mobile nodes according to the type of
movement that they accomplish in function of time [171]. Since mobility model-
ing represents a significant factor in the analysis of MANET, many mobility models
have already been studied to reproduce the motions of real mobile nodes. The mo-
bility model is made to in order to describe the movement pattern of mobile users.
Since mobility patterns may play an important role in identifying the protocol per-
formance, it is advisable for mobility models to emulate the movement pattern of
particular real life applications in an affordable way. Thus, when analyzing MANET
protocols, it is very important to select the proper underlying mobility model. Mo-
bility models are based on different parameters associated with node movement.
Common parameters usually include, starting position of nodes, movement direc-
tion and mobility speed; all of these parameters are assumed to be made in function
of time. Generally, a mobile node can move according to an individual pattern or a
group pattern; in the second case, in particular, node is affected from the behaviour
of a group of nodes using a common mobility pattern. In light of this, mobility
models can be divided into two main macro categories: entity mobility model and
group mobility model [172]. The first category specifies individual node movement,
the second, instead, describes group motion as well as individual node movement
within groups. The most important mobility models are briefly described in the
following subsections.

5.3.1 Random Walk mobility model

The Random Walk model was mathematically introduced by Einstein in 1926 [173].
In this mobility model, a mobile node can move randomly, which means that the di-
rection and speed of moving are casually selected using uniform distribution. Both
the speed and the direction are limited by a pre-defined range, [speedmin; speedmax]
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and [0; 2π] respectively. Each movement in the random walk mobility model hap-
pens in either a constant time period t or at a constant distance travelled d, by which
a new direction and speed are computed. In the particular case that a node arrives
at the border of the area, it selects a new direction. Many derivatives of the ran-
dom walk mobility model have been studied including the one-dimensional, two-
dimensional, three-dimensional, and d-dimensional walks. The Figure 5.2 depicts
an example of the movement pattern of a mobile node based on the Random Walk
Mobility.

FIGURE 5.2: Random Walk mobility model example

5.3.2 Random Waypoint mobility model

The Random Waypoint is one of the most popular mobility models used in MANET
[174], [175]. With this model, the node moves from its current position to a new one
by randomly selecting destination and speed. The distribution of speed is uniform
within a range [speedmin; speedmax]. When node reaches its destination, waits for a
certain time (pause time) and then starts moving again. Basically, the random way-
point model is very similar to the random walk model except from the fact that the
first one includes pause times between changes in direction and/or speed. Pause is
used to overcome abrupt stopping and starting in the random walk model. Upon
expiry of this pause, the node arbitrary selects a new location to move towards and a
new speed which is uniformly randomly selected from the interval [speedmin; speed-
max].

After reaching the destination, the node stops for a duration defined by the
’pause time’ parameter. After this duration, it again chooses a random destination
and repeats the whole process again until the simulation ends. Figure 5.3 illustrates
an example of Random Waypoint in which nodes move independently to a ran-
domly chosen destination with a randomly selected speed.
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FIGURE 5.3: Random Waypoint mobility model example

5.3.3 Random Direction mobility model

This model basically overcomes the non-uniform spatial distribution problems typ-
ically found in Random Waypoint mobility model [176]. In this model, a node ran-
domly selects a direction to move along until it arrives to the boundary of the simula-
tion area. The speed and direction of the mobile node remain unchanged until it hits
the boundary. After the boundary is reached by node, it stops for a specified pause
time and then it chooses another angular direction [0; π] to travel. In this way, the
typical problem (i.e. higher node density in the middle of simulation area) found
with Random Waypoint mobility model has been resolved. Random Direction is
similar to Random Waypoint except from the fact that the pause time is performed
also when the border is reached and not only when node arrives to destination. An
illustrative example is given in Figure 5.4

FIGURE 5.4: Random Direction mobility model example

5.3.4 Probabilistic Random mobility model

This model utilizes a probability matrix to determine the position of a particular
mobile node in the next time step which has three different states (0,1 and 2) for its
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x and y position [177]. The probability matrix used is:

P =

P(0, 0) P(0, 1) P(0, 2)
P(1, 0) P(1, 1) P(1, 2)
P(2, 0) P(2, 1) P(2, 2)


Where each entry, that is denoted by P(i, j) expresses the probability of a mobile

node to go from state i to state j. The probability matrix allows a mobile node to
move in any direction as long as it does not return to its previous position. State
‘0’ represents the current position (x or y) of a mobile node, state ‘1’ represents the
previous position (x or y) and state 2 represents the mobile nodes next position (x
or y) if the mobile node continues to move in the same direction. This implemen-
tation produces probabilistic motion rather than pure random motion, which may
represent a more realistic behaviour.

5.3.5 Reference Point Group Mobility model

The Reference Point Group Mobility (RPGM) has been proposed in [178]; this model
provides that nodes are divided into groups each with a group leader. In the stan-
dard RPGM model, the leader is based on the Random Waypoint model and the
group members follow the movement of the respective group leaders closely. In
poor terms, RPGM represents the random motion of a group of mobile nodes and
their random individual motion within the group. All group members follow a log-
ical group center that determines the group motion behaviour. The entity mobility
models should be specified to handle the movement of the individual mobile nodes
within the group. Here, each group has a logical center (group leader) that deter-
mines the group’s motion behaviour. Initially, each member of the group is uni-
formly distributed in the neighbourhood of the group leader. Subsequently, at each
instant, every node has a speed and direction that is derived by randomly deviating
from that of the group leader.

FIGURE 5.5: Reference Point Group Mobility model example

The Figure 5.5 illustrates an example of Reference Point Group Mobility model
with the group leader represented in green and the members represented in red and
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yellow respectively. Vt
group is the motion vector of the group leader and the whole

group. Observe that is the each node is associated with a reference member through
a random motion vector RMt

i representing the deviation of the group member i from
its reference member. The motion vector is free identically distributed random pro-
cedure whose duration is uniformly distributed in the interval [0, rmax] with rmax

representing the maximum acceptable distance whose path is uniformly distributed
in the interval [0; 2π].

5.3.6 Manhattan Grid mobility model

Manhattan Grid mobility model [179] has originally been developed to emulate the
Manhattan street network, i.e. a city section which is only crossed by vertical and
horizontal streets on an urban map. The Manhattan mobility model uses a grid road
topology. This mobility model was mainly proposed for the movement in urban
area, where the streets are in an organized manner. This mobility model can be de-
scribed by the following parameters: mean speed, minimum speed (with a defined
standard deviation for speed), a probability to change speed at position update, and
a probability to turn at cross junctions.

FIGURE 5.6: Manhattan Grid mobility model example

The Figure 5.6 illustrates an example scenario using Manhattan Grid mobility
model. The mobile node is allowed to move along the grid of horizontal and vertical
streets on the map. At an intersection of a horizontal and a vertical street, the mobile
node can turn left, right or go straight. This choice is probabilistic: the probability
of moving on the same street is 0.5, the probability of turning left is 0.25 and the
probability of turning right is 0.25.
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5.4 Mobility prediction in Ad Hoc Networks using directional
antennas: related works

The current state of art related to mobility prediction models in directional antenna
MANET contexts is a bit limited; indeed, actually, implementing a robust predictive
algorithm for addressing mobility issue in directional MANET represents a severe
task that is very difficult to encounter due to issues implied by directional antennas
in this context. The large majority of these few works are related to classical direc-
tional antennas; unfortunately, with regard to complex antenna technology as SAS,
literature is very lacking. The present section provides a brief overview for each of
these works. In [180] authors propose a location and mobility aware (LMA) MAC
scheme that considers the relative movement between the mobile nodes within the
design of the directional-antenna-based MAC algorithm. The antenna beams of mo-
bile nodes during data transmission are adjusted based on their predicted locations.
Moreover, the deafness problem is improved by adapting a switching mechanism
based on the information stored in the location table of each mobile node. Special
Omni-Listen/Omni-RTS and Directional-Listen/Directional-RTS messages are used
by mobile nodes to initiate a new data transmission. In addition, the usage of the
directional-beacon (DB) mechanism within the proposed scheme facilitates mobile
nodes to always obtain the correct position and mobility information after one node
has changed its moving direction or velocity. In summary, LMA MAC protocol uses
the RTS and the CTS control packets for exchanging location information among
nodes. Location information are stored by each node in special Location Tables (LT).

FIGURE 5.7: Timing diagram of LMA MAC

The Figure 5.7 illustrates the timing diagram of LMA MAC. The solid lines as-
sociated with nodes A, B, and C indicate the timelines and the moving directions of
these three mobile nodes. In the case that node A intends to deliver data packets to
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node B, it will conduct the default O-Listen(A) mode to its neighbor, since node A
does not have any prior location information about node B in its LTA. O-RTS packet
relared to A contains location information of node A. The intended transmission of
data packets from node A to B will be sent at time td after the O-RTS/D-CTS ex-
change. Finally, beams of A and B are adjusted based on fresh informations derived
by the exchange of these special packets. In [181] a method for estimating the loca-
tion of each node in the network using a pair of reference nodes and the AoA of best
signal from each reference node are proposed. In this case, the location tracking of
nodes is performed by using the ESPAR (Electronically Steerable Passive Array Ra-
diator) antenna; mobile nodes accomplish directional location tracking periodically
and wait in omnidirectional receive-mode while idle. To initiate location tracking, a
node, broadcasts directional beacons sequentially, using its directional beam-pattern
in the ESPAR Antenna. In addition each node records its neighborhood information
in a table known as Neighborhood Link State Table (NLST). After the formation of
NLST, a node calculates the beam pattern of the sending node from which it has re-
ceived strongest signal and the corresponding value of the received signal strength;
this node is tagged as reference node; finally it sends this information to its neigh-
bors; direction informations are recorded in Angle Signal Table (AST). In work [182]
authors attempt to reduce the handoff issue through an efficient beam system con-
trol; The system employs an antenna controller in communication with a beamform-
ing network that generates two independently lobes from a single beam. The single
beam is radiated by a phased array antenna on the mobile platform. In particular, a
Base Transceiver Station (BTS) look-up position table is utilized to provide the loca-
tions of a plurality of BTS sites. However, the work is designed for Wireless cellular
networks and does not provide for a mobility prediction model. In paper [183], au-
thors try to mitigate the handoff problem by proposing a predictive location model
algorithm named TRAC (Triangle and Circle) in order to advance the future position
movements of the nodes.

FIGURE 5.8: TRAC operational principle.

Figure 5.8 synthesizes the operational principle of TRAC. Basically, each node
stores in a history cache its current position together with the location of the previous
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position occupied. The algorithm provides for the estimation of the next position
in which a node will move based on history cache info. Let us consider a certain
transmitter node T that is sending data towards a receiver node R, with R that moves
according to a mobility pattern (in this case it has been used the Mass mobility model
provided by Omnet++ simulator [17]). The current position of the node R is denoted
by B and its location is represented by the coordinates (xi, yi) while the previous
location of R is denoted by A and has coordinates (xi−1, yi−1); the distance between
the transmitter and the i-esimum position of the receiver is denoted by Di while
di is the distance between A and B. TRAC algorithm estimates the next position
of node R based on these location informations; in particular, the next position is
approximately within a circle that contains an equilateral triangle having one of its
vertex coinciding with the position B. This search area is estimated by using the
following steps:

1. calculate the slope of
−→
AB denoted by k:

k =
yi − yi−1

xi − xi−1
, xi 6= xi−1 (5.1)

2. make an equilateral triangle whose one vertex is at B position centered at co-
ordinates (xi+1, yi+1) and side length d expressed by:

xi+1 = xi +
√

3d
3

xi−xi−1
|xi−xi−1| cos(arctan(| k |)

yi+1 = yi +
√

3d
6

yi−yi−1
|yi−yi−1| cos(arctan(| k |)

(5.2)

d =

√
(xi − xi−1)

2 + (yi − yi−1)
2 (5.3)

3. draw a circle that contains the equilateral triangle with radius:

r =
√

3d
3

(5.4)

4. calculate the needed sector angle as:

α = 2 ∗ arcsin
(

r
Di+1

)
(5.5)

Where Di+1 is the approximate distance from the transmitter T to the new posi-
tion of the receiver node R.

5.5 The Enhanced RR-MAC approach

The Round-Robin MAC approach presented in section 4.3 is perfectly suitable for
limiting the deafness problem in beamforming networks, but does not consider the
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effects introduced by the mobility of nodes. This approach can be enhanced in or-
der to adapt it also for medium-high mobility environments. The Enhanced RR-
MAC [184] attempts to limit handoff problem through the use of mobility prediction
model that has been denoted as Enhanced-TRAC (ETRAC) (because improves TRAC
algorithm) and a in-frame priority scheduling mechanism.

5.5.1 Enhanced TRAC algorithm

Although TRAC algorithm results very functional for adaptive beamforming sys-
tems it presents some aspects that need to be investigated in the analysis of direc-
tional communications concerning dynamic environments such as MANET. Primar-
ily, the TRAC algorithm does not consider the effects of the mobility speed of nodes
that could affect the estimation of the next position of the node R; furthermore, it
does not find any radio propagation channel model which could offer meaningful
indications for improving the predictive position estimation. For this reason, the
TRAC algorithm has been enhanced by attempting to address these issues.

FIGURE 5.9: Enhanced TRAC principle.

Figure 5.9 illustrates the Enhanced TRAC principle. The new model now con-
siders the mobility speed vector related to the current position v that consists of two
vectorial components along x and y axes which could be expressed as:vix = xi−xi−1

∆t

viy = yi−yi−1
∆t

(5.6)

Where ∆t is the period time between two consecutive movements of the node R.
Considering the dependence on the mobility speed vector, Expressions (5.2) assume
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the following form:
xi+1 = xi +

√
3d
3

vix∆t
|xi−xi−1| cos(arctan(| k |)

yi+1 = yi +
√

3d
6

viy∆t
|yi−yi−1| cos(arctan(| k |)

(5.7)

As it can be noted, the coordinates of the next position of the node are now func-
tion of the mobility speed. In order to improve the accuracy in the position estima-
tion we can consider the Friis radio propagation model:

PRX = PTX

(
λ

4πdL

)2
(5.8)

Where PRX is the power related to the receiver, PTX is the transmitted power, λ

is wavelength, d is the distance between the transmitter and the receiver while L
denotes the losses in the channel. Based on this equation we can evaluate the ap-
proximate distance between the transmitter node T and the receiver R in the new
position. More specifically, let us assume to check the received power at node R
every time that it changes its current position; considering the Equation 5.8, the dis-
tance between the transmitter node T and the receiver R depends on the received
power; In particular, the search area of the new position of node R depends on the
received power evaluated in its new position. In Figure 5.9 it is possible to distin-
guish two main search areas: the first one named area 1 having center at position C
and another one named area 2 centered at position C’ having radius r′ =

√
3d/6 and

coordinate component along x axis that can be expressed as:

x′i+1 = (xi − d) +
√

3d
3

vix∆t
| xi − xi−1 |

cos(arctan | k |) (5.9)

The distance between the two centers C and C’ is approximatively d. The new
position of node R depends on the received power measured at this position. Let P
be the new position of the node R and PRX(P) the received power of the node R in
the position P, it is possible to locate the approximate search area of the position P
as follows: 

PRX(P) ≤ PRX(B) + ∆(L) P ∈ area1

PRX(P) > PRX(B) + ∆(L) P ∈ area2

(5.10)

Where PRX(B) is the received power of the node R at the position B while ∆(L)
is a term that is function of the losses in the channel. Because of the use of the Friis
model it is important to notice that the expression 10 is theoretically suitable for
Line of Sight (LoS) scenarios having ∆(L) = 0. Therefore, the real environments are
typically referred to non-LoS situations, therefore the accuracy of the nodes position
estimation is certainly related to the number of losses in the scenario. In order to
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overcome this kind of issue, for directional communications it is possible to estimate
the attenuation in function of the main beam orientation. For this purpose, it has
been created the attenuation database in which the position and direction infos related
to an incoming communication are cached and periodically updated; these informa-
tions are used to improve the accuracy of the estimation. From different samples of
simulations, it has been derived that the interval of values that maximizes the ac-
curacy of the estimation is reached for 0.12PRX(B) ≤ ∆(L) ≤ 0.16PRX(B). By these
expedients, the estimation of the new position of the node R can result more accurate
with respect to the original TRAC formulation.

5.5.2 Enhanced RR algorithm based on mobility-aware priority

Once designed the predictive location model, it has been used it in order to improve
Round-Robin MAC algorithm, providing a mechanism for mobility network man-
agement. From work [156] it can be noted that the performances of the system in
terms of fairness are very related to the sector width value.

FIGURE 5.10: Average PDR vs mobility speed RR-MAC.

In Figure 5.10 it can be highlighted that, as the sector width decreases, the aver-
age Packet Delivery Ratio also decreases. In particular, the RR algorithm provides
for a good PDR value in slow mobility speed conditions but as the speed increases it
tends to dramatically decreases for sector width values less than 60◦. In view of this,
a mechanism that extends the Round-Robin algorithm has been designed in order
to minimize this situation. The next figure illustrates the Enhanced Round-Robin
principle:

Figure 5.11 shows an example in which the sector x is the current active sector
and each sector presents a sector width value β = 30◦. Let us assume that the node T
is transmitting towards the node R and that node R moves in the network changing
its sector. It will move in the sector x-1 or in the sector x+1 with same probability.
The next position in which the node R will move is estimated by the Enhanced TRAC
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FIGURE 5.11: Enhanced Round-Robin algorithm principle.

algorithm that also estimates the needed angle α; the Enhanced RR algorithm pro-
vides for a temporary enlargement of the current sector beam if the node T senses a
variation of the received power of R during the communication, that could be inter-
preted as a change of position of node R. This enlargement is produced for a time Ten

that is a fraction of the sector time Ts; in particular, based on results obtained after
a set of simulations, it has been considered Ten = 0.25Ts; the enlargement angle γ is
evaluated as:

γ =


| α−β

2 | α > β

β α ≤ β

(5.11)

From Eq. 5.11 it can be seen that, the enlargement angle depends on the needed
angle α that is evaluated by the Enhanced TRAC algorithm; if this value is less or
equal to the sector width β , no enlargement is provided. The Enhanced Round-
Robin algorithm also addresses the handoff problem. In order to face up to this
issue it has been provided a priority scheduling that assigns a certain priority level
to each kind of communication. These levels vary from 1 to 3, where 1 represents the
highest priority level. More specifically, the priority values are assigned as follows:

• priority level 1: communications not completed in which either the transmitter
or either the receiver move in a sector adjacent to the current active sector.

• priority level 2: communications of the sector queues.

• priority level 3: communications in the current active sector.

The highest priority is assigned to communications related to nodes that move
in a neighbor sector. In this case the communication continues, after a re-pointing
process of the beams, until it does not completely finish; note that the change of
sector of a node does not affect the continuity of the communication; in this way
the fail induced by handoff is avoided. If there are no nodes in the current active
sector that change their sector during a communication, the scheduler selects the
communications that are in the sector queue. Once the sector queue is empty, the
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scheduler selects the communication of the current active sector that are not in the
sector queue (lowest priority level).

5.5.3 RR-MAC vs Mobility Speed Simulation Results

The first set of simulations is accomplished executing the original RR-MAC protocol
proposed in [156] without using any predictive model for estimating the future po-
sition of nodes. The system performances are analysed in terms of PDR, number of
collisions at MAC layer and DRTS/DCTS (Directional Request to Send Directional
Clear to Send) ratio; this last parameter was defined in chapter 4 and it could re-
sult very useful for the estimation of the fairness of the system. These results are
examined by increasing the average nodes mobility speed from 3 mps (meter per
seconds) to 10 mps and the sector time (st) from 1 to 4 seconds. The following table
summarizes the main parameters set used in our simulations:

TABLE 5.1: Simulation parameters set.

Antenna Model SAS phasedArray
Array Elements Spacing 0.5 λ

Number of Nodes 10, 30, 50
Transmission Rate 54 Mbps
Message Length 512 Byte

Simulation Area Size 500 x 500 m
Simulation Time 300 s
Mobility model Mass Mobility

Node mobility speed values 3,5,10 mps
Sector Time values 1,2,3,4 s

It has been assumed that nodes are uniformly distributed in the network; ob-
tained values are evaluated by estimating confidence intervals by varying the simu-
lation seed from 1 to 20. Therefore, for reason of spaces the next figures illustrate the
results related to the configuration case having number of nodes set to 30.

FIGURE 5.12: Average PDR vs Mobility speed.
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FIGURE 5.13: Average Num. of Collisions vs Mobility speed.

FIGURE 5.14: DRTS/DCTS ratio vs Mobility speed.

Fig. 5.12 displays the statistic plot related to average PDR; the figure shows a
slightly improvement of the PDR as the sector time increases; however this trend is
not linear and suffers from a decrease for sector values higher than 4 s. From Fig.
5.12 it also can be noted that the PDR tends to reduce significantly as the mobility
speed of nodes increases. This trend is confirmed from Fig. 5.13 in which it can
be observed an increment of the number of collisions of 54% in the worst sector
time case with respect the best case (st = 3 s). In Fig. 5.14 it can be observed how
the fairness of the system in terms of DRTS/DCTS ratio is quite good as long as
the mobility speed is low; however this value decreases at an exponential rate for
high speed values; in particular, in the mobility speed case related to 10 mps it is
registered a reduction of the DRTS/DCTS ratio of about 24% with respect to the
lowest mobility speed considered case. In summary, the overall reduction of the
system performance is probably due to the fact that, in this case, the system does not
support any mechanism that handles the mobility of the nodes; in order to confirm
this hypothesis the following table shows the average failed communications due to
handoff in the network (in terms of percentage) obtained from simulations.
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TABLE 5.2: Failed communications due to handoff

Failed handoff communications
3 mps 5 mps 10 mps

11,42 % 18,01 % 34,6 %

We considered as handoff communication a transmission/reception that presents
at least a change of sector (by a transmitter or a receiver node). From Table II it can
be deduced how the lack of a mobility management mechanism heavily influences
the performance of the system; in particular, in the case of 10 mps about one-third of
the communications fail.

5.5.4 Enhanced RR-MAC vs Mobility Speed Simulation Results

As last analysis the modifications introduced to the original TRAC and Round Robin
(RR) algorithms have been enabled. In this case, the scheduler uses either the de-
signed predictive model (ETRAC) and either the priority mechanism provided by
the Enhanced RR algorithm. The next figures illustrate the statistics related to PDR,
number of collisions and DRTS/DCTS ratio.

FIGURE 5.15: Average PDR vs Mobility speed Enh. RR-MAC.

From Fig. 5.15 we observe that, the minimum value of PDR registered in the
worst case is 0.721 against the 0.561 obtained in the original RR case. In Fig. 5.16
it may be experienced a little improvement of the average number of collisions for
all of the considered cases; this behaviour is probably due to the beam enlargement
involved by the Enhanced Round Robin algorithm which slightly extends the set of
directions usually related to a certain sector; however, this improvement is about
2.5% with respect to the original RR-MAC and it results quite negligible. The Fig.
5.17 highlights that, in high mobility conditions (10 mps) it can be obtained a min-
imum DRTS/DCTS ratio of 0.774 against the 0.691 registered in the RR-MAC case;
in particular, the average value by varying the mobility speed is about 0.826, that
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FIGURE 5.16: Average Num. of Collisions vs Mobility speed Enh.
RR-MAC.

FIGURE 5.17: DRTS/DCTS ratio vs Mobility speed Enh. RR-MAC.

improves considerably the value of 0.731 obtained in the RR case. This growth is
certainly justified because of the priority mechanism provided by the scheduler that
contributes to reduce the number of communications failed for handoff.

5.6 Energy consumption in MANET using directional anten-
nas

Energy efficiency represents a critical challenge in all layers of communication pro-
tocols, as well as on a wide range of technological applications in wireless network
environments [185]–[187]. Nowadays, energy efficiency draws a significant atten-
tion among the researchers due to the introduction of battery operated devices. En-
ergy efficiency is one of the most crucial design criteria for MANET, as nodes are
battery operated. If a node runs out of battery, its ability to route traffic gets affected.
This adversely affects the network lifetime as well as degrades the performance.
Network lifetime can be improved by minimizing the power consumption and/or
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maximizing the battery power of a node. Although a considerable progress has been
accomplished in the battery technology front in latest years, yet, it is incomparable
with the progress made in semiconductor technology. Battery life has not kept pace
with advances in mobile devices. To enhance the lifetime of mobile devices, it ne-
cessitates the requirement of power conservation techniques to enhance the network
lifetime [188]. Such techniques can be applied at different layers of protocol stack.
In recent years, various techniques have been proposed to achieve energy efficiency
at protocol level. These techniques adopt different approach to achieve energy ef-
ficiency. A few of them are: energy-efficient path selection, adjusting transmission
power dynamically, reducing maximum transmission power at node level, adaptive
sleeping. In the chapter 1 it has been remarked how the use of directional antennas
represents an advantage with respect the use of classical omnidirectional systems in
the sense that they are able to focus in a particular direction the energy flow occur-
ring in a communication exchange between nodes. This affirmation shall be consid-
ered as true, when classical directional antenna systems are employed. However,
when more complex antenna systems such as SAS and Massive MIMO are used,
this aspect that originally has been tagged as an advantage could be turn in a severe
drawback. Indeed, in this case, although only a particular area suffers from energy
consumption and leakage, very high gains related to main beams contributes to pro-
vide a significant waste of energy that has to be added to other sources of waste.
In this regard, the most common causes of waste of energy in directional MANET
could be summarized as follows:

• high gains: it is the most significant cause of waste; in fact, the most recent an-
tenna technologies having a large number of radiating elements supply direc-
tional beams using gains that are considerably higher with respect to classical
directional antennas.

• directional carrier sensing: MAC protocols for wired networks such as CS-
MA/CD, ALOHA are not suitable for wireless networks due to the physical
characteristics of wireless medium. Carrier sensing is a challenging task in
wireless network. A node expends a lot of energy in carrier sensing, which is
also affected by deafness hidden terminal problems.

• collisions: Retransmission occurs due to collision, and this increases per packet
energy consumption. Retransmission also affects other network parameters
such as: end-to-end delay, jitter, throughput etc.

• idle channel sensing: an aspect neglected by a lot of studies is represented by
the fact that, during protocols execution nodes that are not involved in com-
munications which are in idle state attempt anyway to listen to the channel for
sensing and consume an important amount of energy in passive mode.
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• overhearing: When a node transmits a packet, it is overheard by the neighbors
within its transmission range. Thus, a node expend its energy by receiving a
packet even though it is not destined to the node.

• packet size: using larger packet size, consumes more power as compared to
smaller packet size. Larger packet size also increases the probability of re-
transmission due to collision.

• dynamic topology: Due to node mobility, frequent path break may take place.
This necessitates route discovery and route maintenance, which consumes en-
ergy.

The current state of art attempts to face the energy consumption problem by ad-
dressing one or more of the mentioned causes. In the next section the most related
works in this field are discussed.

5.7 Energy consumption in directional MANET related works

Besides to consider the most common causes of waste of energy discussed in the
previous section, existing related works in this field focus on energy consumption
implied by hardware resources. Data processing implies the large usage of Central
Processing Unit (CPU), memory, hard drive, etc. To partially solve this issue, regard-
ing energy consumption, the most actual solution is to find a compromise between
data processing and radio communication [189]. In this regard, in work authors
present a data compression mechanism in order minimize packet length [190] with
the purpose to limit energy consumption in radio communication. In work [191] au-
thors also highlight the large protocol overhead introduced by this kind of systems.
The rest of the works are categorized based on the type of antennas used by mobile
nodes.

5.7.1 Related works using directional antennas

The most common addressed problem when basic directional antennas are used is
related to directional carrier sensing. For example, in [192] authors present energy
efficiency approach for improving performance of directional MAC protocols in uni-
cast packet transmission when different RTS/CTS exchange schemes are employed
to perform virtual carrier sensing. To compare the energy consumption of differ-
ent RTS/CTS exchange schemes an energy dissipation model is designed. In paper
[193], an energy-efficient clustering routing algorithm based on directional antennas
(EECDA) is proposed based on existing cluster algorithm. The key idea is that in
wireless environments sending data with directional antennas can reduce the inter-
ference among wireless signals. From the energy point of view, replacing the low-
gain omni-directional antennas with the high-gain directional antennas to send data
make routing algorithms more effective energy-efficient. In [194] an energy-efficient
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algorithm for routing and scheduling in ad hoc network with nodes using direc-
tional antennas is proposed; the designed algorithm is able to coordinate transmis-
sions in ad hoc networks where each node has a single directional antenna. Using
the topology consisting of all the possible links in the network, firstly, the finding
of shortest cost paths is optimized in terms of energy consumption. In addition, a
scheduling mechanism is used for transmissions of nodes, attempting to minimize
the total communication time.

5.7.2 Related works using SAS

In [195] authors present a mechanism aimed to improve antennas BTS performance
using SAS. The goal of the work is to present a solution based on smart antenna, by
optimizing the radiation pattern of the base station and making it more directive.
This can help to minimize the radiated energy and therefore will allow the oper-
ator to decrease its transmission power while covering the entire sector. In paper
[196] aurhors attempt to overcome the problem of unnecessary transmitted power
wastage with omnidirectional antenna system in ad-hoc wireless networks by using
Smart Antenna Systems (SAS). Through different simulations, transmitted power
variations with different number in different conditions are evaluated. The work
[197] presents an energy efficiency (EE) investigation of a beam generated by the
combination of Recursive Least Square (RLS) algorithm and Kaiser side lobe cancel-
lation technique in smart antenna system. The RLS-Kaiser combination is investi-
gated using energy model which is a function of beam width, range and signal to
noise plus interference ratio (SNIR). The approach proposed in [182] provides for a
BeamSwitch, for directional communication on mobile devices. BeamSwitch employs
a special multi-antenna system that consists of multiple identical directional anten-
nas or beams, a single regular omnidirectional antenna, and a single RF chain. Beam-
Switch addresses two key technical challenges toward improving energy efficiency.
Firstly, hardware realization of directional communication, including phased-array
antenna systems and sectorization; secondly, BeamSwitch addresses the problem of
the frequent changing of relative direction of nodes with respect to the access point;
this issue is addressed leveraging the acknowledgement mechanism and the chan-
nel reciprocity to assess the quality of a beam based on the received signal strength
of ACK frames from the access point. It determines the efficacy of a beam by com-
paring the RSSI of received ACK with a history record.

The Figure 5.18 illustrates the key components of BeamSwitch and how they in-
teract with the network protocol stack in the wireless network interface card (WNIC).

5.7.3 Related works using Massive MIMO systems

In literature exist very few proposals attempting to attenuate the energy consump-
tion issue related to large scale antenna systems in massive MIMO 5G environments.
For example, in work [198] authors focus of the consumption of Base Stations (BS)
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FIGURE 5.18: BeamSwitch operation principle.

that is reduced through a multilevel beamforming approach; in this approach, the
received signal is amplified by the high gain of the beams, specially the beams of
the highest levels; The focused beams create very low interference on neighboring
cells, resulting in much higher Spectral Efficiency (SE) and Energy Efficiency (EE).
The proposed approach also benefits from low complexity and hence potentially low
cost. In the same way the model proposed in [199], aims to minimize the waste of en-
ergy caused by amplifiers related to BS through a clustering algorithm that allow for
high throughput. Finally, in paper [200], an Energy Efficiency maximization scheme
is presented with reference to power budget problem.

5.8 The Adaptive Beamforming Time RR-MAC approach

The Adaptive Beamforming Time RR-MAC (ABT-RRMAC) approach presented in
[201] modifies the original Round Robin MAC algorithm formulation regarding the
evaluation of the sector time without affecting the plane sectorization and thus the
width of the sectors. Basically, the idea is to assign a portion of time for each sector
that is proportional to the size of the queues, that in this case is not fixed for each
sector and can vary dynamically. The main purpose of the work is to limit the ex-
cessive energy consumption in the network derived by the queue and the time slice
problems involved by the use of the Round-Robin.

FIGURE 5.19: Adaptive Beamforming Time RR-MAC example.
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In Figure 5.19, an example of the Adaptive Beamforming Time RR-MAC (ABT-
RRMAC) application is shown. The plane is normally sectorized into equals ampli-
tude sectors as well as the Round Robin MAC. However, in this case, the considered
traffic pattern is not uniformly distributed among nodes; in Figure 8, it is assumed
that, two particular sectors denoted Sx and Sy respectively have different size of the
frame waiting queues; in this regard, the term sizeqi denotes the size of the waiting
queue related to the i-th sector. While considering the situation in Figure 8, assum-
ing that TX and TY are the beamforming (sector) times related to the sector x and y
respectively, the ABT-RRMAC assigns the beamforming times as follows:



T1 =
sizeqi

∑N
i=1 sizeqi

× T 6= Ts

...

...

TN =
sizeqN

∑N
i=1 sizeqi

× T

⇒ T1 6= T2 6= .. 6= TN ⇐⇒ sizeq1 6= sizeq2 6= .. 6= sizeqN

Where:

T =
N

∑
i=1

Ti

N
(5.12)

The term T denotes the mean beamforming time averaged by all sectors. Initially,
the beamforming times are the same for all sectors and set to Ts (RR-MAC); after a
training phase set to 10 s, the mean beamforming time and then sector times are
updated periodically in order that for each sector is assigned a quantum of time
that is proportional to the size of the queue of that sector multiplied by the mean
beamforming time. In this way, sector times can be different and unbalanced among
them and the major fraction of time is assigned to the sector having the biggest queue
size. For instance, if we consider the example of Figure 5.19, because sizeqx > sizeqy

then the ABT-RRMAC will assign sector times such that TX > TY. The motivation of
this choice is due to fact that sizeqx > sizeqy the serving queue rate of SX is lower than
the serving queue rate of SY; consequently, SX needs for a beamforming time higher
than SY in order to empty its queue. This set will optimizes the network energy
consumption due that the waste of energy caused by Round-Robin is limited by the
dynamic beamforming time assignment.

5.8.1 ABT-RRMAC implementation

The ABT-RRMAC algorithm is implemented in the Omnet++ Network Simulator
in the DcfUpperMAC module, that is the main class in which the most important
operations at MAC layer are provided, such as frame and collisions management;
therefore, as explained in [14] the sectorization of the plane is managed by the SAS
antenna module (PhasedArray module). The following pseudo-code enhances the
original Round-Robin MAC formulation:
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Algorithm 10 ABT-RRMAC pseudo-code
1: procedure INIT(numSectors)

2: numQueues← numSectors

3: CREATEQUEUES(numQueues)

4: end procedure

1: procedure ASSIGNSECTORTIME(trainingPeriod, updatePeriod, numQueues)

2: if Sim.Time () < trainingPeriod || Sim.Time()< updatePeriod then

3: averageSectorsTime = 0;

4: for i=1; i< numQueues; i++ do

5: sectorTime[i] = Ts ;

6: end for

7: else

8: averageSectorsTime = computeAverageSectorsTime()

9: for i=1; i< numQueues; i++ do

10: sectorTime[i] =
sizeqi

∑N
i=1 sizeqi

× averageSectorsTime;

11: end for

12: end if

13: end procedure

1: procedure STARTTRANSMIT(frame)

2: int frameSector=getFrameSector(frame);

3: int currentActiveSector=getCurrentActiveSector();

4: if currentActiveSector != frameSector then

5: queueSector[ f rameSector].insert( f rame)//queuethe f rame

6: else

7: transmissionQueue.insert(frame);

8: transmitFrame← queueSector[activeSector]. f ront()

9: queueSector[activeSector].pop()

10: CONFIGUREANTENNA(activeSector)

11: end if

12: end procedure

1: procedure STARTRECEPTIONSTATE

2: CONFIGUREANTENNA(omnidirectional)

3: MAC in reception Mode

4: SCHEDULEEVENT(CSMATimer)

5: end procedure

1: procedure RECEPTIONFRAME(frame)

2: orientation← GETORIENTATION( f rame)

3: sector ← GETSECTOR(orientation)

4: CONFIGUREANTENNA(sector)

5: end procedure

1: procedure RECEIVEFRAMEFROMUPPERLAYERS(frame)

2: sector ← GETSECTORFRAME( f rame)

3: queueSector[sector].push_back( f rame)

4: end procedure

1: procedure MACPROCCESS

2: INIT(NumSectors)

3: STARTRECEPTIONSTATE

4: loop

5: WaitEvent

6: if Event Is Upper Frame then

7: RECEIVEFRAMEFROMUPPERLAYERS(frame)

8: else if Event Is Lower Frame then

9: RECEPTIONFRAME(frame)

10: else if End Transmission then

11: STARTRECEPTIONSTATE

12: else if EndCSMA ∧QueueSector 6= empty then

13: STARTTRANSMIT(frame)

14: else

15: STARTRECEPTIONSTATE

16: end if

17: end loop

18: end procedure
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At the beginning of the process, after the plane is sectorized into equal width
sectors, the same quantum of time is assigned for all sectors (Round-Robin). If the
trainingPeriod has elapsed the averageSectorsTime denoting the mean beamforming
time averaged by all sectors, can be computed; remember that this parameter is
updated periodically after an updatePeriod (that has been set to 10 s) has passed;
from the first time that the averageSectorsTime is computed, the beamforming times
of the sectors are assigned according to expressions defined in section 4.2. The whole
of these operations are included in AssignSectorTime function. The transmission of
frames is ruled by StartTransmit function in which the system checks if the sector
for which is destined the current frame is the current active sector. If true, it inserts
the frame in the transmission queue and transmit the frame, otherwise the frame
is queued in its waiting sector queue, and delayed until its sector does not become
the current active sector. The reception of the frame is performed by ReceptionFrame
andReceiveFromUpperLayers functions in which, the receiver antenna is configured in
omnidirectional mode and the information about the orientation of the transmitter
antenna is retrieved in order to achive the synchronization during communication
process. Other coordination functions are performed by MacProcess procedure. The
complexity of the algorithm can be evaluated by considering the assignSectorTime
procedure due that it includes the most of the overall operations; the complexity of
ABT-RRMAC increases linearly with the number of sectors and not with the number
of nodes. This is one of the benefits implied by the sectorized approach.

5.8.2 Performance evaluation

In order to evaluate the contribution of the ABT-RRMAC it is possible perform simu-
lations by considering three different configurations of antennas in the nodes: omni-
directional with Round-Robin scheduling, SAS with Round-Robin (RR-MAC), and
our proposed ABT-RRMAC that uses SAS adaptive array antennas; Simulations are
accomplished by varying the number of sectors and then, node mobility speed. The
following table summarizes the main simulation parameters:

TABLE 5.3: Main simulation parameter set.

Parameter Value

Transmission Rate 54 Mbps
Message Length 512 Byte
Mobility model Random Waypoint

Node Mobility speed from 1 to 10 mps mps
Network Load 50 %

Simulation Area Size 500 x 500 m
Simulation Time 300 s

Number of Sectors 3,4,6,8
Initial battery capacity 300 J
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Simulations have been accomplished by using 20 different seeds and extracting
the confidence intervals obtained by the repetitions considering a confidence level
set to 95 %. The traffic is represented by UDP data packets randomly generated
(based on the simulation seed) by different couples of nodes. The number of nodes
is set to 50 and couples of nodes involved in the data traffic exchange is one half
with respect to the total number of nodes in the network. In addition, the channel
is moderately affected from noise (-80 dBm), with SAS that have the main beam to-
wards 45◦. For the first set of simulations an unbalanced distribution of data (worst
conditions) traffic has been considered by concentrating the main fraction of com-
munications in the first sector of the plane; therefore, nodes move very slowly (2
mps) in the network and the size of the queues is set to 5. The first evaluated statis-
tic is the energy consumption of nodes by varying the number of sectors.

(a) Energy consumption comparison, Ns = 3 (b) Energy consumption comparison, Ns = 4

(c) Energy consumption comparison, Ns = 6 (d) Energy consumption comparison, Ns = 8

FIGURE 5.20: Energy consumption per sectors vs number of sectors

The plots in Figure 5.20 illustrate the energy consumption of nodes (expressed
in Joule) in function of the number of sectors (observe that the term "N. Sector" used
in plots of Figure 5.20 is related to the progressive number id assigned to each sec-
tor and does not identify Ns). In Figure 5.20(a) it can be observed how the main
fraction of consumption is related to the sector 1, that is the sector in which the traf-
fic is mostly focused with respect to others. When omnidirectional antennas and the
Round Robin scheduler are used the distribution of energy consumption among sec-
tors is very unbalanced; this trend is mainly due to the static time slot assigned by
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the scheduler, that, in this case is the same of all sectors; this feature results in a not
efficient distribution of the energy in the sectors and consequently, the total energy
consumption is considerable (almost 298 J). However, the same behavior is main-
tained in Figure 5.20(b) in which, when SAS module are used it can be highlighted
a better distribution of the consumed energy among sectors. In Figure 5.20(c) it
appears clear, how, as the number of sector increases the maximum amount of con-
sumed energy is reduced, but in the case of omnidirectional antennas the imbalance
remains unchanged; however the use of the SAS allows to decrease considerably the
maximum energy amount that is further reduced when ABT-RRMAC approach is
employed (44.54 against 88.27 registered in the omnidirectional case). Finally, the
Figure 5.20(d) emphasizes even more the impact of the proposed approach flowing
in a overall balancing of the energy consumption. In summary, the dynamic allo-
cation of the beamforming time allows, independently from the number of sectors,
to optimize the distribution of the energy also leading to a reduction of the overall
consumed energy; indeed the registered values of total consumed energy in the RR-
MAC case in function of the number of sectors are 248.33, 255.14, 250.91 and 272.32
J against values of 187.89, 216.26, 211.81 and 235.37 J registered when ABT-RRMAC
is used. For a further investigation, it is possible to evaluate the standard deviation
(averaging values by sectors) of the energy consumption by increasing the number
of sectors for all of the configurations:

TABLE 5.4: Energy consumption: standard deviation vs number of
sectors.

Number of sectors omni + RR SAS + RR ABT-RRMAC

3 52.96 42.79 20.55

4 47.02 39.6 19.03

6 19.04 20.69 3.03

8 18.71 18.15 2.62

The Table 5.4 collects standard deviation values by varying number of sectors
for all of the considered approaches; the use of SAS slightly enhances the omnidi-
rectional case, however, observe how ABT-RRMAC contributes to dramatically de-
crease values when the number of sectors improves with respect to other considered
configurations; this trend confirms that our proposed approach seeks to efficiently
distribute the energy consumption among sectors as already noticed in plots of Fig-
ure 9. Therefore, energy consumption is very related to Packet Delivery Ratio and
could represent an helpful indication of the overall network performance; for this
purpose next figure illustrates PDR comparison extracted by rcvdPkts and sentPkts
statistics collected by Omnet++:

In Figure 5.21, the average (averaged with respect to nodes) PDR is plotted both
in function of the number of sectors and the queue size. The Figure 5.21(a) sim-
ply reflects the situation verified in Figure 5.20, in fact, the lowest is the energy
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(a) Average PDR vs Num. of sectors

(b) Average PDR vs Queue size

FIGURE 5.21: Packet Delivery Ratio comparison.

consumption the highest is the PDR; therefore, when the number of sector is high,
ABT-RRMAC is able to provide a PDR of about 0.92 against 0.85 registered in the
RR-MAC configuration. The same statistic can be evaluated by increasing the size of
the queues; in Figure 5.21(b) (values are averaged with respect to number of sectors)
it seems clear that PDR performance are quite sensitive to queue size, indeed, low
moderately values of PDR are obtained when omnidirectional antennas are used;
SAS contributes to increase the minimum PDR from 0.62 to 0.72, however the min-
imum PDR value, when our proposed approach is used, is 0.84; this value slightly
improves together with the queue size and tends to begin almost uniform for high-
est queue size values. More specifically, especially for critical queue size cases (from
3 to 5) the difference between RR-MAC and ABT-RRMAC is very significant; this re-
sult suggests that our proposed algorithm provides for a great robustness also when
the queue size are small, allowing quite acceptable performance in case of limited
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resource allocation. The latest set of simulations is accomplished with the aim to test
our proposal in condition of mobility of nodes; for this purpose it is possible to eval-
uate the energy consumption of nodes by increasing the node mobility speed from 1
to 10 mps; in this case, results are obtained by averaging energy consumption values
with respect to number of sectors. In addition, the worst queue size case (queue size
= 3) and the best queue size case (queue size = 10) have been compared.

FIGURE 5.22: Energy consumption vs Node mobility speed.

The Figure 5.22 displays comparison curves related to energy consumption of
nodes in function of the mobility speed by considering the worst and the best reg-
istered case in function of the size of the queues. Note that continued-line curves
depict the worst case plots while dashed-line curves are related to the best case
plots. As regards omnidirectional case, the overall consumption remains tolerant
until 7 mps and then whereupon increases widely; this is mainly due to link failures
occurring for high mobility speed values that results in enhancement of protocol
overhead. However this rapid increase is weak limited in the best omnidirectional
case. When using SAS in cooperation with Round-Robin, disruptive impacts due to
growth of node mobility speed, are quite mitigated with respect to omnidirectional
case, especially for high mobility values. Therefore the effects of directional high-
gain beamforming are quite straightforward; in particular, by considering the best
and worst cases, the energy saving amount in the case of RR-MAC gives from 23 to
29 J compared to omnidirectional. Nevertheless, ABT-RRMAC, thanks to dynamic
sector time assignment, improves, performance of RR-MAC extending battery life
of nodes of about 21% (on average) compared to the latter. This effect seems to keep
uniform also as the mobility speed of nodes grows up. Note that, for ABT-RRMAC
curves related to best and worst case are almost overlapped, indeed, the effect of
queue size results mitigated compared to other considered cases.
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5.9 The Energy Optimization algorithm With Variable Data
Rate

Although when considering limited data rate (less than 100 Mbps) it is possible to
obtain a significant mitigation of the overall energy consumption of nodes in the net-
work, for example by using sectorized approaches [162], this aspect could represent
a severe challenge that should not be underestimated when data rate is consider-
ably high, especially if the main goal is to achieve very high network performance.
However, very complex and efficient technologies such as MIMO and SAS have to
be developed in order to satisfy high performance at high data rates. Ad regards
massive MIMO, although a large number of elements promotes high performance
in terms of gain, the higher is the number of elements, the highest is the energy
consumption of nodes in the network. On the other hand, besides the number of
radiating elements, energy consumption of massive MIMO is certainly related to
physical parameters such as data rate, modulation and coding schema. For exam-
ple, using a fixed data rate (and then, a fixed modulation schema) could certainly
lead to facilitate significant waste of energy in the network, especially in a scenario
in which nodes are uniformly distributed. Considering the previous scenario, it is
high likely that a large number of transmissions are performed with a SNR (Signal
to Noise Ratio) that is well beyond than the minimum requested SNR allowing to
complete the transmission successfully. In the same way, highest data rates acceler-
ate significantly the depletion of the battery life of nodes. In order to limit energy
consumption in very high gain communications involving massive MIMO systems,
a twice-action energyOptimization algorithm with variable data rate is presented in
[202]. As denoted by the name, the algorithm has the purpose to optimize the en-
ergy consumption of nodes in the network by performing two main operations:

• Data rate adaption at the transmitter

• Energy minimization at the receiver

The first operation grants to avoid undesired waste of energy by adapting the
data rate during communications in function on the SNR measured at the receiver;
the second, ensures to limit the energy consumption at the receiver when capturing
the signals in directional mode and, at the same time, aims to provide for a very high
throughput and a high degree of synchronization between nodes.

5.9.1 Data rate adaption at the transmitter

One of the most common drawbacks when using massive MIMO systems is the fact
that, SNR is directly related to the distance between sender and receiver and could
considerably impact on the overall energy consumption of nodes if the data rate
remains unchanged for a long time. For overcoming this issue, a procedure that
dynamically adapts data rate at the transmitter based on the SNR requested at the
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receiver has been designed, in order that the transmitter adopts the "best possible
data rate" and so, the best modulation schema relating to a particular receiver. The
best data rate, is the data rate which corresponds to the maximum SNR required at
the receiver for maximizing the throughput. For a better investigation of the idea
we can consider a scenario in which the Free Space Path Loss is used as channel
propagation model.

PRX = PTXGtGr

(
λ

4πd

)2
(5.13)

In Equation (5.13), PRX and PTX denote the transmitter and the receiver power
respectively, while Gt and Gr are the gains at the transmitter and the receiver; re-
member that the wavelength is expressed as λ = c/ f where c is the speed of light
while f is the frequency; finally d represents the distance between transmitter and
receiver. The received power can be used for evaluating the SNR that could be ex-
pressed as:

SNRMAX =
PRX

N
(5.14)

In Equation (5.14), the term N denotes the power of the noise intended as the
background noise. Observe that, the received power divided by the background
noise corresponds to the best SNR possible. Once that SNRMAX is evaluated, it
is possible to extract the best data rate and the relative modulation from the stan-
dard. In this way, for each destination, the best data rate is used and the energy
consumption is minimized. Important to highlight that, in this case, the channel is
bidirectional; by exploiting this affirmation it has been assumed that, the evaluation
of the maximum SNR is performed by the receiver, that encapsulates the informa-
tion about the SNRMAX in an acknowledge packet which is sent to the transmitter.
Once the transmitter receives the ack, it sets the data rate to the best possible data
rate value for that destination, according to the SNR information.

5.9.2 Energy minimization at the receiver

Another common source of waste of undesired energy is represented by the opera-
tions at the receiver during a communication. It is well known that, in directional
and asymmetrical environments it is not useful to set the receiver completely into
directional mode because, in spite of the benefits in terms of energy that could be
achieved, a large amount of control packet is required [140]; the best solution for
maximizing packet performance, is to set the receiver in omni (omnidirectional)
mode, in order to maintain high throughput. However, while considering omni-
directional mode, because the receiver attempts to exploit the antenna gain in all
directions for channel sensing, this solution involves a considerable waste of energy
un the network, even if gains involved are small. In view of these considerations,
it can be derived that an acceptable solution could be achieved by mixing the op-
erational mode at the receiver; obviously, in order to be efficent in terms of energy
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consumption, the mixing operation must to be properly designed. Indeed, our so-
lution provides that the receiver captures in a different and separate mode the two
main parts composing the packet: the preamble (that is contained in the header) in
omni mode using very low gain (1 dB) and the data in directional mode, exploit-
ing the maximum gain in the desired direction. The reason of this choice is twice;
capturing the preamble in omni mode ensures a strong likelihood that nodes remain
correctly synchronized during a communication; furthermore, the passive mode of
the receiver during channel sensing, produces a negligible waste of energy due to
the very small size of this part of the packet (usually from 20 to 60 bytes); secon-
darily, receiving data in directional mode, means that reception beam is active for an
higher period compared to preamble, then, because the beam is pointed only toward
the intended direction, energy consumption is limited compared to omnidirectional;
receiving data in directional mode also allows to avoid potential interferences of
nodes that are close to receiver node.

FIGURE 5.23: Packet Reception operation.

In Figure 5.23 it can be observed that, the trasmitter node T performs a transmis-
sion in directional mode at the best data rate possible (related to the receiver), while
the receiver R attempts to receive the preamble in omni mode; after the preamble is
correctly captured, R receives the rest of the packet (the data) in directional mode
by avoiding to overhear other possible transmissions in the neighborhood until the
whole packet is fully received. Note that the switching process of the radiation pat-
tern from omnidirectional to directional is accomplished by an RF (Radio Frequency)
switch and occurs during the reception of the preamble; this choice is deeply moti-
vated in the section IV. However, After the packet is received, node R returns in omni
mode and senses for other possible transmissions.

5.9.3 Energy optimization algorithm pseudo-code

The following pseudo-code summarizes operations of the energyOptimization algo-
rithm:
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Algorithm 11 Energy optimization pseudo-code
1: function COMPUTE ERROR(S/N, dataRate) return error using Nist Error Model
2: end function

1: function EXTRACT MAXIMUM DATARATE(Destination Address, Threshold)
2: . Search the maximum dataRate using error model with the S/N for this destination and Threshold
3: return dataRate
4: end function

1: procedure DATARATE ADAPTION AT THE TRANSMITTER

2: if first Transmission then . Compute maximum data rate in function S/N
3: current datarate = EXTRACT MAXIMUM DATARATE(Destination Address, Threshold)
4: end if
5: attempt transmission with current dataRate();
6: if transmissionFailed then
7: countFailed++;
8: DECREASEDATARATE(())
9: end if

10: end procedure

1: procedure ENERGY MINIMIZATION AT THE RECEIVER

2: if reception (receiver) then
3: setSeparateReceptionMode();
4: end if
5: if messagePart == PREAMBLE && receiver is idle then
6: startReception(reception);
7: else if messagePart == DATA then
8: SETRECEIVERMODE(DIR(receiverDir)); . Change the antenna to directional
9: CONTINUERECEPTION(()); . Receive data part of the frame

10: end if
11: if RECEPTIONISCOMPLETED(()) then
12: SETRECEIVERMODE(OMNI); . End reception change to OMNI
13: end if
14: end procedure

The data rate adaption procedure handles the data rate in the simulation through
the evaluation of the maximum SNR according to the current packet destination.
The SNR is derived by using the Nist error model [203] implemented in Omnet++.
Note that, for the first iterations the data rate is set to the best possible related to the
receiver; every time that a communication fail occurs data rate is decreased; more
specifically it is is re-evaluated based on the latest SNR measured at the receiver and
then, it is assigned to the transmitter; the new value is the closest possible to the
latest data rate used. When the optimum data rate for a given receiver is evaluated
for the first time, it is stored in a cache and then used within a certain expiration
time for the subsequent transmissions of that receiver: When the expiration time is
reached, data rate caches are deleted and eventually updated (this because nodes
move in the network and network topology can be modified periodically). By de-
fault the receiver is in omni mode; when the receiver detects a reception, attempts to
receive in omni mode the preamble of the packet; once the preamble is captured, the
receiver is set to directional, then, the rest of the packet (the data) can be received.
The receiver, only after has finished to receive the full packet returns in omni mode.
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5.10 Performance evaluation

The experimental analysis is accomplished through the use of the Omnet++ Net-
work simulator. Basically, the considered scenario is consistent with the IEEE802.11ac
specifications because, as the most up to date standards, it defines requirements for
5G wireless network environments. Observe that it has been decided to use this
standard because it is very suitable for MANET and furthermore because it repre-
sents the precursor of the most modern 802.11ax and 802.11ah standards that how-
ever are not definitive. Along with this, mobile nodes are equipped with the Mas-
siveMIMOURPA antenna module designed in [204] and then the energy consump-
tion model presented in [205] (which represents a good approximation of the model
proposed in [115]) has been implemented. EnergyOptimization algorithm is imple-
mented in the Radio.cc class; this module handles communications between nodes at
physical layer.

TABLE 5.5: Main simulation parameter set.

Num. of elements 90 (URPA)
Elem. Spacing 0.5 λ

Network Standard IEEE802.11ac
Carrier freq. 5 GHz

Ch. bandwidths [Mhz] 20, 40, 80, 160
Num. of nodes 20, 50, 100

Data Rates [Mbps] from 57.8 to 6933.3
Traffic data type UDP
Message Length 512 Byte
Sim. Area Size 500 x 500 m

Sim. time 300 s

Simulations have been accomplished by using 20 different seeds and extracting
confidence intervals obtained by repetitions considering a confidence level of 95 %.
The traffic is randomly generated (based on the simulation seed) by different couples
of nodes. The number of spatial streams is 8 while BackgroundNoise is set to -80
dBm. Finally, initial energy value of each node is set to 300 J, the shutdown energy
value is 0 J. Other useful parameters are synthesized in Table I. The first result that
has been evaluated is the statistic related to the residual capacity by considering
8 configuration cases extracted from the IEEE802.11ac standard having fixed data
rate corresponding to the guard interval of 400 ns; then, these results have been
compared with a configuration case implementing the energyOptimization algorithm.

Figure 5.24 represents the residual capacity in function of the simulation time
displaying the best and the worst fixed data rate case and the curve obtained by
averaging all data rate cases. Results are compared with the configuration imple-
menting the proposed algorithm. The plots are averaged against all nodes. The
worst case is related to the configuration having data rate of 6933.3 Mbps having a
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FIGURE 5.24: Residual capacity progression.

256-QAM (Quadrature Amplitude Modulation); indeed, the highest is the data rate
the fastest is the energy depletion of nodes, as we can expect. However, in the worst
case, nodes drain completely their battery at t = 250 s; curves related to the average
case and the best case fixed data rate case (57.8 Mbps using a Binary Phase Shift
Keying modulation) have a similar trend. Finally, compared to the best fixed data
rate case, the curve related to energyOptimization algorithm overlooks the latter; in
particular, it can be observed how the proposed algorithm improves residual capac-
ity more than 38% compared to the best fixed data rate case. The main reason of this
result is due to the fact that, while using a fixed data rate, the most of the energy con-
sumption is related to receiver which receives in omni mode for all of the duration
of the packet that in this case has a considerable size (512 Byte + header); in addi-
tion, because energyOptimization algorithm establishes that receiver captures data in
directional mode, this contributes to considerably reduce collisions due to interfer-
ences in the channel; nevertheless, in this case, the used data rate at the transmitter
is the best possible (or very close to the best possible in case of reduction provided
by algorithm) corresponding to receiver that is adapted with respect to the evalu-
ated SNR. The second statistic is related to PDR (Packet Delivery Ratio), that is close
related with the energy consumption:

In Figure 5.25 it can be observed that, all curves, except for the worst case, are
almost overlapped until 80 s; then, a decrease due to the drain of residual capacity,
is registered. Because the PDR is directly proportional to the reduction of the energy
of nodes we observe a dramatic decline of the performance especially in the worst
case, for t > 250s that is the time in which nodes completely exhaust their energy.
However, this decrease is quite well mitigate if energyOptimization algorithm is used;
in fact, at the end of simulation, it has been registered a PDR of 0.61 against 0.43
obtained in the best fixed data rate case. For a further investigation, the clustering
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FIGURE 5.25: Packet Delivery Ratio comparison.

algorithm proposed in [199] has been implemented using massiveMIMOURPA mod-
ule and setting the number of elements to 90; therefore, also the simulation time was
doubled.

FIGURE 5.26: Energy consumption of nodes comparison.

Fig. 5.26 depicts percentage values of nodes that fully depleted their energy in
function of the simulation time; the best fixed data rate case with cluster algorithm
and the proposed algorithm have been compared. Observe how energyOptimiza-
tion is very similar to cluster algorithm until 300 s. However, after 300 s, our solu-
tion tends to linearly outperform cluster algorithm. Indeed, the final percentage of
nodes that completely exhausted their battery when our algorithm is used is 38,51
% against 58,4 % provided by clustering algorithm; this improvement is probably
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attributable to two factors: primarily, the best SNR management in the system pro-
vided by variable data rate with respect to other considered cases; secondly, cluster-
ing algorithm provides that nodes use only directional beams; this translates into a
large amount of wasted energy due to the use of high gain beams for a long time;
nevertheless, the use of directional beams in sensing channel phase implies an high
percentage of control packets exchanged by nodes for synchronizing themselves;
this latest aspect also contributes to increase the overall energy consumption.
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Chapter 6

Conclusion

In this thesis main concepts about directional antenna communications in Mobile ad
Hoc Networks environments have been presented. The present work has the ob-
jective to illustrate main common issues related to directional protocols in MANET
with special focus to physical and MAC layers; however, the main purpose has to
present main advances accomplished by author of this thesis in order to limit or
overcome some of the problems encountered in the present work. The overall work
has been structured into five chapters each of them exposing a particular topic re-
lated to directional communications in MANET. The chapter 1 has been the goal to
provide a background about directional communications compared with the omni-
directional case. In the chapter 2 theoretical basics about SAS and Massive MIMO
have been presented; in particular, about SAS, the concept of beamforming has been
deeply discussed and main adaptive beamforming algorithms have been presented;
because the most of the existing beamforming algorithms provide a slow conver-
gence, as personal research contribution it has been designed the VMA algorithm
presenting a variable metric estimation mechanism; among other things, it has been
shown that VMA is able to overcome the slow convergence problem by reducing
the overall number of computations implied by the use of MSE. However, in the
chapter 3, it has been highlighted that the current state of art relating to network
simulators supporting directional and asymmetrical communications is quite poor;
in view of this it has been shown how, by considering a well known simulator that
is the Omnet++ network simulator, it is possible to implement modules emulating
operations of SAS and Massive MIMO systems and extending Omnet++ features
to enable a support of directional communications. In the chapter 4, it has been ad-
dressed one of the most common issue relating to directional MAC context that is the
deafness problem. Because the use of the virtual carrier sensing it has been shown
to be not sufficient to limit effectively deafness especially when using high com-
plex antenna technology as SAS, it has been designed a directional MAC approach
based on Round-Robin scheduling (RR-MAC). RR-MAC is able to reduce the large
number of collisions involved by the use of classical directional antennas in mobile
nodes; as a result, the Packet Delivery Ratio is improved as well as the fairness of
the systems. About fairness, a new metric index that is the (DRTS/DCTS)ratio it
has been created. Furthermore, the static nature of Round Robin could brake the
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benefits of reducing beamforming time through the use of sectorized antenna; for
this reason, a Weighted Round Robin approach (WRR-MAC) it has been designed in
order to improve capabilities of Round Robin. WRR-MAC provides for a dynamic
weights assignment to sectors based on the activity degree of nodes in each sector
and on the level of misalignment between transmitter and receiver. In this way per-
formance in terms of reduction of frame collisions and fairness results improved
with respect to RR-MAC. In the chapter 5, mobility and energy consumption issues
have been investigated. Relating the first aspect, the RR-MAC approach presented
in chapter 4 has been enhanced in order to support a mechanism able to reduce ef-
fects of handoff implied by mobility of nodes. In this regard, the designed Enhanced
RR-MAC presents an in-frame priority mechanism exploiting an Enhanced Triangle
and Circle (ETRAC) predictive location model that allows to mitigate effects of node
mobility. About energy consumption instead, an Adaptive Beamforming Time RR-
MAC has been designed, with the goal to improve energy consumption allocation
among sectors provided by Round-Robin approach. In particular, in this case the
mean beamforming time and then the sector times are updated periodically in order
that for each sector is assigned a quantum of time that is proportional to the size
of the queue of that sector multiplied by the mean beamforming time (averaged by
all sectors); in this way, sector times can be different and unbalanced, and the major
fraction of time is assigned to the sector having the biggest queue size. Finally, in this
chapter, it has been shown that, when very high-directivity antenna systems such as
the massive MIMO are employed, it is possible, by means of an efficient mechanism
adapting the data rate at the transmitter to avoid the significant waste of energy due
to the employment of very high gain in communications.
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